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Abs_tract

The potential for luminal ca2' to modulate the activity of both SERCAI pumps
and RyRl channels was examined in isolated skeletal muscle heavy sarcoplasmic
ret ic ulum vesicles.

A synchronous assay was developed using Calcium Green-2 to

monitor extravesicular cal' and NADH oxidation as an indicator of SERCAI activity.
Results from these assays demonstrated that SERCAI pumps responded with nearmaximal activity (4200 nmol/mg/min for ca2+-induced activation, 4400 for ryanodineinduced activation) to RyRl-mediated ~ a ' -leak States. Cytosolic ~ a "alone was shown
to insufficiently stimulate SERCA 1 activity.

Threshold luminal caZ- loading (- 150

nmollmg) of HSR membranes both sensitized the RyR 1 to activation and back-inhibited
the SERCAI such that the pump was sensitized to treatment with sub-stoichiometric
concentrations of thapsigargin. Similar treatment of membranes with sub-stoichiometric
thapsigargin or cyclopiazonic acid collapsed steady state, outwardly directed, ca2*
gradients demonstrating that maintenance of such gradient was dependent upon active,
basal SERCAI activity.

Decreasing the rate of ~ a " gradient formation, with

thapsigargin o r cyclopiazonic acid, d u h g active ~ a "sequestration resulted in activated
RyR 1 channels and increased SERCA 1 catalytic activity.
To better determine how ca2' was distributed in the lumen of HSR membranes
two luminal fluorophores, Mag-Fura 2 and chlortetracycline were employed. The data
indicated that Mag-Fura 2 reported on a shallow, free, ionomycin insensitive, SERCAI-

sensitive, and rapidly exchangeable luminal ca2' pool. The maximum determined ceiling
of this free ca2' pool was -50 PM.

On the other hand, chlortetracycline probably

reported on ~ a "in the mM range. This luminal ca2&probe was also s h o w to undergo

2.5-fold fluorescence enhancement in the presence of the luminal ca2' binding protein,
calsequestrin. In ca2' transport assays, ca2' was shown to enter the fkee caZ' pool before
binding to calsequestrin. ca2'-induced ca2' release was accompanied by large increases
in the fiee ~ a "pool coinciding with large decreases in the bound ca2- pool. The
evidence provided here demonstrates that the chlortetracycline, bound, luminal ~ a "
cornpartment is sensitive to open States of the RyRl. The Mag-Fura 2, fkee, luminal ~ a "
compartment responded with fluorescence increases upon activation of SERCAl pumps.
Together it becomes ciear that minimized fiee luminal ca2', due to the presence of basal
levels of SERCAl activity, facilitated the accumulation of ca2' in the RyRl-associated
bound luminal

ca2+pool.

This luminal ca2* exchange appeared important for the

generation of high, outwardly directed ca2' gradients and the sensitization of RyRl
channels to activation. Therefore the activities of both the SERCAl and the RyRl
appear intertwined through a luminal, ca2' mediated, cross talk, such that the formation
of SERCA l -mediated luminal ~ a "gradients required for RyRl -mediated

ca2-releases

is dependent upon the distribution of ca2+ between free and bound luminal caZ-

compartments.
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traduction
Skeletal muscle contraction is initiated by the release of caZ* from the
terminal cistemae of the sarcoplasmic reticulum. It is now generally accepted that four
dihydropyridine receptors (DHPR's) on the transverse tubular membrane are in
alignment with every second ryanodine receptor (RyRI) on the terminal cisternal
membrane (16). Each DHPR is associated with a single RyRl monorner. The current
proposal for the transfer of signai across the triadic gap has aligned DHPR's functionally
controlling ~ a ' +release fkom their RyRl counterparts, but unaligned RyRlls are
activated through secondary ~a"-induced ca2' release (CICR) mechanisms.

The

observation that not al1 RyRl's are Iocated at the triadic junction but also along flanking
regions of the jSR, also referred to as corbular J S R supported this secondary CICR
hypothesis of skeletal muscle SR caZ-release (7, 208).
Muscle relaxation occurs by the sequestration of ~ a "in the longitudinal SR
where sarco-endoplasmic reticulum c ~ ' - - A T P ~ s(SERCA)
~
pumps are uniformly
distributed (103). Yet there is also evidence that SERCA pumps are located on the
corbular JSR, in close proximity ts the RyRl channels (133). Transport of ~ a ' -occurs
with the binding of ~ a "to high afinity binding sites accessible from the cytosol.

Subsequent conformational changes accompany the transition of these binding sites from
high to low affinity, which are now orientated towards the SR lumen. Luminal low
affinity ~ a "binding sites and their caZ' occupation under conditions of increased

luminal cal* have been implicated in back-inhibition of the SERCAl pump (122).
Specific inhibitors of the SERCA family of

ca2' pumps

have also been characterized.

Thapsigargin (Tg) and cyclopiazonic acid (CPA) are two inhibitors that have been shown

to preferentially bind the ~ a "free enzyme and slow the forward reaction at low

concentrations while irreversibly inhibiting the pump at higher concentrations with a 1 :1
binding stoichiometry (1 37, 2 13, 224).

Dettbarn and Palade (54a) have recently

demonstrated that Tg- and CPA-induced ca2' emuxes fiom HSR vesicles were inhibited
by ruthenium red.
Studies of skeletal muscle SR ca2+release have been advanced with early
findings that different fractions of the SR could be isolated (176). Both triadic
(containing t-tubular membranes and jSR membranes) and heavy sarcoplasmic reticulum
(HSR) (containing just jSR) membranes have been characterized (40,270). The presence
of DHPR receptors (on triadic membranes), the RyRl, the luminal ca2' binding protein
calsequestrin (CSQ), SERCAl purnps and possibly the full complement of junctional
proteins (on triadic and HSR membranes) have made vesicles useful for studying SR
ca2* uptake and ~ a " release under quasi-physiological conditions (Sla).

The

phenomenon of ClCR was first described by Endo using skimed muscle fibers (63).
These early observations dernonstrated that a minimum level of ca2- load was required
for CICR and that M ~ ' - was an inhibitor of the ~ a "release process. Subsequently,

CICR has been obsewed in HSR vesicles, with increased RyRl activation in the presence
of pM ca2-, rnM ATP and low pM ryanodine (79, 178) and RyRl inhibition by mM

M&+ and caZL, pM mthenium red (248), and high pM ryanodine (233). Indeed, the
specific binding of the plant alkaloid, ryanodine, to the ca2' release channel proved
usehl for initial isolation of the RyRl and incorporation into planar lipid bilayers ( 120,

126, 209).

Single chamel studies of the RyRl incorporated into lipid bilayers have
been usefùl in establishing and identiQing RyRl channel modulators that influenced the
gating characteristics of the protein in isolation. However, the results of these studies
have sometimes been contradictory. Of importance, the influence of luminallmzns ~ a "
has been s h o w to decrease (160), increase (95,243), or bimodally (273) influence single
c hannel open probability. Increased RyR 1 activity, including bimodal increases followed

by decreases in channel activity, were thought to occur either by (a) luminal Ca'- acting

at luminal Ca2- binding sites (95) or (b) luminal ca2' fluxes through the RyRl having
access to cytosolic high afinity activation/low afinity inactivation ca2' binding sites
(273).
One explanation for varied results fkom single channel studies has been the
absence of accessory proteins irnplicated in formation of protein complexes at the SR
junctional face membrane and possible control of RyR 1-mediated ~ a "release ( 5 1a.
170a).

A protein complex at the skeletal muscle JSR is thought to exist in vivo,

consisting of the anchoring membrane proteins junctin and triadin, the luminal Ca'binding protein, calsequestrin, and the cal' release channel, RyRl (294). This complex

may modulate activation of the RyRl through caZ*binding and altered aftinities of these
proteins for one another. The consequences of these protein-protein interactions. as well
as the influence of proteins like calmodulin and FKBP12, upon RyRl function remains to
be hlly determined. Therefore for the study of SR ~ a "release an intact a preparation as

possible appears physiologically appropriate.
As with single channel experirnents the influence of luminal ca2* upon RyRl
activation in vesiculated SR preparations has not been well established. Ikemoto has

suggested that the ca2' gradient across HSR membranes is an important regulator of the
coordination between ca2' uptake and ca2' release (1 18, 226). In these studies there was
a luminal Ca'' load dependence to caZi release and increases in luminal ~ a "were s h o w
to favor l a " release and baîk inhibit caZi uptake. The influence of luminal ca2* in
favoring back inhibition of the SERCAl pump has been previously characterized (122).
Other studies have suggested there may be a role for luminal ca2+ cycling between the
RyR 1 and SERCA 1 ( 170a). These studies supported the coordination between activation
of RyRl. reduced luminal cal' and activation of SERCAl. Ikemoto has demonstrated a

transient rise in luminal ca2' that precedes caZ4release and suggested a change in ~ a ' ~
binding to CSQ may mediate these luminal changes (1 18, 225). These observations were
further supported with the increased sensitivity of RyRl's to ryanodine treatment upon

luminal ca2* loading of HSR membranes (90). Distinctions between free luminal ~ a "
and bound luminal ~ a ' +(to CSQ) have also raised the possibility of a direct interaction of
CSQ on the RyRl and/or the RyRl on CSQ for mediating luminal c a p effects upon the
ca2*release channel(54).
Discrepancies in the literature pertaining to luminal ca2', as well as an absence of
information regarding caZi control mechanisms on the corbular jSR, where RyRl's and
SERCAl's are both present in close proximity, led to the hypothesis that rates of Ca2+
gradient formation across HSR membranes govemed by SERCAl activity impact the
manner in which RyRl channels are activated.

Furthermore, we propose that the

sequestration of luminal ca2+influences states of SERCAl pumps and RyRl channels
such that luminal ca2' is a means by which pumps and channels cornmunicate. Using
HSR membranes, an assay system was developed that allowed synchronous monitoring

of SERCAl catalytic activity and cytosolic ca2' transients. The use o f Calcium Green-2
as the cytosolic caZ' probe and NADH fluorescence as an indicator of SERCAl ATP
hydrolysis through a coupied enzyme assay led to the finding that formation of RyRl

~ a ' - leak States were accompanied by activation of SERCAl pumps.

In these

experiments luminal ~ a "proved important for sensitizing the RyRl to activation by
cytosolic ca2'. Luminal ca''

was further shown to sensitize both the SERCAl to Tg

inhibition, ar.d the RyRl to ryanodine activation.
Not only was luminal ~ a "important for modulation of ~ a ' - release and ~ a "
sequestration but the rate at which it was sequestered to the lumen proved equally
important.

When SERCAl pumps were slowed by Tg treatment o r by rapid ca2*

loading, the efflux of caZ' from the lumen was favored. The requirement of threshold
luminal ~ a "concentrations for CICR led to the incorporation o f the luminal ~ a ' indicators. Mag-Fura-2 and chlortetracycline, into well-defined ca2* transport protocols.
These luminal indicators were important in the identification of two distinct luminal caZ*
pools. Our data indicates that CTC reports on a CSQ-bound luminal ~ a "compartment
while MF2 reports on a shallow, fiee, possibly RyRl associated, luminal ca2- pool.
Increases in MF2 and decreases in CTC fluorescence accompanied RyRl activation,
while the movement of

Rom the MF2-visible ~ a "compartment into the CTC-

visible compartment occurred dunng RyR 1 inactivation. These results indicate that the
SERCAl and RyRl may be intimately regulated by a luminal ~ a "cross talk govemed
by formation of caZt gradients and the binding of ca2' to luminal ca2' buffers like CSQ.

e Review

'the molecular mechanism of the Ca2+ release process in excitation-contraction

couplitg in muscle is one of the most important unsolved prob lems in muscle physiofogy
and cell biology '. ( 192)

1. A Brief Historical Perspective

IA. An ultra-structuraf description of muscle contraction: the role of ca2+ in cross

bridge formation
The fûnctional unit of skeletal muscle is a sarcornere. A skeletal muscle can be
morphologically described as consisting of parallel groupings of multinucleated muscle
cells referred to as muscle fibers. Muscle fibers, in turn, are made up of bundles of
rnyof i brils, the basic contractile element of muscle fibers. Sarcomeres are the repeating
units of myofibds as seen through rnicroscopic analysis. Differential light and dark
areas can be observed on the surface of muscle fibers as well as repeating in a similar
fashion on rnyofibrils. The terms A band and I band have been used to describe the
repeating dark and light areas, respectively (see Plate l(B)). The lighter area within the A

batrd has been called the H zone which is separated by a central darker line, the M line.
The 1 band contains a dark central line, the Z line, and a sarcomere is the area between
two repeating Z lines. Myofibrils appear as they do rnicroscopicalIy due to ultrastructural

organization of cornponents of the sarcomere.

The A band contains myosin thick

filaments that either have no overlap (H zone) or overlap (dark outer areas) with actin

thin filaments. The I band is where thin filaments originate, at the Z line, extending in
both directions to overlap with myosin thick filaments in two adjacent sarcomeres (60).
Observations made with the light microscope and later the electron microscope,
were important in deducing how these gross morphological regions interacted during
muscle contraction. Initial studies showed that I bands and H zones became compressed
while A bands remained unchanged as a sarcomere shortened. Electron micrographs
demonstrated that as sarcomeres were stretcbed or shortened the A and / bands did not
undergo changes in length but did change the extent to which they overlapped. These
observations resulted in the sliding-filament theory of muscle contracture which stated
that sarcomere shortening/rnuscle contracture was a consequence of actin thin filaments
sliding over the myosin thick filaments and being drawn closer to the M line.

Tt was

shortly there-after that sliding was shown to be fùnctionally controlled by the attachment

of myosin heads to the actin thin filaments and that pivoting of the myosin head group
actively pulled the thin filaments closer to the M line. In the late 1960's, there was rnuch
debate over the role of ~ a "in muscle contraction which resulted in theories about the

involvement of a so-called 'relaxing factor' which was released following contraction. It
was not until the discovery of a protein complex consisting of troponin T, C and 1 and the

definitive ca2'-binding properties of these subunits that led to the general acceptance of
the role of ca2' in contraction. Experiments with isolated actomyosin (isolated actin +
isolated myosin) showed that it retains the ability to hydrolyze ATP. When tropomyosin
and troponin were added back to actomyosin, the ATPase activity was subsequently
inhibited. The addition of ca2' removed this inhibition. Thus, tropomyosin and troponin
were postulated to associate in such a manner that they blocked the linkage between the

heavy meromyosin globular protein heads (site of ATPase activity) and the actin thin
filaments. These findings were instrumental in showing that caZCwas involved in cross
bridge formation. Tropornyosin was found to directly overlay or block the myosin
binding site on actin. When the troponin C subunit binds

ca2', a resultant change in the

interactions between troponin T, C, and 1, further results in the repositioning of
tropomyosin. This in turn, unveils a binding site on the actin filaments for the attachment
of the myosin globular heads. The hydrolysis of ATP causes the pivoting of the myosin
heads and ultimately muscle shortening (59).

IB. The raie of tiie sarcoplasmic reticulum in E-C coupling
In the early 1900's, different terminology represented the Z line. A band. a n d I
batzd that were just now gaining popularity to descnbe the morphological characteristics
of muscle fibers using microscopic techniques (245). The cornparison between earlier

observations and current definitions of the dark and light zones of skeletal muscle are
shown in Plate 1 (A) and (B).

Also noted in (A) are early observations of the

sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). It was first observed in various muscle fiber types using
rudimentary silver staining techniques in the late 1800's and early 19003, designated in
Plate 1 (A) with the letter b. It was initially described as a delicate lattice work at the A-I
junction and at the time was called the transverse reticula (278). Yet, staining and
microscopic techniques of the time failed to allow wide spread confirmation of its
existence. The SR was re-discovered in 1953 by Bennet and Porter using electron
rnicroscopy techniques (1 1). These later descriptions detailed an organization of tubules
and vesicles between the myofibrils that were limited by simple, smooth (no attached

particles) membranes, and had no observable interna1 structure. Observations that the SR
repeated in phase with each sarcomere originally irnplicated it as significant to muscle
contraction. By 1957 the existence of a three unit group was recognized opposite the A-1
band junction and an example of an electron micrograph of the structure is shown in Plate
1 (C) (75). It was noted that the outer two groups were contiguous with the SR, that they

appeared as 'foot processes', and that they 'pushed' against the middle group (2 14). The
three unit group was referred to as a triad. Two years later the middle group was noted as
distinct from the SR groups. This 'transverse' group was also realized to be continuous
with the plasma membrane (8). Andersson-Cedergren suggested at this time that the T
group rnay conduct the stimulus for muscle contraction.
In a paper in 1947 titied "The action of various cations on muscle contraction",
Heilbrunn and Wiercinski found the uniqueness of the ca2' ion was that it alone caused
muscle contraction (106). Meanwhile, there were proposais that the underlying ion in
muscle contraction may actually be Kt (260). Using both isolated fibers and minced
muscle tissue, the Heilbrum group demonstrated that only the addition of ~ a "
caused an
imrnediate and pronounced shortening of their skeletai muscle preparations. The authors
noted "tltat the shortening which the calcium ion initiales when it comes in contact with
inriscle protopiusm is not a simple phenornenon involving just a protein and an ion.

Rarher rltere is growing evidence that a complicated cfotting rnechanism is involved and
that the addition of calcium is just tltefirst step in a [ong chain of events " (260). Indeed.
the overall mechanism for caZ'control by the SR has proved to be a long chain of events.

difficult to fully deduce.

By 1960 it was generally accepted that caZ' was key for muscle contraction yet
the SR had not been implicated as the ca2' controlling system. Researcb efforts had been
concentrated in unraveling the protein machinery that was involved in actual contraction.
Because of the simikarities to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) in other cells, it was
thought the SR may be important in metabolite sequestration and transport (207). As had
been previously done with the ER from vanous ceIl types,

attempts were made to

fractionate skeletal muscie and the SR in order to better detennine its function (189).

These experiments were the first to make the comection between the SR and the
mechanical events of contraction. From these earliest attempts at obtaining triadic or

heavy SR vesicles it was suggested that the SR was responsible for releasing a 'relaxing
factor' that led to muscle relaxation. Then Ebashi (57) descnbed how fragments of the

SR and T system, also called muscle microsomes, bind

ca2-in the presence of ATP.

It

was then proposed that the binding of ~ a by' the
~ SR may be the relaxing factor for
skeletal muscle relaxation.
In the early 1960's studies involving caZ' and the SR gained prominence and two
main observations were of critical importance. First, SR microsomal fractions contained
an ATP-driven ca2- pump which was different from the actomyosin ATPase and
effectively removed ca2' £tom the actomyosin systems causing muscle relaxation (58,
284).

Second, ca2+oxalate precipitation (Le. ~ a "compartmentalization) in relaxed

skeletal muscle fibers occurred principally in the SR lateral sacs of the tiads (46, 102).
This final observation led Costantin et al. to suggest that ca2* sequestration and
compartmentalization in the lateral sacs of the SR, in close proximity to the T-tubule,

may be an indication that the release of caZ' fiom the SR is the signal for skeletal muscle
contraction.
To further correlate the electrical events of T-tubule depolarization with the ca2transients thought to cause muscle contraction and the ca2+ transients with the actual
mechanical event of contraction, Ashley and Ridgeway (9) used an intracellular electrode
to record membrane potential, the photoprotein aequorin to record caZ- transients, and a
force transducer to record isometric tension in a single, isolated depressor muscle of the
acorn bamacle (Plate 2). The simultaneous recording allowed these three events to be
correlated.

These experiments demonstrated that depolarization of the membrane

preceded the rise in cytosolic ca2' which in turn occurred prior to the development of
isornetric tension. Although this study did little in explaining how the ~ a ' +transient was
controlled by the SR, it did show that the caZ' signal was transient and that rises in ~ a "
were both intimately controlled by membrane depolarizations, and intimately related to
the generation of tension. n i e authors did propose that ~ a "release and ~ a "rernoval

from the cytosol were SR-controlled events. The use of aequonn, which the investigators
extracted themselves fkom Aequorea forskalea. seemed to be the precursor to the advent
of many ~ a sensitive
' ~ probes.
By the early 1970's the control mechanisms of caZ' release from the SR were still
unknown and the ca2- release channel had not been identified.

Still working with

isolated single fibers and a ca2' binding, metallochromatic dye, murexide, Endo (63)
observed that ca2' release fiom the SR was an al1 or none process. Furthemore it was
identified that an intrinsic property of the SR was that ca2' itself promoted the release of
~ a " . M ~ was
~ 'also shown to inhibit caZ' release fiom the SR. Importantly, the process

of ca2'-induced ca2' release (CICR) was described with the conclusion that it may
indeed be the mechanism which explained the regenerative nature of muscle contraction
following depolarization. The importance of determining the protein composition of the
SR and the role of proteins like the ca2' release channel and the c a ' + - ~ ~ ~ a in
s ecaZ+
s

sequestration and release is presented in the following section.

II. The proteins involved i n S R

ca2+uptake,

temporary

ca2+storage

and CP"

release
II.A. The Sarco-endoplasmic Reticulum CU"A TPase (C'a2+

The sarco/endoplasmic reticulum ca2'-~TPase farnily of enzymes are ATPdriven ca2-pumps that actively translocate ca2*across cellular membranes (252). There
are three genes that encode the SERCA pump isoforms SERCAla and 1b, SERCA2a and
2b, and SERCA3a, 3b and 3c (156). Distribution of the SERCA protein products are

shown in Table 1. The SERCA isofonns la (lb) and 2a are the only isoforms localized
to the SR in the noted muscle ce11 types whereas other isoforms appear localized to the
ER and outer membrane of the nuclear envelope in the tissue types specified in the table
( 133).

Table 1. Distributions of SERCA protein gene products.

Location
adult fast-twitch skeletal
muscle
neonatal fast-twitch skeletal
muscle
cardiac muscle
slow-twitch skeletal muscle
smooth muscle
brain

Role
muscle relaxation

1 muscle relaxation
muscle relaxation

1

SERCA36,3c

platelets
lymphoid cells
saiivary glands
endothelial cells
purkinie neurons
kidney
pancreas

possibly ceIl proliferation

The role of SERCAl in SR Ca" sequestration and ultimately skeletal muscle
relaxation was not detennined until the 1960's. nie first reports of an ATPase on the SR
membrane were made using particulate fiactions fiom skeletal muscle referable to
fragmented SR. Ebashi found that when these early forms of SR vesicles were given a
continuous supply of ATP they had the ability to concentrate caZA
inside the membranes
( 5 8 ) . Some years later, the c a " - ~ T ~ a s emw
,
102,000 daltons, was the first protein to be

isolated from skeletal muscle SR (163, 165). It was determined that the enzyme was the
sole transporter of Ca''

in the SR. Furthemore the c a Z ' - ~ T p a s ehad sites for ~ a ' -and

M ~ ' - binding, was phosporylated in the ATP to ADP exchange reaction, and that activity
was abolished in the presence of ca2' chelators like EGTA.
The location of SERCAl pumps along the SR membrane initially became evident
from the proportion of SERCAl pumps found in different isolated subsections during
fractionation of the SR in early vesicle preparations.

In an early paper by Meissner

(176), three distinct 'types' of SR vesicles were recovered from 25

-

45% sucrose

gradients as summarized in Table 2. The protein components of each type of SR vesicle
are listed with the proportion of those proteins being ca2' pump represented as % c a 2 pump. The nomenclature Iight (L), intermediate (1), and heavy (H) SR are now accepted

terminology for refemng to fractionated sarcoplasmic reticulum.

Table 2. Initial characterization of vesicles isolated from the skeletal muscle
sarcoplasmic reticulum.
Appearance
Vesicle Location on
% ca2'
Other Proteins
Gradient
Pump
empty sacs
28-32% ..
LSR
90%
ISR
32-39%
filled with electron dense
HSR
39-43%
ca2' binding
55-65%
material
protein(25%)
MS5 protein (7%)
It appeared fiom Meissners' study that the majority of SERCA1 was contained in

longitudinal sections of the SR, yet large amounts of enzyme were recovered from the
terminal cistemal, HSR tiactions. Irnmunocytochemical studies have corroborated these
early attempts at localizing SERCA pumps and found that the majority of ~ a ' - pumps
were indeed located at longitudinal SR membranes but that pumps were also found on the
flanking regions of the terminal cistemal SR (133) alongside ~ a release
"
channels. HSR
vesicles were subsequently characterized M e r and shown to contain numerous other
proteins (also further characterized) found in native SR. Characterization of the ISR
fraction in the above study was neglected but it is now known that this fraction contains
many of the proteins found in the HSR fraction but at a lesser extent.
The operational mechanisms of SERCAl pumps from skeletal muscle SR has
long been an area of intense research. The ca2' pump works on energy transduction
where the chemical energy of ATP is converted to the translocation of ca2* across a
membrane with the formation of an outwardly directed ~ a "gradient. Early studies
showed that ATP hydrolysis during a single SERCAl pump cycle transponed 2 ~ a ' +
ions into the lumen of the SR (103). Basic schemes were developed to include the
' , phosphorylation of the SERCA pump, and the translocation of ca2'
binding of M ~ ~ the

ions (5, 77, 114)as shown in Plate 3. Briefly, the SERCA enzyme (E) has 2 high affinity

ca2- binding sites on the cytoplasmic side of the enzyme and been suggested to bind ~

a ' ~

with a KD of about 2 p M (241). The binding of ca2- to these sites is cooperative such
that the binding of ca2+to the first site facilitates binding to the second caZ' transport site
(125). The binding of both ca2' ions to these sites is a requirement for catalysis of ATP

and subsequent transport (12). Ca2-E is then phosphorylated by ATP in the presence of

M ~ "(23). Once the SERCAl pump has been phosphorylated, a change in conformation
of the enzyme occludes the ca2' ions from both the cytosol and lumen of the SR. The
Ca2-E-P configuration of the pump is inherently unstable and the ~ a ions
' ~are rapidly
moved to the lumen and dissociate fiom the enzyme. The E-P state of the pump now has

2 low affinity ca2' binding sites facing the lumen of the SR. The bound M ~ "and Pi are
removed by hydrolytic cleavage of the enzyme and the SERCA pump returns to the E
formation with the two ~ a ' -binding sites once again positioned facing the cytosol.
The tnnspon of 2

ca2'

ions per C ~ " - A T P ~ Scycle
~ requires an optimal pH

between 6.5 and 6.8. Above or below these pH values, ATPase activity was markedly
reduced. This possibly occurs by protonation of the enzyme at lower pH and the binding
of ca2- being inhibited by H' ions (83, 230) and by proton limitation at higher pH (123).
These effects of H* upon the c a 2 ' - ~ ~ p a s eare thought to anse from a proton

countertransport with ca2* making the SERCAl similar to C a - and NaK-ATPases
(291, 293) Another requirernent for optimum SERCA pump activity is cytosolic M ~ "

concentrations of -1-2 mM (15). M ~ ' *binding to SERCAl is still in debate as some
believe that ca2' occupation of the high affinity sites decreases the affinity of the enzyme

~ ' a higher affinity for the enzyme in the
for M ~ " (83) while others believe M ~ has

presence of ca2' (217). Higher concentrations of M~'' have been shown to have an
inhibitory eRect upon the catalytic turnover of the pump by locking the enzyme in a
dead-end complex by binding to the low-afiinity luminal caZ' binding sites (15).
caZ- itself has been shown to inhibit the c ~ " - A T P ~ s ~ .While FM ~ a ' concentrations in the cytosol were shown to activate SERCAl activity by promoting
"
appear to inhibit
binding to the high-affinity ~ a "binding sites, rnM ~ a concentrations
enzyrnatic activity (290). It has been suggested that these high ~ a concentrations
"
cause
the formation of CaATP complexes that bind to the catalytic site instead of MgATP.

Elevated Iuminal ca2* concentrations have also been shown to reduce SERCAl activity
possibly by back-inhibition of ca2- release to the SR lumen fkom the low-afinity ca2binding sites (54, 108, 122).

The suggested mechanism of SERCA back-inhibition

according to the scheme in Plate 3 has the luminal low-affinity

caZ-sites

remaining

saturated and unable to release the bound ~ a ' -to the lumen. This in turn decreases the
rate of Pi release and decreases the rate of enzyme turnover (53, 1 13). Interestingly, it is
under similar conditions of high luminal ~ a ' +Ioads that rnay promote SERCAl purnp
reversa1 (169, 170). In terrns of the transport cycle scheme (Plate 3). SR vesicles that
were initially loaded with ca2' would have 2 ca2- ions bound luminally to the lowaffinity ~ a ' +binding sites on the SERCAl pump. Because the Pi has not been removed.
the enzyme may favor the binding of ADP and the ca2' ions would emux through the

pump to the cytosol with the concomitant synthesis of ATP.

If the phosphorylated

intermediate was allowed to relieve itself of the two luminal caZi ions it would form the

E-P formation of the enzyme and subsequently only react with water, proceeding with the
fonvard reaction of the SERCAl cycle (130, 182).

Indeed, the initial reports of pump

reversals were thought to be a mechanism by which the skeletal muscle SR released
required for muscle contraction.
stored ~ a "
The SERCAl farnily of ca2+pumps are inhibited by several recently identified
compounds. The first is the sesquiterpene lactone, thapsigargin (Tg), derived from the
plant Tlzapsia garganica.

Tg was found to specifically inhibit the SERCA pump

isoforms with a binding stoichiometry of 1:l and an ICso of about 20 n M (157, 124).

Further studies have shown that Tg binds to the SERCA pump with a dissociation rate
constant of0.0052 s" (52). The SERCAl pump appears to be inhibited by Tg in the E
( ~ a ' -absent) formation of the enzyme and more specifically in the low affinity state for
caZ+
(284a). During active SERCAl turnover in the presence of caZ' and ATP, Tg was

reported to slowly inhibit catalytic turnover since it specifically interacts with the ~ a ' absent f o m of the enzyme in the ~ a "transport cycle. When SERCAl pumps were
treated with Tg in the absence of caZ', the ~ a "transport cycle was arrested in a deadend complex (182). The binding of Tg to the pump has also been shown to inhibit the
binding of ATP. If the reaction cycle was allowed to proceed, Tg was s h o w to be
ineffective at blocking ~ a "binding to the Ca2-E formation and that the enzyme could
then be phosphorylated (even in the presence of Tg) forming the E-P state from the Ca2-

E. Because of the binding characteristics of Tg, sub-stoichiometric Tg concentrations
were shown to reduce both the catalytic rate and the caZ' loading rate of the SERCAl
pump possibly by binding to those enzymes in the E formation while other SERCAl
purnps proceeded through the ~ a transport
"
cycle (137,224).
A second SERCAl-specific inhibitor is cyclopiazonic acid (CPA), a mycotoxin
produced by Aspergillus /lavus and PeniciZfium cyclopium (92, 124). In much the same

manner as Tg, CPA binds to the SERCAl pump with a 1:1 stoichiometry but with an
ICjo in the 400 nM range. As with Tg, CPA preferentially binds and inhibits the ~ a ' -

absent (E) form of the enzyme but the mode of action of CPA appears to be as a
cornpetitive inhibitor of ATP binding to the pump (233). In contrat, others report that
CPA acts in a similar marner to Tg by blocking the E to Ca2-E transition and thus

inhibiting ATP binding (251). It is agreed that CPA inhibits the SERCAl to a lesser
extent than Tg and, unlike Tg, CPA-induced inhibition is fully reversible (213. 25 1).
Plenge-Tellechea et al. have also shown that catalytic turnover rates of the enzyme and
ca2- loading at sub-stoichiometnc CPA concentrations reflect the combined contribution
of enzyme turnover with and/or without CPA inhibition.
The SERCA 1 is thought to operate as a monomeric enzyme in the SR membrane
with neighboring SERCAl purnps acting in concert.

Indeed, isolation of the ca2--

ATPase and study of the monomeric form has shown that the pump operates with the full
~ a "transport cycle outlined above and transports ~

a (1-05, 16 1). Yet, recent evidence

has suggested that the C ~ ~ ' - A T Prnay
~ S ~in fact operate as oligomeric unit of enzymes,
even in isolated SR vesicles (14,42, 168). In studies in the Thomas laboratory ( 168)' the
finding that only 50% of the total ATPases present were phosphorylatable led the
investigators to suggest that ATPasdATPase interactions may account for this loss in
activity. Further evidence came fiom cryo-electron microscopy images of the SERCA 1
leading the authors to describe the arrangement of pumps in the membrane as 'dimer
ribbons' (27 1).
Cryo-electron microscopy and site-directed mutagenesis studies were important
for deduction of possible ca2+ associated portions of the SERCA pump as well as

structural changes that may occur during ca2' transport (199). These studies suggest that
70% of the SERCAl protein is cytoplasmic and that this portion resembles the head and

neck of a bird. The 'head' of the pump is suggested to be the domain that interacts with
other ~ a " - ~ ~ ~ aasswell
e s as containing binding sites for ATP. The neck connects the
membrane and cytosolic portions of the enzyme and is thought to convey conformational
change to the head of the SERCA pump. The neck is connected to the transmembrane
segments of the SERCA pump and the images were thought to correlate to earlier
findings that there were 1 0 transmembrane hel ices ( 17).

Site-directed mutagenesis

studies have identified 4 of these helices as being important for ~ a "binding and caZtranslocation across the SR membrane (35, 2 18). ca2* binding to these segments appear
to result in large conformational changes to the cytosolic domains in the SERCA
molecule possibly to allow ATP hydrolysis and subsequent phosphorylation required for
~ a ' ' transport (199). Where ca2' ions cross through the SERCA pump and the SR

membrane, and indeed whether the SERCA pump operates in vivo as a monomer or
oligomer remains to be determined.

1I.B. Sarcolipin
Sarcolipin is a proteolipid of 6 kDa first shown to copuri@ with the SERCAI
from skeletal muscle sarcoplasmic reticulum (166). Expression of the protein follows the
expression of the SERCAl in that it is most abundant in fast-twitch skeletal muscle
(198). Cloning of the gene for sarcolipin revealed similarities in gene make-up between

sarcolipin and phospholamban, another integral membrane protein that CO-expresseswith
SERCA2a in cardiac and slow-twitch muscles (197, 287).

Homology of protein

sequences of sarcolipin and phospholarnban led to speculation that sarcolipin regulated
SERCAl activity in a similar fashion to the way phospholamban regulated SERCA2a
activity.

Phospholamban is known to inhibit the SERCA2a by decreasing enzyme

affinity for ca2'.

This inhibition can be revened by phosphorylation of phospholamban

or under conditions where cytosolic ca2' becomes elevated (141). Coexpression of
sarcolipin and SERCAl in HEK-293 T-cells showed that sarcolipin decreased the affinity
of the SERCAI for ca2*at low ca2' concentrations but increased ca2&sequestration rates
by SERCAl at higher caZ' concentrations (196).

The investigators also noted that

sarcolipin was not phosphorylatable and that the way in which sarcolipin interacts with
the SERCAl may be different fiom the interactions between phospholamban and the

SERCA2a. This is preliminary evidence that the SERCAl may be modulated by a
phospholamban-like membrane protein, sarcolipin.

1I.C. The ca2+
Release ChanneURyanodine Receptor
Dunng the mid-19703, the same time that Meissner was characterizing light and
heavy sarcoplasmic reticulum vesicles containing (as was -hown at the tirne) only three
main proteins (a c a 2 ' - ~ ~ p a s ea, ~ a "binding protein and M55 protein) (LX), the
concept of a channel large enough to conduct ca2' fiom the SR lumen to sites of cross
bridge formation was almost unimaginable. ca2' release channels began to be identified

morphologically as the 'feet' structures in HSR vesicles because of their similarity to the
feet of triadic junctions and because of the capabilities of HSR vesicles to release ca2&

(28, 85, 86). The root alkaloid isolated fiom the Ryairia speciosa plant, ryanodine, proved
pivotal for the identification of the ca2' release channel. The early observations that

ryanodine had ~ a ' +agonist or antagonist actions in isolated SR vesicles (70, 233) led
researchers to suggest that "ryanodine may interact with an SR cat' charme1 and either
open it or close it depending on expenmental conditions" (258). The subsequent findings
that ryanodine bound with high affinity to a receptor localized to the junctional SR
membranes led to the isolation and further characterization of the ~ a "release channel
now known as the ryanodine receptor (79, 178,209,2 1 1 ).

The ca2- release channeVRyanodine receptor (RyR)was purified from rabbit
skeletal muscle (120, 126, 209) and fkom canine cardiac muscle (6, 112) in the late
1980's. The isclated channels were shown to carry ~ a current
' ~ and were gated into
open States by various ligands helping identiQ them as caZ' release channels (247, 248).
The ca2' release channel is the largest membrane spanning channel in the body. Actual
dimensions of 27x27~14nm have been suggested. These studies also indicated that the
RyR has a central pore of about 1-2 nm that radiates into four smailer channels in the
cytoplasmic quatrefoil foot structures (216, 280).

Although the RyR appears as a

quatrefoil, the channel is actually made up of four equal monomeric subunits that have a
sedimentation coeficient of 30s and a molecular weight of 565 kDa (147). The RyRl
polyrner has a molecular weight of 2.3 mDa.
Cryo-electron microscopy shidies have indicated that only 20% of the monomeric
protein was membrane associated constituting the pore-forming portion of the channel.
The remaining 80% of the monomer formed the cytoplasmic foot (2 15). The membrane
topology of the RyR is still under some debate. The membrane-associated C-terminal
20% is thought to have either four transmembrane segments (93), or 10-12
transmembrane segments (28 1) according to site speci fic antibody studies or cryo-

electron microscopy studies, respectively.

The rest of each monomer (80% of the

protein) upstream to the N-terminus ernbodies the large cytosolic foot structures that have
corne to typi@ the R ~ R / c ~ release
~'
channel. Recent studies have s h o w that two
domains make up each cytosolic monomeric foot (234) and that there appears to be a 4"
shift in the foot structures in relation to the membrane upon RyR channel opening (203).
Binding sites for adenine nucleotides (238), cytosolic ~ a "(36), ryanodine (26),
calmodulin (265), FKBP12 (279), as well as phosphorylation sites (255), have been
predicted from prïmary structure but further investigations are required.
The c a l i release channel has three isoforms encoded by three genes giving a
skeletal muscle RyRl (265), a cardiac muscle RyR2 (205) and a more widely distributed
RyR3 (99). Although RyR) was first isolated fiorn the brain, later studies revealed that

the RyR2 was actually most abundant in this tissue (175). Furthemore, RyRl is also
found in some areas of the brain. Other evidence has suggested the RyR3 isoforrn may
also be found aiongside RyRl channels at the triadic junction in skeletal muscle (188).

Sequence homology between the three isoforms from one species show that RyRl and
RyR2 are 67% homologous, RyRl and RyR3 are 67% homologous, and RyR2 and RyR3

are 70% homologous (99). The specificity for each receptor isoform for the tissues in
which they are found is indicative of the specificity of function of RyR within these
tissues. For example, the RyR2 is more sensitive to activation and less sensitive to
inactivation by

V ~ ~ O Umodulators
S

(like

caZ') than

suggests that the control mechanisms for SR

the RyRl (180). This immediately

ca2' release

are different in cardiac and

skeletal-type muscle. For the purposes of this review, control of the RyRl will be the
primary focus.

RyRl Modulation
RyRl channel function can be studied using a variety of different methods. Of
the most popular in vitro methods, SR vesicles, isolated RyR charnels and ['HI-

ryanodine binding studies have al1 been used to speculate upon how the RyRl functions
in vivo. The first o f these methods utilizes vesicular derivatives of the SR. SR vesicles

are prepared by fractionation of skeletal muscle components which yields an SR fraction
that can be fùrther separated by sucrose density centrifugation. The resultant SR vesicles
can be (1)triadic in nature (junctional or jSR), that is both RyRl and T-tubule DHPR are
present and 'connected' in the isolated membrane fraction (270), or (2)solely heavy(H)

SR vesicles containing membrane denvatives fiom the junctional SR devoid of T-tubule
'contamination7 (40). To obtain JSR membranes a hi& salt wash is ornitted during
isolation procedures since this step results in osmotic disruption of the t i a d and thus
results in isolation of HSR vesicles.

The study of c a 2 &release from HSR vesicle

preparations can be camîed out with radiolabelled ~ a "and determining residual ' k a 2 -

afier stimulation o f caZ' release and vesicle filtration (187, 256). Additionally, ca2*
release and

sequestration can be monitored spectroscopically using a variety of ca2-

indicators.

Metallochromatic ~ a "indicators such as murexide, arsenazo III, and

antipyrylazo III have historically been the most popular for measurement of
extravesicular ~

a (90,
' ~195, 206). The ~a"-sensitive antibiotic, chlortetracycline, was

another cornmon ~ a ' - indicator for measuring luminal ca2+ signals but has lost
populanty as of recently (33, 34, 69, 181). A variety of newer extravesicular ca2*
fluorophores like Indo- i , Fura, Fluo-3, Mag Fura-2, and Calcium Green-2 (9 1, 146, 225,

226) have also been used to examine ca2' release from skeletal muscle SR. In these

studies, HSR membranes can be actively or passively loaded with ~ a "and release of

~ a "can be stimulated with a varïety of RyR antagonists, including ~ a "
itself.
A second and more recent method for examining caZ' release and RyRl

regdation has been single channel ion flux measurements of isolated RyRl channels.
Either RyRl 's from HSR vesicles or the purified RyRl can be incorporated into MuellerRudin-type planar lipid bilayers (1 1 1, 147, 249).

The RyR incorporates into the bilayer

with polarity such that the cytosolic 'feet' are in the cis chamber while the luminal
portion of the protein faces the tram chamber (44). The curent flowing through the
channel is recorded and the opening and closing events are examined to give conductance
and the open probability (Po) of the RyR (44).

Once a RyR channel has been

incorporated and identified, effectors of the ca2' release channel c m be tested by
addition to the cis or frans chambers and their influence upon conductance and Po can be
established.

isolated RyRl

receptors have

been

important

for determining

subconductance states of the charnel, although the physiological relevance of such substates has been questioned. One noted problem of single channel studies is that they
remove the RyR fiom an environment where protein-protein interactions are key to its'
modulation (1 11). Regardless, these studies have increased the body of knowledge
pertaining to the biophysics and pharmacology of the RyR1.
A third method for examining RyRl modulation is by ['HI-ryanodine binding

both to isolated single charnels m d to HSR membranes. Radiolabelled ryanodine was
first used in laboratories where ryanodine couid be radiolabelled on site (2 1 1 ), but has
more recently become commercially available. Ryanodine has been described to bind
preferentially to the open state of the RyR (107, 178). It has also been s h o w that

ryanodine itself can activate the ~ a "release channel by binding to high affinity sites
presumably located on the cytoplasmic domains of the protein. These binding sites
appear to be accessible preferentially when the channel is in an open state (178). This
preference of binding has allowed ['HI-~yanodineto be used to probe the 'openess' of the
ryanodine receptor under experimental conditions where the channel is thought to be
activated or inactivated. The KD for ryanodine binding to the RyRl has been calculated
to be between 20 and 200 nM. Furthemore, HSR vesicle preparations are thought to
specifically bind -10 pmol ['HI-ryanodine per mg of membrane protein (79).
Ryanodine has proven to be one of the most important compounds for the study of

SR c a 2 - release. The identification that ryanodine effects were ca2* release channelmediated came with vesicle experiments where ryanodine was s h o w to increase the
amount of ~

a loaded
' ~ into HSR membranes while SERCA 1 pump activity remained

unaftected ( 131). Subsequent caZ- release studies showed that ryanodine activated the
ca2+
release channel and that this activation was invenely related to free cytosolic ~ a ' -

concentrations. Ryanodine was also shown, following activation, to subsequently and
irreversibly inhibit the RyRl in a time and concentration-dependent manner (104, 150).
Stimulation of the RyRl chamel with ca2-, adenine nucleotides or caffeine increased
ryanodine binding to the RyRl (39). Furthemore, ryanodine binding correlated with
~ a " release channel activation/inactivation induced by increased cytosolic ~ a "
concentrations (180, 21 1).

These results were substantiated with single channel

experiments showing that p M ryanodine locked the isolated caZ&release channel in an
partially open subconductance state while increased cyanodine concentrations (mM)
inhibited the RyRl (22, 110, 223). In these studies, the ryanodine modified and partially

open RyRl was insensitive to modulators that normally activate the release channe1 like
~ a "and ATP and was also unresponsive to inhibition by M

~ and
~ +ruthenium red.

Ryanodine is thought to initially bind to high-afinity sites on the RyRl leading to
(submaximal) channel activation whiie increased ryanodine concentrations begin to
saturate low-affin@ RyR-inactivation binding sites (2 1, 178. 2 12). Evidence such as this
has indicated that the caZ' release channel must activate before it is capable of being
inactivated (76). The number of low afinity and high affinity ryanodine binding sites is
still under some debate (148,283).
The methods used for studying ~ a "release from the skeletal muscle RyRl have
been important for describing the way in which opening and closing of this large
membrane-spanning charnel is possibly modulated. The gating control mechanism of
the RyRl have proved to be multifactorial and very complex, making modeling of the
channel dificult.

Divalent

cations,

adenine

nucleotides,

lipid

metabolites,

phosphorylation, and numerous luminai and cytosolic proteins are al1 endogenous
mechanisrns by which the ca2' release channel has been reportedly controlled. For the
purposes of this review, with the exception of the above mentioned, ryanodine, and
ruthenium red, the endogenous modulators of the RyRl will be the primary focus.
In early results obtained with 4 S ~ a "efflux studies, the RyRl was known to be
activated by FM ~ a "concentrations but inhibited at higher cytosolic ~ a "(138, 177).
Results with ['HI-tyanodine showed that binding was enhanced in the presence of p M
~ a ' &but becarne inhibited with ca2' concentrations in the mM range (39, 180, 210).

These findings were later confirmed with single channel experiments that demonstrated
that nM caZLconcentrations had little effect on the Po, pM ca2' concentrations greatly

increased Po, and rnM caZ' concentrations decreased the Po of the RyRl (160, 248). The
bell-shaped ~ a "activation curve for ca2' activation of the RyRl suggested that the
channel has high-aftinity ~ a "activation sites and low afinity ca2' inactivation sites.
The rates at which ~ a "alone caused ca2' efflwc fiom SR vesicles led Meissner
to propose that the effects of caz'-induced efflux could approach physiological relevance
only in the added presence of mM ATP (177). These results were corroborated in single
channel experiments which dernonstrated that hl1 activation of the RyRl required both
pM ca2* and mM ATP (248). Furthemore, the presence of physiological Mg-ATP

concentrations narrowed the ca2' concentration required for maximal RyRl activation
(179). Augrnenting the above results was the observation that isolated triads could
compartmentally synthesize ATP which was not accessible to the bulk cytoplasm, and
therefore may preferentially be available for activation of the RyRl or use by other
components of the triad ( 100).
The mechanism of ~a"-induced caZ' release (CICR) fiom skeletal muscle SR

was first proposed by Endo using skinned muscle fibers (61, 62).

These early

experiments and others that followed suggested that a critical luminal ca2- load was
required before CICR could be stimulated (65, 9 1, 1 18, 195). The influence of luminal or
tram ca2- upon SR vesicle ca2' release and RyRl single channels, respectively, has to

date yielded conflicting results. The data collected have indicated that increases in
luminal c a Z +may, (1) increase RyRl activity (56, 118, 243), (2) decrease RyRl activity

(78, 146, 160), or (3) bimodally affect RyRl activity (95,273). The differences in results
have been amibuted to differences in the methods of study of luminal caZc,ranging from
skinned fibers (l46), triadic preparations (56, 118) and single channel studies (243, 273).

Also the possibility that luminal ca2'effects upon States of the RyRl could be indirectly
governed by the luminal ca2' binding protein, calsequestrin, has been suggested (90,
136). Other proposed rnechanisms of luminal ca2' control of the RyRl include luminal
Ca'- sensing sites on the RyRl (95, 195) or the preferential access, by luminal ca2-, to
~ a ' -inactivation sites and minor access to ca2- activation sites on the cytoplasmic/cis

side of the ~ a "release charnel (289). This latter ~ a ' - flux control hypothesis of the
RyRl would explain the bimodal influence of luminal ca2- upon the RyRl activation
identified in the study of Tripathy and Meissner (273).
Free M ~ ~ uncomplexed
',
with ATP, has been shown to inhibit ~ a "release by
inhibition of the ~ a "release channel (139, 142, 177). The inhibition of the RyRl by

M ~ was
' ~ dependent upon ca2' concentration in such a manner that lower M ~ ' concentrations were required for chamel inhibition if less ~ a ' - was present in the
medium (177). Furthermore, the presence of adenine nucleotides decreased the observed
M ~ ' * inhibition possibly due to complexing with ATP which have been conversely

s h o w to activate the RyRl (179). In single channel studies, rnM M~'- was shown to
decrease the Po of the RyRl (222). M ~ ' - also inhibited ['HI-ryanodine binding to the
Ca''

release channel (2 1 1). Suggested possible mechanisms of M ~ " inhibition have

included competing with ca2' for the RyRl ca2' activation sites, binding to the lowaffinity ~ a ' +inactivation sites, or by blockage of the actual ion conduction pathway in
the pore forming segment of the ca2- release channel(45, 142, 179).
As mentioned previously, ca2* release studies have s h o w that adenine
nucleotides activate the RyRl even in the presence of M ~ " (177, 193, 288).
Furthermore, rnM adenine nucleotide appeared to be a requirement for h l 1 activation of

the RyRl and that, in order of decreasing potency, AMP-PCP, CAMP, ADP, ATP, and
AMP were al1 able to activate the release channel (179, 186).

These results were

confirmed using RyRl single channel experiments where p M cat- concentrations along
with mM adenine nucleotides increased the length of time the channel was in the open
state (147, 248). Interaction of adenine nucleotides with the cal4 release channel has
been suggested to occur at a different binding site than ca2' or M ~ ' + .

However, the

possibility that ATP binding at its site allows interactions with the ~ a "
or hAg2' binding
sites on the channei has not been mled out. ATP has been shown to bind to the RyRl
with a 1:1 stoichiometry (238).
Several protein kinases have been suggested to use the RyRl as a substrate.
Calrnodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMK) was shown to be located and bound to
junctional SR membranes (4 1) and able to phosphorylate the skeletal muscle ~ a "release
channel (138). CAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) and cGMP-dependent protein
kinase (PKG) were aIso shown to phosphorylate the RyRl with stoichiometries in the 0.3
to 0.9 moles per receptor monomer range (255), but these findings have been chalienged
(254). Phosphorylated States of the RyRl have been shown to either activate (107),

inactivate (282) or have no effect (41) on RyRl fùnction. In one study specifically,
phosphorylation of the skeletal muscle

ca2' release channel by exogenous CaMK

~ '
of the RyRl, while in the absence of ~ g l phosphorylation
'
by
removed M ~ inhibition

endogenous CaMK inhibited the channel(98a). Studies involving the phosphorylation of
RyR2 have more clearly indicated a role for PKA, PKG and CaMK in regdation of the

cardiac isoform of the receptor (254). Phosphorylation of the cardiac RyR2 by PKA,

PKG or protein kinase C (PKC) promoted ca2' release and increased [3~]-ryanodine

binding to the channel (261). Furthemore, phosphorylation increased RyR2 activation
responses to ca2- in single channel experiments (275). These results are suggestive that
phosphorylation may also have an important role physiologicaily in skeletal muscle

RyR 1 regulation but this requires m e r study.
The RyRl has been shown to be regulated by a number of endogenous proteins of

the SR. The possible role of each protein in SR caZ' handling will be dealt with in more
detail in the specified sections that folfow. Briefly: FKBP12 has been shown to stabilize
the open or closed states of the RyRI, removing the appearance of subconductance states
in single channel studies; calmodulin (mM) inhibits the RyRl; ca2' bound states of

calsequestrin may impact states of the RyRl, or vice-versa, either by direct interaction
between the two proteins or via accessory proteins like triadin or junctin; annexin IV

(nM) decreases the open probability of isolated RyRl.
Non-endogenous modulators of the ca2' release channel have been well
charactet-ized and have become usefiil for studying RyR function. The aforementioned
ryanodine, as well as caffeine and ruthenium red have proven helpful in elucidating the
experirnental modes of RyR-regdation of ~ a "release frorn the SR.
Caffeine has been one of the most widely used compounds for eliciting SR ~ a "
release (62, 65, 177, 288). In caZcrelease experiments, caffeine was shown to increase
the sensitivity of the RyRl to cytosolic c a Z Aand increase [3~]-ryanodinebinding
contiming a

caZLrelease channel effect (39,

110). Caffeine is thought to act differently

than the adenine nucleotides (242) but the mechanism of RyRl modulation has not been
deduced.

Ruthenium red is one of the most widely used RyR channel inhibitors.
Ruthenium red has been shown to block ~ a ' -release fiom isolated skeletal muscle SR
vesicles (1 77, 185, 201). In ryanodine binding experiments, ruthenium red effectively
decreased [3~]-ryanodinebinding (ICso of about 20 nM) indicative of

ca2-release

channel closure ( 162, 2 1 1). Fwtherrnore, treatment of membranes with ruthenium red
effectiveIy sIowed ryanodine dissociation fkom the charnel indicative of an aiteration of
RyRl conformation.

Ruthenium red (FM concentrations) was subsequently shown to

decrease the open probability of single channel RyRl in bilayer experiments (21, 222,
248).

1I.D. FKBP12

The FK-506 binding protein, FKBPl2, has a MW of 12 kDa and has been shown
to associate with the RyRl at a ratio of 1 FKBP12 protein for each channel monomer (43,
129). A similar association of the RyR2 with FKBP12.6 has been s h o w (149, 269).

FKBP 12 is found in the cytosol of most cells, and at an expected concentration of 3 FM

in the myoplasm. Therefore an exchange of fiee and RyRI-bound FKBP12 may occur

and this interchange may be one of the many regulatory mechanisms of RyRl
activation/inactivation. FKBP12 has been shown to bind to the RyRl with an ECso of 0.3
p M (270) and to remain associated with the RyRl even in isolated vesicular SR

preparations.

FKBP 12 appears to stabilize the RyRl , removing the appearance of

subconductance States originally thought to be physiologically relevant in early in RyRl
single channel experiments (19, 174). In more recent single chamel studies, the presence
of FKBP12 inhibited the cis to frans current (cytosolic to luminal) without affecting the

tram to cis (luminal to cytosolic) current (37, 159).

In experiments involving the

removal of FKBPl2 from the RyR1, the modified channel was shown to be more
sensitive to ~ a "and caffeine and less sensitive to M~'' (270). RyRI-bound FKBPl2
appears to have a role in rnodulating the way in which RyRl monomers associate with
one another and possibly assists in stabilizing closed states of the ~ a "release channel.

1I.E. Calsequestrin
Early attempts to unravel the caZ' control mechanisms of the SR in relation to
~ able to sequester ~ a "into
muscle contraction, it was noted that if the C ~ " - A T P ~ Swas

the SR, then a storage system for that caZ' was probably required. Initial attempts were
made to identiQ ca2' binding sites on the ATPase. It was recognized that although the
enzyme could form in membranes there was Iittle storage or binding capacity of these
membranes (163). These observations led MacLennan and Wong to isolate a protein that
~ remained in the soluble fraction dunng
was copurified with the C ~ ' ' - A T P ~ S but

isolation procedures (167). These initial findiiigs showed that the punfied protein, named
calsequestrin (CSQ), had a MW of approximately 44,000 Da, was possibly
hydrophobically bound to the interior membrane of the SR, was soluble when not
membrane bound, was highly anionic, and bound between 625 and 835 nmol ~ a "per mg
of protein. On the assumption that two carboxyl groups may bind one catY ion, it was
suggested CSQ may have the capacity to bind upwards of 1270 nmol ca2&per mg of
protein. ca2&binding was saturable and found to occur with a sigmoidal shaped

ca2'

concentration versus ~ a "bound curve. The dissociation constant of cali binding to
CSQ in this study was found to be 40 PM. Subsequent studies have shown that CSQ is a

~ a ' -binding protein with a high-capacity for binding ~ a "at 40 to 50 mol of ~ a "per
mol of CSQ and that it binds ca2' with moderate affinity with a Kd of about 1 mM ( 145,
164). CSQ was proposed to buffer fiee luminal caZ' levels in the SR to about 1 to 10

m M (259). The dnving force for ~

a binding
"
to CSQ has been suggested to be unrelated

to changes in enthalpy but predominately controlled by increases in entropy upon ~ a ' -

association ( 145).

In marnrnals, two genes produce a cardiac and a skeletal muscle isoforrn of
calsequestrin (80, 231).

The amino acid sequences of rabbit cardiac and skeletal

isoforms were 68% identical.

The amino acid sequence also shows that CSQ contains

groupings of acidic residues (glu and asp) thought to be ~ a "binding sites, although the
sites show no unifonnity in distribution or inclusion in ca2- binding domains. Analysis

of the secondary structure of CSQ predicted that the protein contained highly helical
segments yet NMR studies have demonstrated that a-helices rnay only be 5- 10% of the
CSQ structure (1). Other studies indicate that CSQ may incrementally form a-hel ices

upon ca2' binding to the protein (244).

Several reports have confinned that CSQ

undergoes drastic conformational changes due to the binding of ca2' and that these
changes effectively bury hydrophobic segments of the protein (24, 1 17, 184).
CSQ has been shown to be concentrated at the lurninat terminal interface of triads
in skeletal muscle SR (28, 87, 135).

This localization of CSQ is thought to make

temporary ca2* storage in the SR spatially close to the sites of SR

ca2*release

at the

terminal cistemae. The specific localization of CSQ was an initial indication that the
luminal ca2* binding protein rnay modulate RyRl function (47, 49).

Evidence for

coupling between RyRl opening/Ca2' release and the binding afinity of CSQ was shown

by transient increases in intraluminal fkee ca2' prior to expected decreases as ~ a exited
"
the luminal space (1 18). Furthemore, ca2+ binding to CSQ was shown to result in
conformational changes in the RyRl channel and, consequently, dissociation of CSQ
from RyRl abolished those changes ( 1 15).

ca2+ binding to CSQ and the induced

changes to RyRl were also shown by a reduced sensitivity of the RyRl to ryanodine
treatment in SR vesicles under high luminal ca2' loads (90). Single channel experiments
demonstrated that CSQ added back to the tram (luminal) face of the RyR increased the
open probability of the channel ( 1 36). In electron microscopy studies, CSQ was s h o w
to periodically appear attached to the terminal cisternal SR membrane by adjoining
strands or fibers (47, 87). Other results have suggested that CSQ proteins may cluster or
form conglomerates with one another in a ca2*dependent fashion (268).
Another junctional SR membrane glycoprotein, triadin, has been implicated in
anchoring CSQ to the luminal face of RyR-enriched terminal cistemae (94). The luminal
interactions between CSQ and triadin were demonstrated to be ~ a "dependent such that
increased ca2' binding decreased the association of CSQ to tiadin. It was suggested

from this study that the cytosolic domain of triadin bound to the RyRl. Junctin has also
been implicated as a member of this terminal cisternal anchoring protein complex, having
been shown to interact not only with CSQ but also with triadin (132). Accordingly, it has
been proposed that a quaternary protein complex consisting of RyR, tnadin, junctin and

CSQ rnay be specifically located at the terminal junction in the lumen of the SR (294).
The exact mechanism of RyRl control by, and the interactions between, these four
Iuminal SR proteins remains to be determined.

CSQ has been shown to be phosphorylated by casein kinase II (25). It has also
been shown that the SR lumen contains a protein phosphatase that rnay dephosphorylate
CSQ as well as other luminal SR proteins (204). Isolation of CSQ from the SR results in
acquisition of CSQ in various states of phosphorylation indicating that the

phosphorylation/dephosphorylation process has reievance in vivo (276, 277). Recent
evidence has suggested that it is the dephosphorylated state of CSQ, not the
phosphorylated state, which increases RyRI open probability and possibly ~ a ' - release
(259). Furthemore, it appears that the phosphorylation state of CSQ had no influence on

the ~ a ' -binding characteristics of the protein (25).
One possible mechanism for the control of ~ a "binding to CSQ is the
relationship M ~ binding
' ~ to the luminal protein may have upon ~a'--bound CSQ states
(145). ~ a ' -binding to CSQ was shown to decrease in the presence of M~'' and that

M ~ "did not occupy c a Z Lbinding sites. ca2+binding to CSQ resulted in the release of

protons frorn the protein while M~'' binding had no such effect. Krause et al. proposed
that during SR ca2&release CSQ would have a higher number of M ~ binding
~ - sites than
ca2- binding sites. At SR ~ a "uptake, the ~ a "binding sites would outnumber the M ~ ' '
binding sites. Upon caZ- binding, the pH of the luminal environment would decrease due
to caZ' binding-dependent proton release from CSQ. These changes in affinity for ca2'

and M$

may in tum influence the binding of CSQ to junctional proteins and as such

may be responsible for the interactions between CSQ and caZ' release channels.

1I.F. Triadin
As mentioned above, skeletal muscle SR terminal cisternae were found to be
enriched with the 95 kDa glycoprotein, triadin (1 8). The protein was found to be at a 1 :1
ratio with the RyRl (81) and evidence suggests that it binds directly to the ~ a "release
channel (32, 94). Similarly to the RyRl, tiadin bas been shown to be a substrate for
CaMK (49).

Triadin is a monomer (95 kDa)that forms self-aggregates in native SR membrane
to become a large, disulfide-bonded polymer (-3000 kDa) (89). In this capacity, triadin

is thought to be a major cornponent in linking the DHPR to the RyRl, or, in linking CSQ
to the RyRl. In support of the former, triadin was found to associate with the DHPR
from the T-tubule and in overlay experiments also bind the RyRl (32, 71). The proposed
membrane topology of triadin also supports a DHPRRyRl interaction because of a
pronounced cytoplasmic loop that may form the possible connections with both DHPR
and RyRl (72). In support of the latter, it was found that CSQ interacts with the luminal
component of triadin in a ca2*-dependent manner. The binding o f tnadin to the RyRl in
these studies was conversely shown to occur through the luminal domains of the protein
(94). The proposed interaction with CSQ is also thought to be controlled in the luminal

regions of triadin which consist of groupings of basic residues that wouid possibly form
connections with the negatively charged CSQ (144). As mentioned previously, these
described interactions have led to the proposa1 that a quarterary protein cornplex
consisting of RyR, CSQ, triadin and junctin exists in the terminal cisternae of the S R and
in someway modulates the activation/inactivation of the ca2'release channel (294).

Olikura et al. (200) have shown that triadin inhibited [3~]-ryanodinebinding
while CSQ conversely enhanced [3~]-ryanodinebinding to isolated RyRl channels.
Triadin-induced inhibition of ryanodine binding was then abolished when both CSQ and
tnadin were added to the tram experimental chamber. These data further demonstrated
that it was the triadin polymer that resulted in inhibition of [3~]-ryanodinebinding, not
the monomeric protein. CSQ was also shown to block the formation of tnadin polyrners.

The investigators suggested that these results confirmed the CSQIaiadin interaction and
that the RyRl control may be regulated by a mechanism in which ca2+-bound CSQ
would bind to triadin resulting in disassembly of the triadin polymer into rnonomers and
ultimately removal of triadin-induced inhibition of the ~

a release
' ~ channel. This would

signal the activation of caz' release.
A more recent study has ruled out any direct interactions between the RyRl and

triadin as well as CSQ and triadin (89). The investigaton used two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis techniques to show that triadin is in close proximity to the RyRl and
CSQ, but was not functionally connected to either. It was suggested that triadin may

help stabilize the membrane at the triadic junction thereby indirectly supporting a
CSQ:RyRl interaction.

1I.G. Junctin
Junctin is a membrane-spanning, 26 m a , CSQ-binding protein concentrated at
the junctional SR (132). Studies have shown that junctin preferentially bound ca2' Free
CSQ and may provide a means by which CSQ would remain anchored near RyRl release
sites dunng ca2' release events. Affinity chromatography and CO-immunoprecipitation

studies indicated that junctin also associated with both triadin and the ~ a "release
channel in a ~ a -independent
"
manner (294).

1I.H. Calmodulin
Calmodulin (CaM) is a 17 kDa, E-F hand Ca" binding protein found in many ceIl
types including the myoplasm of skeletal muscle cells.

For skeletal muscle SR, the

primary effect of CaM appears to be RyRl inhibition. CaM has been s h o w to block
ca2+ release in

45

~ a "efflux experiments (178) as well as decrease the Po of RyR

incorporated into planar lipid bitayers (250j.

It was demonstrated that the CaM

inhibition of caZ' release channels was due to the direct binding of CaM. Either two

(265), or three (295), binding sites on the RyRl have been suggested.

Other reports

have demonstrated that the binding of CaM to the RyRl was ca2+-dependent such that
four CaM molecules bound per release chamel monomer at n M ca2*, while only one
CaM bound per release channel monomer at pM ~ a " . The influence of CaM on ~ a "
release channels was thus biphasically dependent upon cytosolic Ca" concentrations
such that nM ca2*resulted in RyRl stimulation by CaM while pM to mM ca2' resulted
in the expected inhibition of the channel ( 119, 274). The physiological relevance of the
interactions between CaM and RyRl were supported by observations that CaM-induced
inhibition of the channel was reversible and incomplete (partial) (250). CaM may also
have a roie in the phosphorylation/dephosphorylation control of the ca2' release channel
as the activity of CaMK II in phosphorylation of the RyRl, and of the phosphatase,
calcineurin, in dephosphorylation, required CaM as a cofactor (4 1,254).

11.1. Sarcolurnenin

First identified by afinity chromatography and monoclonal antibody studies fiom
the skeletal muscle SR, the protein identified as sarcolumenin had a MW of 150 kDa, was
phosphorylated by casein kinase II, and found to bind "ca2' (204, 236). The protein was
assumed to have little direct interaction with the RyRl but phosphorylation of
sarcolumenin was shown to decrease [-'HI-ryanodinebinding, although a mechanism was
not suggested (204). Sarcolumenin was found in al1 the isolated, light, intermediate and

heavy, SR fractions but primady located in the light fraction. Since it was found in al1
isolated SR fractions but concentrated in the light SR h c t i o n it was postulated that
sarcolumenin may shuttle ca2' fiom the longitudinal SR, where C ~ ' - A T P ~ ~ S
sequester

ca2+,

to

the

terminal

cistemae,

where

~a'-

is

reieased.

Phosphorylation/dephosphorylationis thought to control the protein-protein interactions
of sarcolumenin although they remain to be detennined.

1I.J. Histine-rich ca2+binding protein
The histine-rich Ca''

binding protein (HCP, MW 160 kDa) was identified along

with sarcolumenin (204, 237). In experiments similar to sarcolumenin, HCP was s h o w
to be phosphorylated by casien kinase II as well as the 60 kDa membrane bound
calrnodulin-dependent protein kinase (5 1). HCP was also described to decrease

[3~]-

ryanodine binding to the RyRl in the phosphorylated form. Unlike sarcolumenin, HCP
was located primarily in heavy SR hctions, although weak interactions with the RyR
were expected (50). A role for HCP in SR ca2' bandling remains to be detemined.

1I.K. SlOOAl
The SlOO family of proteins has been shown to be involved in a variety o f ce11
fùnctions including ceIl cycle progression and ceIl differentiation (227). SlOOA 1 is the
family member associated with skeletal muscle. It has a MW of 10 kDa, is cytosolic, is
an E-F hand ca2'-binding protein, and can form dimers and trimen (272). It bas also
been shown to potentiate CICR fiom skeletal muscle SR (74, 171). It was demonstrated
that S lOOAl binds directly to the RyRI, independent of free c a Z +concentrations (272).

However, nM concentrations o f S 100A 1 were shown to increase the Po of isolated RyRI
at nM cytosolic Ca", but not at mM cytosolic ~ a ' ~S 1. OOA 1 may also interact with other
proteins found at the tiadic junction. It was proposed that SlOOAl proteins may be
cytosoiic Ca'* senson and that ~ a "binding to the protein may cause interaction and
opening of the RyRI. The actual role of SlOOAl in E-C coupling or replation of SR
ca2- release remains to be determined.

1I.L. Porin
The

finding

that

SR

luminal

proteins

may

undergo

phosphorylation/dephosphorylation cycles has led to the suggestion that ATP transport
into the lumen is required for phosphorylation to occur. In a recent report, evidence for
an ATP-transporting protein on the SR membrane, not unlike the voltage-dependent
anion channel (VDAC) of the mitochondria, was reported (236).

The investigators

demonstrated that [a-'*PI-ATP was transported into the SR lumen and that the transport
was inhibi tible with specif
k anion transport inhibitors like 4,4'-diisothiocyanostilbene

2,2'-disulfonic acid (DIDS). Furthemore, a 35 kDa and a 30 kDa protein fiom the SR
membrane were shown to cross react with monoclonai antibodies raised against Blymphocyte VDAC. The investigators suggested that these two proteins are two different
isoforms of porin. A postulated role for porin in SR membranes for allowing metabolic
intermediates as well as anions and cations access to the SR luminal space was
suggested. The importance of porin in SR ~ a ' +control remains to be determined.

II.iM. Annexin VI
Annexin VI is a 67 kDa, luminal caZ' and phospholipid binding protein that was
shown to increase the

Po of single charnels at the translluminal face of RyR1. The

protein was shown to be localized to the terminal cisternae of skeletal muscle SR and to
be present in isolated HSR membrane fractions.

Inhibition was observed at nM

concentrations of annexin VI and occurred in a ~a"-dependent manner (55). It was not
determined whether annexin VI associated with other luminal proteins or was
phosphorylated.

III. Excitation-contraction coupling in skeletal muscle
Skeletal muscle contraction initiates with depolarization of the plasma membrane.
This depolarizing signal travels through invaginations of the membrane to t-tubules that

are in close proximity to SR terminal cistemae also referred to as junctional SR. The ttubule and its' two opposing terminal cistemae have been designated a îriad. The end
result of depolarization is ca2- release fiom the SR and muscle contraction. ca2- release

from the junctional SR has been positively s h o w through confocal microscopy (64).

The ~ a "release channel has been well documented as the site of SR caZ' release that
spans the junctional gap between the triadic SR and t-tubule membranes ( 16, 69). On the
t-tubule membrane it is generally accepted that there are voltage-sensing proteins that
convey the depolarization signal to the RyRl on the SR membrane.

The

dihydropyridine-sensitive L-type caZ' channels (DHPR) were identified as voltage
sensors with evidence of charge movement and subsequent muscle contraction (219,
229).

There are several current and debated models of how the depolarization signal of
the t-tubule is conveyed to the junctional SR membrane to stimulate caZcrelease required
for muscle contraction. The first is a direct coupling model which proposes that there are
connections between DHPR and RyR, either through the two proteins themselves or via
accessory proteins like triadin. The second is a ca2' release that is elicited by the
movement of a ca2' releasing agent, like caZ', from the DHPR to the RyR in the
junctional gap between the triadic membranes. A third is a model which combines a
direct coupling scenario with a secondary CICR in uncoupled RyR's. There is evidence
supporting components of each model of E-C coupling which will be sequentially
presented below.
Some biochemical information has been presented with CO-immunoprecipitation
and chernical cross-linking experiments that demonstrates a direct interaction between
DHPR and RyRl (1 73, 188a). The large cytoplasmic domains of the RyRl were thought

to be the connections required for mechanical coupling (16). In the most basic form of

the theory, direct interactions of DHPR's would inhibit ca2' release from the RyRl.
Depolarization signals would induce readjustrnents to the interactions between the triadic

proteins and thus remove DHPR-induced inhibition (220, 22 1). In this regard, DHPRTs
would act like voltage sensors, responding and communicating depolarization signals
though coupled interactions with RyRl channels. Several conformational sequences of
the DHPR have been postulated as the sites of interaction with the RyRl (267), but more
recently, other proteins like triadin have been implicated in comecting the DHPR to the
sites of SR ~ a ' -release (32, 140).
Information on the spatial organization between DHPR's and RyRl's came with
the develûpment of a transgenic mouse line that is lacking in functional DHPR's and
called dysgenic mice. More specifically these mice were born with DHPR's that were
rnissing the a l subunit (88, 262) which has been shown to be important for the voltage
sensing. channel, and binding of caZ+-antagonistproperties of the DHPR (10).

In

skeletal muscle fieeze fracture studies, DHPR have been shown to congregate into groups

of four moIecules (16). Four DHPR's were shown to interact with one RyRl molecule,
with each DHPR protein aligning itself with one of the four monomers that constitutes a
complete RyRl unit. Furthemore, a group of four DHPR was s h o w to interact only
with alternate RyRl's such that every second ~ a "release channei would not associate
with a DHPR cluster. In the dysgenic mouse, DHPR groupings were absent but could be
h l l y restored by the transfection of the DHPR cDNA (262). A second trrinsgenic mouse
line, called dyspedic because the offspring lack 'footT proteins/RyRl, was important in
showing that membrane triads still fonned between t-tubules and the SR membranes that
were missing ca2- release channels. Furthemore, this mode1 demonstrated that CSQ still
targeted to the terminal cistemal SR. However the DHPR's appeared to be randomly
distributed on the t-tubular membrane when RyRITswere absent on the SR membrane

(263, 264). This data suggested that DHPR's cluster in groups of four because of some

association with RyRl monomers, although the investigators did not assume the data
required direct interactions between the two (194).
The demonstration that E-C coupling was absent from either the dysgenic
(lacking functional DHPR) (4) or the dyspedic (lacking RyR) (20) mice but could be
restored by transfecting the DHPR or the RyR respectively, was an indication of the
importance for both proteins in the skeletal muscle E-C coupling process. Moreover,
when the cardiac a 1 subunit of the DHPR was transfected into dysgenic skeletal muscle,
RyRl's responded like cardiac RyR2's (see E-C coupling in cardiac muscle), that is, they
became conditional upon cytosolic ca2+for CICR (256). Furthermore, a specific region
of the RyRl was required to re-establish a RyR-al DHPR comection in dyspedic mice
( 1 5 1, 292). The corresponding region on the cardiac RyR2 did not associate with the

skeletal muscle DHPR. Lu, Xu and Meissner (153, 154) have also shown that the a l
subunit of the DHPR increased [3~]-ryanodinebinding and the Po of the skeletal muscle
RyRl but not the cardiac RyW. Phosphorylation of the a l subunit by PKA resulted in
removal of the previous RyRl activation, fùrther attesting to the importance of
phosphorylation~dephosphorylation in regulating E-C coupling.

Together these data

indicate that direct coupling between the DHPR of the t-tubular membrane and RyRl of
the skeletal muscle junctional SR membrane is important for E-C coupling in skeletal
muscIe.
It is understood that the skeletal muscle RyRl is responsive to ca2' and c m be
activated in a CICR mechanism (82). This led to initiai proposals that in skeletal muscle

E-C coupling, it was caZ' that was the signal for caZ' release from the junctional SR and
muscle contraction.

Supporting evidence for the proposal came fiom the studies of

cardiac E-Ccoupling (see later). In these studies an influx of ca2' fiom the DHPR into
the vicinity of RyR2 results in CICR from the SR and cardiac muscle. Modeling of
cardiac CICR maintains that the build-up of ca2- ions in the vicinity of the RyR2 may
both activate and inactivate the channel. Unfortunately in skeletal muscle, the t-tubule
and SR terminal cistemae appear too intimately associated to allow a similar build-up of
~ a "ions in the junctional space at the cytosolic mouth of the RyRl.

It was then

proposed that ~ a " ions coming from DHPR's in response to depolarization were
released into a very restricted space such that immediate and confined interaction with
the RyRl was favored (48, 109). This hypothesis stemrned fiom observations that
depolarization-induced ~ a "release was not abolished by the use of caZd buffers like
BAPTA, suggesting that if ~ a "was signalling ~ a "release from the SR it was in a
BAPTA inaccessible space. Further evidence for the restricted space model of ~ a "

activation of RyRl came from studies of the RyR2 which found that a single ~ a "ion
could activate c a Z +release (73, 228). Extrapolating their findings fiom cardiac SR caZ'
release, under the assumption that skeletal muscle RyRl requires four caZ- ions for
activation (240), Fan and Palade suggested that the arrangement of four DHPR about
each RyRl raises the possibility that each DHPR could release one ca2' ion into the
vicinity of each RyRl monomer resulting in channel activation (73). Furthemore, in the
dyspedic mouse model, it was demonstrated that DHPR's only operated as ca2'
conducting channels when RyRl's were present on the opposing SR membrane (194).
Unfortunately, kinetic models of ca2'-induced ca2' release from RyRl in restricted

spaces were identical to similar models that used direct DHPR-RyRl interactions and so
it was difficult to substantiate such a model.

The observation that not al1 RyRl's are associated with DHPR's has led to
suggestions that aligned RyRl 's are activated by direct coupling with apposing DHPR
whereas unaligned RyRl's may be activated through secondary CICR mechanisrns (7,
208). In support of this hypothesis, single fiber studies showed that caffeine increased
the sensitivity of ~ a "release and slowed the reaccumulation of released ~ a ' -consistent

with a CICR mechanism (143). Again an important assumption with this theory of E-C
coupling is that ~ a "concentrations in the immediate vicinity of terminal cistemal RyRl
channels would be magnitudes higher than caZ' concentrations in the cytosol. Moreover,
a large number of RyRl may in fact reside on the flanking regions of the junctional SR,
spaiially separate from interactions with DHPR (134). In this case, a secondary ClCR
mechanism would be necessary for inclusion of these RyRl channels in SR ~ a ' -release.

IV. Excitation-contraction coupling in cardiac muscle

Unlike in skeletal muscle, the basic mechanism for S R ~

a release
' ~ in cardiac

muscle E-C coupling is better understood. Cardiac E-C coupling is under the control of
ca2*transients. Early expenments by Fabiato using s k i ~ e cardiac
d
muscle preparations
demonstrated that SR ~ a "release responded to increases in bathing caZ' concentrations

(66, 67,68). The response of SR ~ a "release was graded and dependent upon the rate of
presentation of trigger ca2'. Therefore, increases in trigger ca2' increased the amount of
~ a ' -released up to the point at which FM aigger ca2' inhibited SR ca2' release. This
demonstrated a ca2+activation and a ca2' inactivation of cardiac SR caZ' release that

resembled the bel1 shaped ca2+ responses of single-channel experiments (6, 112).
Furthemore, if trigger ca2* was increased slowly, there was no observable SR ~ a ' release. resulting only in net SR ~ a "uptake. Conversely if trigger caZ- was increased
rapidly net SR ~ a "release occurred. Another factor for demonstrating a solely ~ a ' - dependent response was an experiment showing that photolysis of caged caZ-resulted in
SR ca2* release regardless of T-tubule membrane potential (190, 191).

Other single

channel experiments showed that ~a'+-dependent inactivation of the RyR2 occurred

following ~a"-dependent activation if cis ~ a "was increased to low rnM cal*
concentration or decreased to low nM ca2' concentrations (228). Equally compelling
evidence for CICR was an experiment that showed removal of cytosolic ca2' resulted in
cessation of cardiac muscle contraction, regardless of SR caZ&
content (246).
The caZAstimulus for cardiac SR ca2- release is thought to originate from the
DHPR on the T-tubular membrane (13, 27, 29, 191). Experiments have demonstrated

that cardiac SR ca2' release was blocked if the inward caZ- current was shut off by
inhibition of the DHPR channel (285). The L-type caZ' channels appeared to inactivate
in a sirnilar fashion to the RyR2, that is, increased local ~ a "concentrations were

effective in arresting caZ' currents camed by DHPR's (12 1). Thus, it appears that
cardiac muscle contraction arises when the t-tubular membrane becomes depolanzed
resulting in activation of L-type caZ' channels (DHPR's), the entry of ~ a ' - into the
cardiac muscle ce11 in the vicinity of RyR2's and the subsequent activation of SR ~ a ' +
release through a CICR mechanism.
The structure of the triadic junction in cardiac muscle i s fundamentally different
from that of skeletal muscle.

As previously mentioned, skeletal muscle displays a

complex arrangement of DHPR into four units that appear to align themselves with a
single RyR1. In cardiac muscle the DHPR were found to cluster at the triadic junctions
but were not arranged with one another nor were they aligned in any fashion with RyR2's

(30, 235, 257).

This arrangement of cardiac triads in no way negates an intimate

association between DHPR and RyR2's.

Indeed, in attempts to model experimental

results from cardiac E-C coupling studies, Stem was required to assume that ~ a "influx
through the DHPR's would preferentially contact RyR2's on the SR membrane (and not

enter the bulk cytosol) allowing activation for the proposed calcium-synapse model of
cardiac CICR (253). In support of a confined and local increase in ca2+concentration at
the triadic gap were voltage-clamp experiments that suggested ~ a "may increase to mM
concentrations between t-tubule and SR membranes (127).
As suggested, activation and inactivation of RyRZmediated CICR is by nature

~a'--dependent. The inactivation of the RyR2 by rising cat- concentrations appears to
occur on a time scale too slow to be considered physiological (98, 275). It has therefore
been suggested that inactivation of CICR may be regulated by the removal of ca2- from
the triadic space. The sequestration of ca2' by the c a 2 ' - ~ ~ p a s eon
s the SR membrane is
the likely candidate in this process. This would spatially separate the sequestered ~ a "
from the terminal release sites of the SR possibly allowing RyR2 inactivation (228). The
other mechanism, also implicated in maintaining steady state SR

caZ' content,

is the

NaKa exchanger which is located on the sarcolemrnal membrane but spatially separated
frorn the junctional face (3). The NaKa exchanger transports one ca2' ion fiom the
cytoplasm for 3 Na' ions into the cytoplasm. There is evidence that the N K a exchanger
balances the influx of ca2' from the DHPR's, which activates CICR, with the effiux of

that tngger ca2'.

The implication is that under normal circumstances the trigger ~ a "is

kept constant and therefore the ca2' released and re-sequestered by the SR is also
rnaintained. It has been sbown that the SR requires a specific Ca" load for the triggenng
of ~ a "release, such that at low SR loads increased trigger Ca" was required for CICR
and at high ca2* loads ~ a ' +release may occur without cytosolic triggers (101, 202).
These results suggest that the NaKa exchanger and C ~ ~ * - A T Pmay
~ S ~have dual

finctions of inactivation of CICR mechanisms and maintaining the SR ~ a "load at
constant levels.
In agreement or disagreement with ~a'--dependent inactivation of the CICR
mechanism is the recent modal gating behavior of RyR2 inactivation which has been
suggested to be release channel adaptation (96, 97). The initial observation in single
channel studies was that the fast release of caged ~ a "triggers caused RyIU activation

and slow inactivation with maintained cis ca2' concentrations.

The subsequent

observation that RyR2 reactivation by the addition of further ~ a "was functionally
different frorn ca2--dependent inactivation was suggested to be RyRî adaptation (96).
The rnechanism by which RyR2's adapt to sustained ~ a "triggers is unresolved, but

multiple ca2' binding sites beyond the simple high affinity activation/low affinity
inactivation sites have been suggested (38) The proposai that the RyR2 undergoes
adaptation has not been supported by results fiom other laboratories (228).
It is clear that cardiac E-C coupling is dependent upon ca2- triggers and CICR

from the SR.

However, the gating controls of DHPR's, RyFU7s and the inevitable

inactivation of the ca2' trigger signal/CICR remain to be determined.

PIate 1. In (A), early descriptions of silver stained sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) are

shown. In the upper figure, K represents the line of Krause which has since been termed
the Z line.

The ball-like structures (labeled a) on either side of the 2-iine were

considered to be elements of the SR. The Iower figure shows repeating Z iines ( K ) with
the darker staining SR (labeled 6 ) on either side of the Z fines resting where, according to
current descriptions, the A and 1 bands meet The comecting lines (labeled

4 between

hvo SR lines were thought to represent the IongitudinaI SR (taken from 245). Panel (B)
shows an electron micrograph of the ultra-structural organization of a skeletal muscle
sarcomere and labeled with the current terminology of the 2-fine, A and 1 bands, and the
H-zone (taken from 60). Shown in Panel (C) is an electron micrograph of a longitudinal

section of toadfish striated muscle showing the sarcoplasmic reticulum. The triads are
shown at the A-1 junction and are identified with the central, circular T-tubule surrounded
by two adjacent SR terminal cisternae.

The separation between the terminal and

longitudinal SR is clearly evident in the image. The arrows refer to the region of the SR
at the position of the Z-fine (taken from 75).

Plate 2. This figure correlates the electrical events of membrane depolarization with
ca2- transients and the mechanical event of muscle contraction fiom an isolated Balanas

fiber from a bamacle. The uppermost trace (1) is the membrane depoiarization response
of the fiber to an electrical stimulus event of 3.5 V (shown in trace 4) as recorded with a n

intracellular electrode.

The injection of the fiber with the caZ' sensitive protein,

aequorin, allowed the recording of the cytosolic caZt transient response to the same
stimulus (trace 2). A force transducer was used to monitor the developrnent of tension
during the time penod after the stimulus (trace 3). The elapsed time was 1000 msec.

(Taken from 9).

PLATE 2

Plate 3. A schernatic representation of the transport of 2 ~ a "ions fiom the cytosol to

the SR lumen by the SERCA pump. 1. Binding of 2 caZ7ions to the transport sites on

~ 'ATP and the subsequent
the E ( ~ a "absent) f o m of the ATPase. 2. Binding of M ~ and
phosphorylation of the ~ a "bound enzyme. 3. The events in 2. allow conformational
changes such that tbe 2

ca2- ions are shuttled from

the cytosol, to the interior of the

SERCA protein, and finally to luminally positioned low afinity ca2- binding sites. The
~ a ' +ions are released to the SR lumen. 4. The phosphorylated cal' free enzyme is

hydrolyzed such that the M ~ ' 'and phosphate are removed and the SERCA pump retums
to the E form with the ~ a "
binding sites facing the cytosol. (taken fiom 182)

Materials
Creatine phosphate (CP), creatine phosphokinase (CPK), pymvate kinase (PK),
phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP), adenosine triphosphosphate (ATP), and nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide (reduced, NADH) were acquired fiom Boehringer Mannheim.
Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), ryanodine, ionomycin, cyclopiazonic acid (CPA) were
purchased fiom Calbiochem. Thapsigargin was purchased fiom L.C. Laboratones. The
fluorophores Mag-Fura 2, Mag-Fura 2-AM, and Calcium Green-2, as well as Calcium
Sponge-S, were al1 acquired tiom Molecular Probes. AH electrophoresis reagents were
obtained from Bio-Rad. Al1 other chemicals were of analytical grade and were obtained

from Sigma.

Isolatiorr of HSR Membranes

Isolation of membranes was done as previously described (90) with
modifications. Immediately following sacrifice of an anaesthetized White New Zealand
rabbit, the longissimus dorsi muscle was excised with a scalpel in sections approximately
2" squared. Connective tissue was removed to minimize contamination. The sectioned

muscle was compressed between a custom Wollenburg clamp fashioned with 3 inch
square aluminum plates (0.5 cm thick) and immediately submerged in liquid nitrogen.
This fomed fast-fiozen discs of between 5 and 10 g each. Frozen samples were bagged,
labeled and stored at -70"until required.

Al1 steps in the isolation of SR vesicles were performed at 4 O C (in cold roomj
and with plasticware unless otherwise stated. A ceramic mortar was secured within a bed
of ice and precooled with liberal amounts of liquid nitrogen. The fiozen muscle sections
were weighed to a total of 180 g. The muscle was ground, one or two sections at a time,
to a fine powder with the mortar and pestle under liquid nitrogen. The powdered tissue
was added slowly to 900 mis of homogenization buffer (300 mM sucrose, 20 mM
imidazole, pH 7-4) containing 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM DTT, 2 pM leupeptin, 0.5 rnM TrisATP, and 0.5 mM EGTA. The powdered muscle was then stirred into a thick slurry.

Aliquots of approximately 200 mls were transferred into a Waring (250 ml) stainless steel
commercial blender and gently homogenized at slow speed with a 40 secs on

- 40 secs

off - 40 secs on protocol. The blended matenal was transferred into 250 ml Nalgene

centrifuge bottles and centriiùged in a JA-14 rotor for 10 mins at 10,000 rpm.
The pinkish supernatant was then filtered through 4-ply cheesecloth and the pellet
and colloidal rnaterial were discarded. The filtered matenal was aliquoted into centrifuge

tubes and centrifuged in a JA-17 rotor at 17,000 rpm for 1.5 hrs following which the
supernatant was discarded while the pellet was saved.

Approximately 500 pI of

homogenization buffer containing 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM DTT and 2 p M Ieupeptin was
added to each centitùgation tube. Gentle agitation with a mbber policeman was used to
free the pellet from the bottom of the tube. The loose pellets were transferred, 3 at a

time, to a 5 ml Wheaton Potter-Elvehjem glass tissue grinder and gently homogenized to
an even consistency with a teflon pestle. The final volume of al1 the homogenized pellets
was approximately 12 mls. Two

ml aliquots were loaded slowly ont0 the top of 25 to 45

% sucrose gradients. Gradients were made, prior to isolation, by consecutive freezing of

7 ml layers (25, 30, 35, 40, 45 % sucrose containing 5 m M imidazole at pH 7.4 and

DTT/leupeptin) in a disposable thin-walled Beckman centrifuge tube and stored
indefinitely at -70"C. One day before required, the gradients were thawed ovemight at
4" C. The loaded SR proteins were separated on the gradients by centrifbgation in a

SW28 swinging bucket rotor at 23,000 rpm for between 24 and 27 hrs.
The gradients were removed and each visible layer of material was pipetted into a
separate receptacle. "Intermediate" SR vesicles formed thick bands in the 3540% region
of the gradients while "heavy" SR vesicles were banded in the 4043% region. Volumes
of approximately 40 rnls for each fiaction were collected. ISR and HSR h c t i o n s were
diluted 2 fold with 5 mM imidazole (pH 7.4) and KCl was added, slowly, to a final
concentration of 150 mM. This was a cati wash step which decreased arnounts of
contaminating ~ a ' -in the membrane preparations and has also been shown to rupture
tiadic connections still present in HSR membranes. Vesicles were washed for 1 hour at
4" C under gentle stirring.

Washed vesicles were centrifuged for 1 hour at 19,000 rpm in a JA-20 rotor. The
supernatant was discarded while the pellets were resuspended (as described earlier) in
300 m M sucrose/50 mM

di^' PIPES (pH 7.4) containing DTT and leupeptin. The final

volume was approximated to about 5 mls and the final concentration of vesicles was
consistently found to be between 3 0 4 0 mg-ml-'. SR vesicles were aliquoted into 500 FI
eppendorf tubes, fiozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -70" C until needed.

Protein Determination
SR vesicle protein concentrations were determined by the method of Harrington
( 10 1a) using bovine serum albumin as a standard.

SDS-PAGE
Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) o f HSR
membranes was performed as previously described (91a).

Briefly, SR proteins were

resolved on 3- 13 % denaturing analytical 1.5 mm SDS-PAGE slab gels. Proteins (1 O00
pg.ml-l) at a final of 100 pg, were solubilized in SDS-PAGE sarnple buffer containing
187.5 rnM Tris-HC1 (pH 8.8), 2 % SDS, 10 % glycerol, 5 % 8-mercaptoethanol and 0.02
% bromophenol. Proteins were stained with either Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 or

Stains-All.

Lumilral Loading of HSR Membranes with Mag-Fura-2, AM

The calcium-sensitive fluorophore, Mag-Fura-2, AM was reconstituted in DMSO
at a final stock concentration of 1 mM. Briefly, fieshly isolated HSR vesicles were

resuspended in transport buffer containing 300 mM sucrose, 50 mM diK'-PIPES,
supplemented with 4 pM Leupeptin, 2 rnM DTT, at pH 7.4 (TB 1).
Loading of 5 mg/ml HSR vesicles with 5 p M Mag-Fura-2, AM was performed by
incubation in TB1 at 25 OC for 30 min, with moderate stimng and in complete darkness.
FoIlowing incubation, vesicles were diluted (in TB 1) and aliquoted under low-light
conditions into ultracentrifuge tubes at a final volume o f 25 m h b e . HSR vesicles were
concentrated by ultracentrifiigation in a Beckrnan 50.2 Ti rotor for 30 min at 4" C and

148 000 x g. The supernatant was discarded and the vesicles were washed by gently

resuspending the pellets in 20 ml total volume of TB1 and stirred as above. After
washing, vesicles were again concentrated by ultracentrifugation as above. HSR pellets
were then carefùlly resuspended in 1 miltube of TBl, aliquoted, flash-frozen in liquid
nitrogen, and then stored in a lumino-protective container at -70" C.

Loading of HSR Vesicles with Chlortetracycline

Chlortetracycline (CTC), HCI was reconstituted in 10 ml of transport buffer at a
final concentration of 1 mM and then aliquoted, fiozen, and stored at -30" C.
Immediately before each experiment was performed, fieshly thawed HSR vesicles (500
reml-') were loaded with 40 p M CTC in 3 mls TB. Low light and constant stirring were
also employed during loading. Proper loading required > 5 minutes to allow for adequate
equilibration of CTC across the HSR vesicular membrane. CTC transport to the lumen of
HSR membranes was facilitated by the SERCAI-mediated co-transpon of ca2- (18 1).

Initiation of ca2- transport and ~ a ' -loading of CTC-loaded HSR membranes occurred as
described below.

~ s s a yof

ca2+transport

Ali ~ a fluorescence
' ~
measurements were performed witb a Photon Technology
International Quantimaster TM steady state spectrofluorometer with a Deltaram upgrade.
Experiments were carried out in a quartz cuvette (3 ml) thermostatically regulated to 25O
C and under constant mixing with a magnetic flea. Data acquisition occurred through

WindowsO-based Felix software.

Monitoring of extraluminal caZc transients was performed with either Calcium

Green-2 (Ex 506 nmEm 531 nm) or Mag-Fura 2 (ce11 irnpermeant) (Exi 340, Ex2
38OEm 5 10). ~ a "transport assays were perfonned as follows: HSR membranes ( 100-

1000 pg.ml-l, as indicated) were pre-incubated for > 5 minutes in quartz cuvette
containing transport buffer (TB = 300 mM sucrose, 50 mM dipotassium Pipes (pH 7.0),
0.8 pM Calcium Green-2 or Mag-Fura 2, and 17.5 u.ml-' CPK. Al1 assays were initiated

with the combined addition of 1 MM Mg.ATP and 10 mM CP. The CPKPK enzyme
system was important for constant ATP regeneration as consumed by the SERCAl purnp.
Al1 additions were made through an overhead injection port which allowed unintempted
assays.
Synchronous determinations of NADH fluorescence (Ex 410 /Em 45 1 nm),
expected to indicate ATP consumption by the SERCAI, were perfonned with Calcium
Green-2.

With synchronous assays, HSR membranes ( 100-1000 pg.ml-') were

preincubated in TB containing 0.8 pM Calcium Green-2,400 p M NADH, and 17.5 u.ml-'

LDH and PK. In this case, caZ' transport was initiated by the combined addition of 1
mM Mg.ATP and I O mM PEP. The coupled enzyme reaction has PEP converted to
pyruvate with ADP being regenerated to ATP. In the next step of the pathway, pyruvate
is converted to lactate with the concornmitant consurnption of NADH.
Luminal ca2' transients were monitored identically as descnbed for extraluminal
indicators except that Mag-Fura 2-loaded (Ex1 340 nm, Ex2 380 nmEm 510nm) or
chlortetracycline-incubated (Ex 440 nrn/Em 510 nm) HSR membranes (500 pg.ml-l,

unless othewise indicated) were used for fluorescence determinations.

Post-acquisition data manipulation

Fluorescence curves collected in Felix were subsequently exported to Prizm
software for analysis and subsequent presentation of traces.

Conversion of Calcium

Green-2 and Mag-Fura 2 to [ ~ a " ] and NADH to PADH] o r ATPase activity were
perforrned as outlined in 'Results'.

Isolation of calsequestrin

Calsequestrin was separated from isolated HSR membranes as descnbed
previously (24). Briefly, HSR membranes containing approximately 10 mg calsequestrin
(assumed that calsequestrin comprises 25 % of HSR protein) were diluted in
hornogenization buffer (300 mM sucrose, 20 mM imidizoie, pH 7.0) containing 1 mM
DTT and 2 pM leupeptin to 10 mIs. Proteins were centrifuged at 50 000 x g in a

Beckman 70iTi rotor for 30 minutes. The pellets were resuspended in 20 mls of ice cold
sodium carbonate (100 mM at pH 1 1) and incubated on ice for 30 minutes. Proteins were
centrifuged a second time as described above. The supernatant was transferred into a 15
cm strip of dialysis membrane and dialyzed ovemight in 1 L of PC buffer (50 mM
MOPS, 500 mM NaCl and 1 mM DTT,pH 7.0). The dialyzed protein was run on a 5 ml

butyl-sepharose column and eluted with PC buffer containing 10 mM CaC12.

A. Characterization of HSR membranes and Calcium Green-2, NADH Calibratioo

Isolation of skeletal muscle SR membranes by sucrose density centrifbgation
yields fractionated SR vesicles with differential protein compositions (see 'Experirnental
Procedures') as previously identified (90, 91, 176).

To venw the current vesicle

preparations, 1 mg/ml HSR and ISR membranes were resolved on 3-13 % SDS-PAGE
gradient gels and stained with either Coolmassie-R250 or Stains-Ail. Figure 1, Panel A,
shows that HSR vesicles (lanes 1 and 3) contain RyR caZ' channels, SERCA pumps, and
the luminal ca2*binding protein CSQ as identified by the positions on the gels relative to
molecular weight markers. On the other hand, ISR vesicles (lanes 2 and 4) were virtually
devoid of RyR and CSQ when visualized with the same Coolmassie (lanes 1 and 2) and
Stains-Al1 (lanes 3 and 4) protein-stains. The presence of RyRl, SERCAI, triadin and
absence of SERCA2 in HSR vesicles was fbther confirmed by antibody identification.
In Panei B the immunoreactive staining to RyRl (lane 1) and triadin (lane 2) are seen. In

Panel C, mainly SERCAl (lane 1)' not SERCA2 (lane 2), was recognized in HSR
membranes. When HSR vesicles were resolved under electron microscopy (EM) (Panel
D) at 60 OOOx magnifkation, the promiding RyRl 'feet' proteins could be visualized.
The inset to Panel D shows that these 'feet' appeared to align with other RyRl channels
on neighboring vesicles forming vesicle conglornerates. The EM observations were
correlated with confocal microscopy using fluorescent species of ryanodine and
thapsigargin (data not shown). These three-dimensional images also showed large
conglomerates consisting of numerous individual HSR vesicles. The tocalized ryanodine

fluorescence, indicative of RyR presence, was directly overlaid with thapsigargin
fluorescence, indicative of SERCA presence. These images provided further evidence
that any given vesicle contains both RyRl channeis and SERCAl pumps.

SR vesicles are known to both passively and actively accumulate ~ a and
" can be
stimulated to release the accumulated ca2' through the presence of RyRl channels (90).
The use of extravesicular ca2' probes to monitor real-tirne ATP-dependent, SERCAI -

mediated ~ a sequestration
"
and RyRl -mediated ca2' release have also been documented
(9 1). In this study, we have for the majority, utilized Calcium Green-2 (CGZ), and to a

lesser extent Mag-Fura-2 (MF2), as extravesicular fluorescent ~ a ' *indicators. CG2 is a
long wavelength ~ a ' *indicator that is excited by visible light, is responsive to caZ-in the
low FM range and undergoes large increases in fluorescence emission due to ca2+
binding (Molecular Probes booklet).

CG2 is excited at 506 nm and emissions are

collected at 53 1 nm. The reported Kd is 550 nM. To veriG the Kd under current
conditions employed for monitoring active ca2- transport, CG2 (0.8 PM) was calibrated
in transport buffer (TB

=

300 mM sucrose, 50 mM diK' PIPES, pH 7.0, 2S0 C)

containing C ~ ~ + : E G TatA increasing fiee ca2- concentrations from O to 1 rnM and
emission scans were collected. Fluorescence values obtained fiom the scans were plotted
against the log[~a"] to acquire the Hill Plot shown in Figure 2, Panel B. Emission scans
were performed in both the presence (open symbols) and absence (closed symbols) of

250 Iig.ml-' HSR protein. A slightly higher Kd of 579 nM was obtained and used for
conversion of CG2 traces to ca2' concentrations as shown in Equation 1.

Eqrration 1:

[ca2'] = 579 * (F - FMN)/ (FUU

- F)

where: 579 = Kd

F = fluorescence intensity
FsfINand FMAy= fluorescence minimum and maximum
The synchronous monitoring of SERCAl catalytic activity and ~ a "transport

was

perforrned with a coupled enzyme reaction in which the reduction of NADH was
followed as an indication of ATP hydrolysis (see 'Experimental Procedures').

E ~ is
Q shown
~ ~ in Figure 2, Panel
Caiibration of NADH fluorescence signals ( E x ~ ~ ~ / nm)
A.

A series of emission scans were collected using TB and increasing NADH

concentrations (O to 1 mM). The normalized maximum fluorescence was plotted against

NADH concentration in a relationship that was well described by the second order
polynomial shown in Panel A.

OnIy data up to 400 pM NADH are shown as

fluorescence emissions at NADH concentrations above this value were decreased when
compared with the 400 pM values, probably due to fluorescence quenching of the NADH
signal. Thus a maximum of 400 pM NADH was used for assaying ~ a ' +transport. This
concentration of NADH was sufficient for resoiving SERCA 1 catalytic activity within
time-restrained sections of ~ a "
transpon assays but became limiting for events occumng
outside the window of NADH consumption (see later Figures). On the other hand, loss
of NADH supply was not limiting for the regeneration of ATP required for sustained

~ a "
transport and maintenance of luminal to cytosolic ca2' gradients because recycling

of ADP to ATP occurred in the initial step of the coupled enzyme reaction. For ATP
regeneration, 10 mM PEP (or 10 mM CP in conditions where NADH was not utilized)

was added in combination with ATP to initiate caZCtransport and for sustained supplies

of ATP. Equation 2, as derived from the second order polynomial curve fit shown in
Panel A, was used to convert NADH fluorescence to NADH concentrations.
Eqzration 2:

PADH] = 0.0466 + 0.00422F - 4.9 l e 4 ~ '
where:F = fluorescence intensity

B. Extravesicular c a r +transients and the coordination between SERCAl
catalytic activity and RyRl channel opening.

NADH fluorescence changes ( E x ~ ~ ~were
/ E initially
~ ~ ~ monitored
~ )
to elucidate
the dependence of SERCA 1 catalytic activityMADH reduction upon the cytosolic free

ca2- concentrations during active HSR membrane ~ a ' +trar~spot-t(Figure 3).

These

experiments were performed with C~":EGTA buffers to effectively clamp extravesicular
~ a ' -at the concentrations desired. NADH fluorescence traces were converted to ATPase
activity with the assumption that nmols NADH reduced would be equivalent to nmols
ATP consumed by the SERCAl pump. Thus NADH consumption curves were converted
to nmol NADH reducedlmg HSR proteidmin and plotted against the log of the EGTA

clamped free cytosolic ca2' concentrations. Control SERCAl activities at each ~ a ' condition were compared to those activities in which s'O PM ryanodine was present and
expected to result in opened RyRl receptors, as well as where ionornycin was present
resulting in HSR membrane leaks.

Figure 3 demonstrates (1) increased maximal

SERCAl activation with ionomycin- (open squares) or ryanodine- (closed triangles)
induced membrane ~ a "leaks and (2) increased steepness of the ca2'-dependent

activation c u v e in the face of ryanodine- (closed triangles) induced activation of ~ a "
release channels.

Increased free cytosolic ca2' appeared to only partially activate

SERCAI catalysis when compared to situations that favored HSR membrane ~ a "leaks,

which, in turn, resulted in near-maximal catalytic activity. The possibility that RyRf
channel activation may induce SERCAl activation preliminarily indicated that ~ a ' release may somehow be coupled to Ca" sequestration.
' ~ was
The dependence of SERCAl activity upon increased cytosolic ~ a loads
further examined with the synchronous monitoring of CG2 and NADH fluorescence.
These experiments were done, in the absence of high concentrations of cytosolic buffea
like EGTA, under quasi-physiological conditions which allowed free exchange of added
boluses of ~ a "between the extravesicular space and the lumen of the SR vesicles.
Although HSR vesicles are KCI washed during isolation procedures (see 'Experirnental
Procedures') the membranes were not devoid of ca2- and upon dilution into TB medium,
a sustained and passive emux of ~ a "was always seen with CG2 (data not show).

Analysis of HSR membranes with atomic absorption spectroscopy revealed an
endogenous source of Ca", probably CSQ and other bound luminal stores, such that 250
pg.ml-' HSR vesicles had approximately 10 p M associated, contaminating, caZL.
The data in Figure 4, Panel A, reflect conditions where 0, 15 FM, and 17.5 pM
exogenous ~ a ' -was added to 500 pg.ml" HSR membranes, in addition to endogenous
~ a ' ; , prior to Mg. ATP stimulation of SERCA 1-mediated ca2- sequestration.

Under

conditions where no exogenous ca2+was added (O condition), the addition of Mg.ATP
resulted in a rapid removal of ca2' from the cytosol to the SR lumen and the maintenance
of strady state extravesicular ca2' at about 50 nM. The corresponding NADH trace (O,

Panel B) revealed that little NADH was consumed during the initial phase of ~ a "
transport and that basal rates of NADH consurnption were required (330 nrnol NADWrng
HSR proteidmin) to maintain the steady state outward ca2* gradient. No changes to
these profiles were observed until increases in added exogenous ~ a "approached 15 FM.
This level of Ca" pre-load resulted in a slower removal of ~ a "fiom the cytosol (Panel
A) accompanied by burst SERCAl catalytic activity which transitioned to near-basal

levels (Panel B). The inflection point of this transition coincided with the completed

removal of extravesicular c a Z &to steady state levels at the 25 second time point.
Although this finding may indicate ca2* pump cycling in order to reduce an increased
cytosolic ca2' load, the transitory nature of the NADH signal in this case may reflect the
influence of added exogenous ~ a ' *upon the RyRl . This is based upon the findings in
Figure 3 and can be explained by bursts in SERCAl activity being indicative of ~ a "
pumping against RyRl leak states, while return to basal SERCAl activity indicative of
RyRl channel closure. Increases in added caZ' by only 2.5 FM in Figure 4, to a total of
17.5 p M exogenous ca2* pre-load, resulted in a much suspended removal of
extravesicular Ca''

(Panel A) accompanied by a sustained near-maximal activation of

SERCAl catalysis (Panel B) beyond the limited supply of NADH (4200 nmol/mg/min).
This apparent dependency of SERCAl activity upon RyRl channel opening was
fùrther examined with the use of the plant alkaloid, ryanodine, which is known to (a)
bind preferentially to the open state of the RyRl (107), (b) lead to activation of RyRl
(178), and (c) inactivate the RyRl with protonged incubation (150).

The use of

ryanodine to evoke RyRl channel opening was important for removing the added
influence of added high exogenous ca2' concentrations upon SERCAl activation. In

Figure 4, HSR membranes (250 Icg.ml-l) were pre-treated with increasing concentrations
of ryanodine and initial Mg.ATP-dependent ~ a "sequestration was monitored with CG2

(Panel C) and NADH fluorescence (Panel D). At ryanodine concentrations of 5 PLV,
initial caZ' uptake appeared only slightly reduced compared to controls. Surprisingly,
this ryanodine pre-treatrnent resulted in burst SERCAl catalytic activity, followed by a
resumption to levels that were 2 fold faster than controls (790 nmols/mg/min compared to
360 nmols/mg/min).

Under these conditions it seemed that the biphasic increase in

SERCAl activity was a direct result of RyRl channel opening which was followed by an
apparent, sustained, RyRl channel ca2- leak state induced by ryanodine.

When

ryanodine concentrations were further increased to 50 p M , ~ a "sequestration rates were
greatly reduced (Panel C) while the corresponding rates of SERCA 1 (Panel D) increased
13 fold over controls (4800 nmols/rng/min) with the available supply of NADH being

consumed within seconds.
RyR1-mediated ca2' release from HSR membranes can be implied from the
observed large, cytosolic ~ a " transients during sequential ca2- pulse loading
experirnents where HSR ca2' fluxes are monitored by cytosolic ~ a ' - indicators.
Furthemore, the luminal ca2&-dependenceof ca2*-induced ca2* release (CICR) can be
indirectly assumed and quantitated from these pulse loading experiments. In Figure 5,
500 pg.ml-' HSR vesicles were subjected to well-defined caZ' transport protocols while
calL transients were recorded with either CG2 (Panel A) or MF2 (cell-impermeant, Panel

B). In both cases, ca2' transport was initiated by the combined addition of 1 m M

Mg.ATP/lO mM CP at the curved arrow. Sequential 5 p M ca2' pulses were added (both
Panel A and B) resulting in small cytosolic ca2' transients indicative of rapid ca2'

sequestration by the HSR membranes. Large cytosolic caZ' transients are identified afler
the sixth (Panel A) or seventh (Panel B) 5 FM caZ' addition and were assumed to be
RyRl-mediated CICR

Funhennore, if HSR membranes required five or six ~ a ' +

additions to be sequestered, and thus luminally loaded, before CICR was elicited than
threshold ~ a "loading for 500 Iig.ml-' HSR membranes can be calculated to be between

150 to 1 80 nmol ca2+/mgHSR, respectively.
The large cytosolic ca2' transients, noted during ca2' pulse loading, do not
themselves reveal whether RyRl channels are activated during these events. It is also not
clear from these experiments whether RyRl channels became activated at other points
during caZ7pulse loading. In Figure 5, Panel C, ryanodine was employed to probe RyRl
channels at the peak of cytosolic ca2' transients and during the rapid re-sequestration
phase of CICR.

In this experiment HSR membranes (250 pg.ml-') were ~ a ' - pulse-

loaded and CICR was evoked. At these HSR vesicle concentrations, the number of 5 pM
~ a "additions required for CICR was halved but the luminal ~ a "load dependency of
CICR (120 nmol ca2'/rng HSR) was similar to that required for 500 pg.ml-' HSR
membranes. Ryanodine (250 PM) was added at the peak of the CICR ~ a ' *transient
(trace 1 ), when caZ' re-sequestration was partially complete (trace 2), and when caZ' resequestration was close to fùll completion (trace 3). Ryanodine addition was ineffective
for RyRl channel reactivation, noted in trace 1 and 2 by the stimulation of fùrther, large
cytosolic ca2* transients upon ryanodine addition, only when ca2' re-sequestration was
nearing fùll completion. Indeed, RyRl channel activation in trace 3 occurred only with
the subsequent addition of a 5 p M ca2- pulse. The balance between RyRl activation and
inactivation revealed by comparing traces 2 and 3, suggested that the entire population of

RyR 1 channels may undergo differential inactivation. Thus, cornplete ~

a sequestration
"

would involve closure of some RyRl channels and partial ca2+accumulation by these
vesicles before al1 RyRl channels inactivated. The data in Panel C irnplicate RyRl
channel activation as goveming the large increases in cytosolic ~ a "transients, but also
inactivation of RyRl channels leading to cornpleted caZ' re-sequestration.
The sensitivity of CICR upon luminal thresholds and trigger pulses of caz- s h o w

in Figure 5 may reflect the sensitivity of RyRf channels to ca2- distibutions across HSR
membranes. This was further examined with ~ a "pulse loading of 250 pg.ml-' HSR
vesicles in experiments where the concentrations of the ca2' pulse additions were varied
(Figure 6). In a series of highly reproducible traces, HSR membranes were incrementally
presented with 2.5, 3.33, 4.16, 5, 6.67, 7, 8.33, 10, 13.33, and 16.67 pM Ca'' and CG2
and NADH responses were recorded. AIthough al1 conditions are not shown, information
from al1 10 ca2' loading experiments were used to composite the figure in Panel D.
Shown in Figure 6 are the 2.5 (Panel A), 5 (Panel B) and 10 FM (Panel C) ca2*pulse
conditions. Taking into account the chelation of caZ+by the presence of 1 m M Mg.ATP,
caiculations indicated that these Ca2- additions would be expected to raise cytosolic free
ca2' concentrations to 0.54, 1.08, and 2.19 pM respectively.

Panels A through C

demonstrate that the presence of active SERCAl pumps reduced the level of actual fiee
~ a " , as recorded with CG2, produced by each caZ' bolus.
successive c a 2 +additions resulted in increases in observed

However, in al1 cases,

Free extravesicular Ca'*

that

approached or surpassed these expected calculations.
In Panel A, repeated pulses of 2.5 pM caZ' produced no net ca2' release. The
~ a "load requirements for CICR for 250 pg.mf' HSR membranes was shown in Figure 5

to be approximately 120 nmol ca2'/mg HSR. HSR vesicles in Panel A were sufficiently
loaded with 3 fold more ca2' (360 ~ n o caz'/rng
l
HSR by the final ca2' pulse addition).
to levels where CICR should have been facilitated. The absence of ~ a "release under
these conditions suggests that a minimal level of cytosolic ca2+was also required, but not
attained, by 2.5 p M ~ a "pulse additions. The extravesicular ~ a ' *transients recorded
with CG2 increased with each successive 2.5 pM ~ a "addition and the rate of removal of

~ a "additions appeared to decrease. Aithough burst activation of SERCAl pumps was
not observed, the rate of NADH consumption, as ~ a "pulse additions continued, did
increase in a nonlinear fashion. This contrasted to the linear rates seen with steady-state
basal SERCA 1 activity in Figure 4.
When caZcpulse additions were increased to 5 pM (Figure 6, Panel B),the initial
two pulses were rapidly sequestered by SERCAl pumps with little concomitant

activation of ATP catalysis. However, distinct burst activations of SERCAl catalytic
activity were observed on the third and fourth ~ a "additions. The cytosolic free caZ'
concentrations where these activations are seen were 0.75 and 0.5 pM respectively. The
~ a "Ioad at these points of SERCAl activation can therefore be calculated to include the
cal' pulses previously accumulated as well as the portion of the current ca2- pulse
presumed sequestered at the point of activation. Thus, ca2' loads of 86 and 100 nmol
ca2'/rng HSR protein were required at the observed SERCAI activations at 0.75 and 0.5
ph4 free ca2', respectively. This contrasted with the luminal ca2' load of 330 nmol

ca2'/rng HSR protein attained with no net ca2' release in Panel A. Furthemore, when a
single bolus of 10 pM ca2' was added (Panel C), an extravesicular free ca2+of >1-5 p M
was required before activation of SERCAl pumps was observed. In Panel B, RyRl

activation and net ca2' release is supported by the large increase in cytosolic ca2+at the
fourth 5 pM c a 2 +pulse. However, when the fkee cytosolic ca2- concentrations required
for activation of SERCAl pumps are compared between Panel B and C, it becomes clear
that cytosolic ca2' alone did not activate SERCAl catalysis. Thus, even smail RyRl
channel openings may have profound influences upon SERCAl catalytic cycles,
iequiring high ATP consumption when pumping against membrane ~ a ' -leaks. In Panel

D. the entire range of incremental ca2' pulse addition experiments, where the total
luminal ~ a " load and the cytosolic fiee ca2; concentrations for burst NADH
consumption/SERCAl activation were calculated and plotted, is shown. The inverse
relationship between luminal ca2' and cytosolic caZLrequired for burst SERCA 1
activations compiled in Panel D, further suggest that the regulation of both RyRl
opening/ca2+ leak states and SERCAl activation rnay occur through the effects of
luminal ~ a "loads upon these proteins.

C. Rates of SERCAl catalytic activity and influence of ryanodine, thapsigargin, and
cyclopiazonic acid upon ca2+gradient formation.
As shown in Figure 6, Panel A, each successive 2.5 p M ca2' pulse appeared to
both increase the level of ~ a ' ltemporarily remaining in the cytosol, as well as, decrease
the rate at which this ca2' transient was rernoved from the cytosol. These phenornenon
may simply be a resuit of the same mechanism, that is a slowing of the rate at which
SERCAl pumps remove cati fiom the cytosol under steady state conditions, in the
absence of RyRl ca2' leaks. This in tum may affect RyRl activation and ca2' leaks
states as luminal ca2' loading was increased. To test this idea further, HSR membrane

concentrations were increased to 1 mg/ml. This effectively created a large ~ a "sink to
~ a ' - source ratio, making the driving force for caZ' sequestration far greater than the
forces goveming caZ' efflux.

In Figure 7, the relationship between the rate of

presentation of 5 p M ca2' pulses is shown. These rates of presentation were more or
less arbitrarily chosen, with Panel A illustrating slow presentation (21 additions in 1000
seconds), while Panel B conversely showing a more rapid presentation (14 additions in
<400 seconds), of ~ a "pulse loading. The attainment of luminal threshold and CICR

with rapid ~ a "pulse additions in Panel B, but not with slowed caZ' pulse additions in
Panel A, demonstrated that not only was there a luminal ~ a "requirement for CICR but a
mechanism by which luminal ~ a "may be made available for release. Indeed, even with
a senes of more rapid ca2- additions (Panel A, section 2), the sensitivity of HSR
membranes to CICR was lost. Panel B also showed that, following CICR, slower timed
additions of ~ a "were insufficient to elicit M e r ~ a "release.

To resolve the

mechanism by which HSR membranes were 'pumped up' for CICR with rapid additions
of ca2- in Panel B, the rernoval rate (Le. the rate at which ~ a "was removed from the
cytosol to the vesicle lumen) of the first (Panel C, solid symbols) and the thirteenth
(Panel Clopen symbols) ca2' pulses were examined. The removal rate of the thirteenth
~ a "addition was calculated to be -3 fold slower than the removal rate of the first caZ'
addition (k = 0.378 and 1.098 s-', respectively). Thus, attainment of threshold luminal
ca2* loading and CICR may involve luminal ca2' influences upon SERCAl removal of
subsequent triggenng ca2- pulses. Since slowed caZ' additions did not produce a similar
effect, rapid 'pumping up' of HSR membranes for CICR is possibly related to the rate at

which ca2' is sequestered to the lumen of the vesicles and possibly how this relates to the
cornpartmentalization of ~ a into
"
bound or free luminal caZ' pools.

The effects of increased luminal ~ a "loads were tùrther examined with
ryanodine, and the SERCA-specific inhibitor, thapsigargin (Tg). It was known from
previous studies that Tg (1) binds to SERCA with a 1 :1 stoichiometry, (2) preferentially
binds to the ~ a ' - unbound form of the enzyme, and (3) at sub-stoichiometnc
concentrations effectively decreased the catalytic turnover and ca2- translocation rates of
the SERCA pump (124, 224, 284a). Figure 8 demonstrates the efficacy of ryanodine
(Panel A and B) and Tg (Panel C and D) upon HSR CaZt transport at low (Panel A and
C) and high (25 pM exogenous, Panel B and D) caZ- loads. At low luminal ca2* loads,
neither the addition of 500 p M ryanodine, nor 500 nM Tg, influenced the steady state
distribution of ca2' across the HSR membranes. When the vesicles were subsequently
presented with exogenous ca2+,rates of initial cytosolic caZ' removal were reduced in a
similar rnanner to Figure 4. Following completion of Ca" sequestration, luminal Ca'loads (1 50- 160 nmol ca2'/rng HSR) were near threshold as seen with ca2*pulse loading
experiments in Figure 5. The addition of either 500 pM ryanodine or 500 nM Tg under
these conditions induced ca2' release in a multiphasic manner. The initial burst increase
of cytosolic ca2&,that was immediately followed by a slower fluorescence incline,
eventually transition into a rapid increase in cytosolic Ca" to maximal CG2 fluorescence

values previously observed with CICR. The feed-forward appearance of both the Tg and
ryanodine Ca" eftlwces is indicative of an initial, small, drug-induced membrane ca2+
leak that itself induced a secondary CICR. The ryanodine and Tg concentrations used in
Figure 8 were chosen to potentiate observed effects. Indeed, higher concentrations of Tg

required no luminal caZ' loading to elicit ca2' releases (1-5 FM, data not shown, see also
Figure 12). Conversely, ryanodine-induced ca2' releases fiom HSR membranes were
invariably dependent upon a minimal level of luminal ca2' loading. Interestingly, at the
sub-stoichiometric Tg concentration (500 nM) chosen in Figure 8, the Tg-induced ~ a ' release (Tg-ICR) was followed by ca2* re-sequestration. This finding rnay be related to
the proportion of SERCAl pumps to Tg concentration employed, and therefore may
reflect partially inhibited SERCAl purnps that initially were unable to maintain steady

state ca2+gradients required for maintenance of closed RyRl channels. The ability of
HSR membranes to re-sequester caZ' under conditions where SERCAl pumps were

partially inhibited suggested an intimate relationship between the SERCAl driving force
for ~ a "sequestration and the ability of pumps to inactivate RyRl channels.
The sensitization of RyRl channels to ryanodine at threshold luminal ~ a "loads
was possibly due to the influence of luminal ~ a "upon the channel. Furthemore, in
Figure 4, ryanodine pretreatrnent of HSR membranes and activation of RyRl channels
was accompanied by increased SERCAl activity. To further examine the possible

interdependence of SERCAl pumping and RyRl activation by ryanodine, HSR
membranes undergoing active ca2' transport were treated with 250 p M ryanodine
(Figure 9). In Panel A, HSR vesicles (250 pg.ml-') were incrementally loaded with 2.5
p M caZr pulses following Mg.ATP-dependent initiation of ca2+transport. Membranes

were loaded to threshold luminal ca2- loads (150 nmol ca2'/mg HSR) as indicated by
previous caZLloading protocols as well as the increased ca2' transient and activation of
SERCA 1 catalysis following the sixth-2.5 p M caZi pulse. The addition of ryanodine was
made subsequent to the inflection point where burst SERCA activity returned to near-

basai levels. Under these conditions, ryanodine induced a robust ca2' release with a
dramatically decreased rate of ca2' re-sequestration. The dual effects of ryanodine to
activate and subsequently inactivate RyRl channels was dually demonstrated by the
impotency of a final additim of 2.5 p M ca2' to elicit caZc release following the initial
ryanodine-induced ca2' release. Panel B is the segment of the trace in Panel A fkom 185
to 2 15 seconds which clearly demonstrated that the initial phase of RyRl activation by

ryanodine was accompanied by a >6 second period where NADH fluorescence increased
prior to normal NADH consumption indicative of burst SERCAl catalytic activity.
Similar NADH pathway reversals have been obsewed with both ethanol- and ca2-induced ca2' release (data not shown) and only under conditions where the requirement
of threshold luminal ca2' loading had been achieved. NADH fluorescence increases
appear to represent a luminal caZi influence upon SERCAl activity.

In this case,

activation of the RyRl channel by ryanodine may have resulted in altered luminal ca2distributions that ultimately affected the SERCA 1 pump. Indeed, the effects of lurninal
~ a appeared
"
to either slow (see Figure 7) and/or reverse (Figure 9, Panel B) the forward
reaction of the enzyme. However, the possibility that the reversals are a peculiarity of
the coupled enzyme pathway cannot be ruled out.
The increased sensitivity of SERCAl pumps upon treatment by Tg with threshold
luminal ca2' loading was identified with the experiments in Figure 8. The possible role
luminal ca2' has upon SERCAl punps was more extensively examined by Tg treatment
of HSR membranes (500 pg.ml-') undergoing active, Mg-ATP-dependent caZ' transport
and monitoring both CG2 and NADH fluorescence changes (Figure 10). Panel A shows
that 750 nM Tg treatment following Mg.ATP addition and initial ca2' sequestration had

littie effect on steady state cytosolic:lurninal ~ a " . Furthemore, basal rates of SERCAl
catalytic activity/NADH consumption (300 nmol NADWmg HSWmin) were unaltered
from controls (see O condition Figure 4). However, the sequential addition of three-5 p M

-

ca2- pulses at 1 1 50 seconds resulted in a decreased lurninal ~ a "requirement for CICR

-

(60 nmol exogenous ca" /mg HSR compared with 150-180 nmol exogenous ca2- /mg
HSR in controls). The exmluminal caZ' transients in Panel A were greatly increased
(compare to the three-5 p M ca2' additions in Panel B) indicating that for each addition of
ca2- a greater proportion of the ca2' pulse remained in the cytosolic space. This further
indicated that normal rates of

ca2' sequestration

had been reduced by previous Tg

treatment of the HSR membranes. The reduced luminal ca2- loads required for CICR in
the presence of substoichiometric Tg concentrations may therefore be related to the
inabi lity of partially inhibited SERCA 1 pumps to effective1y remove cytosolic ca2-.
Figure 10, Panel B, shows that an increased lurninal ca2- load with three-5 FM
~ a ' *additions (to 90 nmol exogenous ca2&/mgHSR) had little effect upon the efficacy of

HSR membrane treatment with 750 nM Tg.

Steady state levels of cytosolic ~ a ' -

following Tg addition were observed to increase slightly when cornpared to Panel A,
while NADH consumption rates seemed to transiently decrease at the point of Tg
addition. Interestingly, the overall rate of NADH consumption in Panel B was 2 fold
higher than observed in Panel A. The increased luminal ~ a "load in Panel B, and the
energy requirements for maintaining that load of ~ a "Iuminally may result in increased
NADH consumption. When luminal ca2* loads were increased to 120 nmol exogenous

caz7rng HSR (Panel C), the addition of 750 nM Tg resulted in a fairly rapid but
multiphasic release of intraluminal ca2' stores as observed in Figure 8. Comparison of

the rates of cytosolic ca2' removal following TgICR (Panel C) and CICR in the presence
of Tg (Panel A) showed that there was a 5 fold decrease (k

=

0.05033 and 0.2701 s-',

respectively) in ca2' re-sequestration following TgICR. The multiphasic nature of the
~

a release
' ~ profile and the transition from a slow to rapid ca2' release (compare with

Figure 8) further indicated that the initial action of Tg to inhibit the SERCAl pump may
result in a slow Ca''

leak that feeds-forward to a CICR. The activation of SERCAl

catalytic activity with Tg-KR also appeared non-linear, transitory and coordinated with
the multiphasic rise in cytosolic caZc.

Catalytic activity of the SERCAl pump

transitioned from (1) near-basal (450 nmol NADWmg HSRImin) before and at the time
of Tg addition, (2) to a slowed increase in NADH consurnption (1 125 nmol NADWmg
HSRhin) as the fast phase of ca2' release was occurring, (3) followed by near-maximal
activation (2250 nmol NADWmg HSWmin) only after extraluminal ~ a "had reached
maximal CG2 fluorescence. However, burst SERCAl activation observed with Tg-ICR
were alrnost 2 fold less than control activation during CICR (compare 2250 with 4200
nmol NADWmg HSiUmin from Figure 4). The lowered near-maximal activity, together
with sustained increases in extraluminal ~

a required
' ~ for near maximal activation of

SERCAl pumps in the presence of Tg, indicated that sub-stoichiometric Tg
concentrations may uncouple the activation of SERCA1 pumps from activation of RyRl
channels seen in previous Ca" loading protocols (Figure 6).

Tg effects upon SERCAl activationlinhibition were further examined in Figure
1 1. In these experiments, HSR membranes (500 pg.ml-') were pretreated with increasing

Tg concentrations at low (O exogenous, Panel A and B) and high (17.5 pM exogenous,
Panel C and D) cytosolic ca2' conditions and initial ca2' uptake was monitored with

CG2 (Panel A and C) and NADH (Panel B and D). With low cytosolic caZ-, Mg-ATPdependent initial ~ a uptake
"
in the absence of Tg was rapid with concomitant basal rates
of SERCAl catalysis (360 nmol NADWmg HSRImin) which maintain steady state
lurninal:cytosolic ~ a ' -levels. Rates of removal of endogenous, contaminating ~ a ' -were
drastically reduced with Tg pretreatments o f 0.67 and 0.75 PM (Panel A). The NADH
consumption rates for these slowed ~ a ' &
uptakes were biphasically increased with nearmaximal activations (1800 and 1350 nmol NADWmg HSRImin, respectively) reverting
to near-basal rates of SERCAl activity (405 and 477 n m o l h g HSiUmin, respectively)
upon sequestration of cytosolic ca2'.

Increased Tg pretreatments of 2 p M resulted in

complete inhibition of cytosolic ca2' transport and the retum of NADH consumption
rates to close to control values (450 compared to 360 nmol NADWmg HSRImin for
control) although the trace appeared strikingly non-linear in comparison. Surprisingly,
ATP hydrolysis by SERCAl pumps occurred even in the 2 pM Tg condition which may

indicate altemate, non-SERCAases or Tg-resistant SERCA 1 pumps present in the
membrane preparation.
In Figure 11, Panel C, cytosolic
before initiation of ca2* uptake.

ca2' was

increased to 17.5 FM (exogenous)

In control, Tg absent conditions, this ~ a "preload

resulted in a slowed c a 2 + removal from the cytosol (Panel C) with a biphasic NADH
consumption profile (Panel D) indicating SERCAl activation (4050 nrnol NADWmg
HSR/min) which sharply reverted to near basal inactivation (840 nmol NAD'Wmg
HSRImin) upon completion of caz' sequestration. Sharp and abrupt transitions in NADH
traces between activated pumps and partially inactivated SERCAl pumps due to
completion of ca2' sequestration were absent from Tg induced transitions in SERCAl

activity (compare trace O, Panel D with trace 0.75, Panel B).

Under conditions of

increased ~ a "preload, 0.5 and 0.75 pM Tg pretreatment resulted in greatly protracted
caZ' sequestration profiles (Panel C). In both cases SERCAl activity (Panel D) was
near-maximal and, in the 0.5 FM Tg pretreatment, sustained beyond sequestration of
cytosolic caZ' as seen with CG2. The rates of NADH consumption were 1800 and 2400
nmol NADWmg HSR/min for the 0.5 and 0.75 Tg conditions. These results again
suggested an uncoupling of SERCA 1 inactivation from the inactivation of RyRl channels
that ultimately resulted in removal of caZ' from the cytosol. ca2' sequestration by HSR
membranes was completely arrested in the presence of Tg pretreatrnents of 1 and 5 FM.
NADH consumption rates were 872 and 370 nmol NADWrng HSR/min, respectively.

The impact of Tg treatment upon ca2' gradient formation and HSR ca2' release
led to fùrther investigation with a second specific SERCAl inhibitor, cyclopiazonic acid
(CPA). In Figure 12, HSR membranes (250 pg.ml-') were pretreated with increasing
CPA concentrations and initial caZ+sequestration was monitored synchronously with

CG2 (Panel A) and NADH fluorescence changes (Panel B). Mg.ATP-dependent rates of
initial ca2* sequestration (Panel A) were not significantly altered with CPA
concentrations of 5 or 10 p M but were completely arrested with concentrations in the
higher FM range (100 FM). In the 5 and 10 PM conditions, CPA pretreatment did not
prolong the initial removal of endogenous cytosolic caZ+as was observed with Tg
(compare with Figure 1 1, Panel A), but did significantly alter steady state caZ-gradients.
Comparison of control and CPA treated CG2 traces reveal relatively slow CPA-induced
~ a ' +leak States that were dependent upon CPA concentration and completion of initial
sequestration of contaminating ca2'.

The cytosolic ca2' transients differed greatly

between 5 and 10 pM CPA. In the former, ca2' release rates were slow and afier
maximal

ca2' release the fluorescence curve smoothly transitioned to decreased rates of

cytosolic ca2' removal. In the latter, ca2' release rates were more rapid, maximal ~ a ' transients were more sustained, and ca2' re-sequestration was markedly slower than the 5

p M CPA condition.
In Panel B, the corresponding SERCAl zatalytic rates for each CPA pretreatment from Panel A are shown. At the upperrnost CPA concentration (100 PM)
where initial ca2' sequestration was arrested, NADH consumption was inhibited and
slower than control conditions (379 compared with 440 nmol NADWmg HSWmin,
respectively).

Under CPA conditions where ca2+ releases were observed following

initial ~ a "sequestration, rates of NADH consumption became concomitantly more rapid
(compare the 5 and 10 FMCPA with the control and 100 pM CPA conditions at about 50
seconds). The SERCAl rates were 554 and 628 nmoI NADH consumed/mg H S R h i n
for 5 and 10 p M CPA pre-treatrnents, respectively. The rates of NADH consumption

were unlike those seen with Tg in that no robust activations, nor transitions fiom rapid to
near-basal rates with increased cytosolic caZA,were obsewed with CPA.

The CPA-induced ca2' leak States shown in Figure 12, Panel A, suggested that
the action of CPA upon SERCAl inhibition was characteristically different fiom
SERCAl inhibition when Tg was employed (Figure I l , Pane1 A). Indeed, CPA has been

suggested to be a cornpetitive inhibitor of SERCA pumps, competing with ATP binding
to the enzyme (232). Furthemore, SERCA inhibition by CPA has been reported as less
potent and more reversible than Tg. Figure 12, Panel C, directly compared the potency
of 20 FM Tg and CPA to induce ca2' release fiom low ca2'-loaded HSR membranes

(500 pg.rnl").

The Tg-ICR was rapid and considerably more monophasic when

cornpared to CPA-ICR

Furthemore, Tg was also more effective in completely

discharging luminal CaZ' stores (-2 pM cytosolic Ca2*) than CPA (-1.35 p M cytosolic

caZ-)which was additionally evident from the

increased fluorescence signals following

ionomycin treatment of the membranes. The multiphasic nature of the CPA-ICR again
suggested that slow Ca" leaks may feed-fonvard to a regenerative CICR. To funher
examine the effects of CPA upon caZ+release, HSR membranes (500 pg.mi-') were
treated with CPA at low (O exogenous) or high (25 y M exogenous) luminal Ca" loads in
a fashion similar to Figure 8. In Figure 12, Panel D, 5 pM CPA was shown to potently

elicit ca2' release at threshold luminal caZ' loads ( 150 nmol ca2'/mg HSR)but not under
conditions of low, endogenous ~ a "ioad. The ca2* leak state induced by CPA was once
again multiphasic, with a slow monotonic rise in cytosolic Ca" transitioning to a faster at
more substantial ~ a "release. These results were similar to those observed with Tg (see

Figure 8) further suggesting that although CPA and Tg may differentially interact with
SERCAI, both were more potent at eliciting caZ* releases under conditions where

SERCA 1 enzyme States had become influenced by threshold luminal ca2'.
Tg and CPA clearly affected the ability of the SERCAl pump to maintain ca2+

gradients across HSR membranes. The SERCA 1 inhibitors appeared to shift the balance
of HSR ~ a "handling, from normal maintenance of high outward ~ a ' - gradients,

favoring luminal ~ a "efflux.

<O

Although not unexpected, these results importantly

identified a role for luminal Ca" and active SERCAl pumps in the ca2- release process.
The inhibition of SERCAl pumps by Tg and CPA were subsequently examined under
conditions where SERCAl catalytic activity was uncoupled fiom the influences of

luminal ~ a "and States of the RyRl. In these experiments, HSR membranes were
permeabilized with ionomycin creating high ca2+ le& and maximal rates of SERCAl
activity (Figure 13). In Panel A, NADH consumption was compared between ionomycin
treated and ionomycin untreated HSR vesicles (250 Iig.ml-') undergoing Mg.ATPdependent ~ a "transport.

In the (-) condition, basal rates of SERCAl activity were

observed (440 nmol NADWmg HSWmin) upon attainment of cytosolic ~ a ' sequestration and maintenance of the low, outwardly directed, luminal ~ a ' - gradient
(CG2 trace, data not shown).

When membranes were treated with ionomycin (+), ca2*

sequestration was entirely intempted (not shown), and the uncoupled SERCA 1 activity
became maximally stimulated to rates 27 fold higher than in the absence of ionomycin
(1 1895 nmol NADWmg HSWmin). HSR membranes were subsequently pretreated with

CPA (Panel B) or Tg (Panel C) under conditions where HSR membranes had been

permeabilized with ionomycin. Panel B demonstrates that NADH consumption with 5 or
10 pM CPA was biphasically reduced when compared to ionomycin controls, even
though cytosolic ca2- remained elevated and unchanged throughout the experiment (CG2
trace, not shown).

Pre-treatment with 5 p M CPA resulted in a >2 fold difference

between partial inactivation (2878 nmol NADW mg H S R h i n ) and the subsequent and
more complete inactivation (1 183 nmol NADWmg H S R h i n ) of SERCAl catalysis.
When CPA concentrations were increased to 10 PM, the inactivation differences were
also >2 fold (1680 compared with 753 nmol NADWmg HSR/min, respectively) but more
complete inactivation of SERCA l pumps occurred comparably much sooner. These
biphasic reductions in maximal SERCAl activity were absent fiom the Tg pretreatment
experiments (Panel C). Indeed, rates of NADH consumption were reduced to 2 1O ( 1 pM

Tg condition) and 172 (5 pM Tg condition) m o l NADWmg HSWmin. When maximal

rates of SERCAl inhibition between 100 p M CPA (Panel B) and 5 pM Tg (Panel C) are
compared, Tg concentrations approximately 20 fold Iower were found to inhibit NADH
consumption rates with -1.5 times higher potency. This fùrther indicated that Tg was
more potent than CPA in the inhibition of SERCA pumps.
Assumptions pertaining to the observed Tg and CPA-induced ca2* leak States
indicated that ~ a "leaks were probably govemed by RyRl openings.

The results

demonstrating activation of SERCAl activity in the face of Tg-ICR also indicated
activated RyRl channels (Figure 10). T o examine the effects o f T g and CPA further,
ryanodine was used to initially activate, then inhibit the ca2* release channel as originally
demonstrated in Figure 9. In these experiments (Figure 14), HSR membranes (500
pg.ml-') were incrementally loaded with caZ' to threshold (- 180 nmol ca2'/mg HSR)
and 0, 1, 10, 100, or 500 p M ryanodine was added to activate RyRl's and induce ca2release.

Following ca2- re-sequestration, RyRl's were expected to be inhibited (as

previously demonstrated), and single boluses of either 10 pM T g (Panel A) or 100 p M
CPA (Panel B) were added to elicit ca2' release. Only the point o f Tg or CPA addition

of the converted CG2 traces are shown. In the absence of ryanodine. Tg-, or CPAinduced ~ a "release was robust and rapid, reaching maximum cytosolic c a Z +transients
of about 50 and 45 nmol ~ a "releasedlmg HSR, respectively. Inhibition of the RyRl

with tt-eatrnent by 1 pM iyanodine resulted in a 50 % reduction in ca2' release to the
cytosol.

Under these conditions, the profile of Tg-ICR was sigrnoidal in shape and

reached a maximum cytosolic c a 2 + concentrations of 4.0 pM with-in 50 seconds.
Conversely, CPA-KR resulted in a rnonotonic increase in cytosolic ca2',only reaching a

maximum of 3.6 p M during the elapsed time of the experiment (200 seconds). The Tgand CPA-induced ca2' transients following 10 pM ryanodine-induced RyRl inhibition

were only 20 % of maximal recorded in the absence of ryanodine. RyRI inhibition by

100 and 500 pM ryanodine resulted in complete blockage of Tg and CPA-induced ~ a "
release. These results fùrther verified the importance of continuous SERCA 1 activity in
the maintenance of HSR vesicle outward ca2- gradients and that the inhibition of

SERCAl resulted in outward ~ a fluxes
' ~ controlled by opening of the RyRl.

D. Luminal ca2+
transients: identification of two lumioal ca2+pools.

Results presented thus far have implicated luminal ~ a ' *for the dual regulation of
both RyR19s and SERCAl pumps. Irnportantly, increased luminal ca2' loads had an
obvious influence upon ryanodine-sensitive states of the RyRl and thapsigargin-sensitive
states of the SERCAl (Figure

8). Also, RyRI-mediated ~ a ' - release was intimately

dependent upon the filling (Figure 5), as well as the rate of filling (Figure 7), of a luminal
~ a "pool(s). Furthemore, sub-stoichiometric Tg concentrations, and to a lesser extent
CPA concentrations, resulted in RyR 1Omediated ca2+ efflux fi-om HSR membranes
accompanied by activation of SERCAl catalytic turnover.

If luminal ~ a "does

ultimately coordinate the compiex cycling behveen ca2&release and ca2' sequestration
then recording changes in luminal ~ a "during HSR membrane ca2' transport rnay reveal

mechanisms by which this occurs.

To satisfy these objectives, two fluorescence

indicators that may report upon luminal ca2' were employed. Both Mag-Fura-2 and
chlortetracycline were shown to report on lurninal ca2' and the following results will

demonstrate that the differences in fluorescence signals likely reflect ~ a "changes in
di fferent luminal ~ a compartments.
"

The acetoxymethyl (AM) ester of Mag-Fura-2 (MF2) was loaded into HSR
membranes as described in "Experimental Procedures".

The luminal ongin of the

fluorescence ratio is verified in Figure 15. In Panel A, the MF2 fluorescence responses
to sequential ca2' pulse loading are shown at low (trace 1, O exogenous) and high (trace
2. 30 pM exogenous) ca2' loads. Trace 1 shows that addition of Mg.ATP resulted in a

sharp fluorescence increase followed by a slower fluorescence decrease whose pattern
was repeaied for the first five-5 ph4 caZ*additions. At the sixth-5 pM ca2- pulse, afier
attainment of luminal ca2&loaàs of 150 nmol ca2'/mg HSR and thus the expected point
of CICR, a much larger and more sustained MF2 fluorescence transient was observed. In
a pattern similar to those observed with cytosolic caZfindicators (see Figure S), ( 1 ) each
successive ~ a ' +addition resulted in a larger, upward ca2' fluorescence transient, (2) a
minimum luminal ca2' load was required before CICR was realized (150 nmol ca2-/rng
HSR) and (3) CICR was accompanied by a much larger increase in fluorescence that

subsequently decreased to prior levels of fluorescence.

Prior to Mg.ATP addition

(curved arrow) in trace 2, the addition of 30 p M ca2' (at time = 27.5 seconds) resulted in
imrnediate fluorescence increases that stabilized quickly to steady state. The response of
MF2 fluorescence signals in the absence of ATP indicated that cytosolic ca2- could be

partially and passively loaded into HSR membranes with an equilibration of added ~ a "
across the membrane. This in turn may reflect the free and shallow nature of the MF2
fluorescence signal (see later). The addition of Mg.ATP in trace 2, resulted in a much
larger fluorescence increase when compared to trace 1 and subsequent fluorescence

decreases were considerably siower (k = 0.0106s-' cornpared with 0.0450s-~for trace 1).
The luminal origin of the MF2 fluorescence signals were initially verified by these large
Mg..4TP-dependent fluorescence increases that were in direct contrast to fluorescence
decreases observed with cytosolic ca2' indicators. Furthemore, while cytosolic ca2+
transients comparable with CICR remained elevated for approximately 1 minute, luminal

MF2 fluorescence increases were sustained for periods > 3 minutes.
In a manner similar to Figure 6, larger boluses of ca2' were added to MF2-loaded

HSR membranes (low luminal ca2- load) following Mg.ATP dependent sequestration of
endogenous ca2*. In Figure 15, Panel B, a single pulse of 35 p M caZ' was added,
resulting in large MF2 fluorescence ratio increases comparable with the CICR-like events
noted in Panel A. Under these conditions, the fluorescence increases remained elevated
for >3 minutes and fluorescence levels never declined back to original fluorescence
values.

In this panel, the coinciding CG2 txace has been overlaid to compare the

cytosolic and luminal caZ' changes. These traces demonstrated that high cytosolic ~ a ' transients were accompanied by increased luminal MF2 fluorescence.

Under these

conditions, luminal ~ a "decreases preceded the removal of caZ- from the cytosol but
remained elevated during the time course of the experiment. The elevated MF2 signal
may represent ca2' overload conditions as threshold luminal ca2' levels would be
surpassed with the sequestration of 35 FM ca2-.
Figure 15, Panel C demonstrated that arresting SERCA l -mediated ca2+
sequestration also blocked the ca2+-dependentMF2 fluorescence increases resulting from
Mg.ATP and ca2* additions. In this expenment, HSR membranes were pretreated with
10 pM Tg to inhibit al1 SERCAl-mediated ca2' loading.

The lack of fluorescence

change, even with several 5 FM ca2' pulses added cytosolically, indicated that increases
in MF2 signal (Panel A) were governed by SERCAl pumps and luminal in origin. This

was fûrther indicated by the substantial fluorescence decrease upon addition of
ionomycin-The reported Kd of M F ~ : c ~is~ 25
' FM.The specific pH (7.0) and conditions
for HSR caZ' transport used in this study may affect these reported values. In order to
calibrate the fluorescence values obtained with MF2, HSR membranes loaded with the
luminal dye were initially permeabilized with ionomycin and treated with 10 pM
thapsigargin which ensured no SERCAl pump contribution to fluorescence readings.
These calibrations were run in the presence of 1 mM Tris-ATP for consistency with caZtransport assays. Finally, the membranes were subjected to known concentrations of
cytosolic ca2' (O

-

1250 PM) expected to equilibrate across the membrane.

fluorescence ratio values obtained with increased

The

ca2' concentrations were fit to a single

site hyperbola shown in Figure 16, Panel A. The experimentally determined Kd fiom
this curve was slightly higher than reported and approximated to 33 PM. Converting
MF2 fluorescence ratios to ~ a ' ' concentration required the Kd and Equation 3. The trace

s h o w in Figure 16, Panel B is the control ca2&loading expenment from Panel A in
Figure 1 5 (trace 1 ).

where:Kd

= 33

pM

R = MF2 fluorescence ratio (including daily ratio MIN and MAX)
F = fluorescence MIN and MAX at 380 nm

As seen in Panel B, the starting luminal ca2+concentration before Mg.ATP addition is
approximately 10 FM, while initiation of ca2- transport resulted in rapid increases in
luminal ~ a "to >20 pM. This value correlated well with the determined amounts of
contaminating ca2' as determined with absorption spectroscopy.

Relatively small

luminal ca2- increases were observed for the initial four-5 pM ca2+ pulses. However.
the f i a and sixth Ca2' pulses, expected to activate RyRl channels with concomitant
activation of SERCAl pumps, resulted in comparably larger increases in luminal ~ a ?
Indeed, sustained luminal ca2' increases, reaching approximately 50 PM, were observed
at CICR when SERCA 1 pumps were near-maximally activated.
Uniquely different fluorescence responses were seen when CTC was employed to
track luminal Ca'+ changes. CTC has been reported to penetrate the SR membrane but
the movement of CTC (cytosolic to luminal) was slower than transported ca2' and thus a
significant amount of co-transport occurred between CTC and SERCA-mediated ca2+
sequestration (69, 181). Indeed, the rate of change of CTC fluorescence with Mg-ATP or
~ a addition
"
was considerably slower than changes observed with CG2 or luminal

MF2.

In CTC experiments, HSR membranes were preincubated with 40 pM CTC for >5

minutes pnor io initiation of cal' transport (see "Experimental Procedures"). In Figure
17, Panel A, Mg.ATP addition and initial ca2' sequestration of endogenous ca2+resulted

in a fairly rapid increase in CTC fluorescence which leveled at a stable fluorescence afier

- 1 minute.

Sequential Ca" pulse loading of CTC membranes (Panel A, trace 1) yielded

expected fluorescence increases with each of the initial four- 5 p M ca2* pulses.
Interestingly, at the fifih-5 pM ca2' addition, a small fluorescence decrease was observed

which was transiently followed by larger fluorescence increases to maximum CTC
fluorescence values obtained in these experiments. The fifth-5 p M ca2' pulse coincided
with increased MF2 fluorescence (Figure 16) and burst SERCAl activation (Figure 5)
resulting from caZ' leak state formation. The observed CTC fluorescence responses at
the sixth-5 pM c a Z +pulse were large fluorescence decreases that persisted for >5 minutes
before fluorescence retumed to original levels. These CTC observable CICR's occurred
at expected threshold luminal ca2' loads (five-5 p M

caZ*additions = luminal ca2*of 150

nmol ~ a ' * / r nHSR)
~
corresponding to CICR as elucidated with CG2 (Figure 5). Trace 2,
in Panel A, demonstrated that at the nadir of CTC fluorescence decreases associated with
CICR. further 5 p M ca2- additions simply resulted in slowed fluorescence increases.

The luminal origin of the CTC fluorescence signal was initially verified by ionomycin
additions (Figure 17, Panel A and C) which caused immediate and complete losses of
~a"-dependent fluorescence.
In Figure 17, Panel B, HSR membranes pre-incubated with CTC were subjected
to increased ca2+preloads (trace 1 - 20 pM exogenous, trace 2 - 30 y M exogenous). In
contrast to the passive ca2- responses seen with luminal MF2 in Figure 15, no CTC
fluorescence increases were observed pnor to Mg.ATP addition and therefore were
dependent upon active ca2+ sequestration.

Under these high ~ a ' -conditions, ca2--

dependent CTC fluorescence increases reached steady state levels in >300 seconds. In
"
were sequestered in approximately 100 seconds when
cornparison, similar ~ a preloads

examined with CGZ. At sub-threshold ca2' loads (trace 1, 120 nmol ca2+/rng HSR),
further ~ a "loading of one 5 pM ca2' pulse was required before CTC fluorescence
increases reached maximum and decreases associated with CICR were observed with

subsequent ca2' additions. However, when ca2* loads were increased to just beyond
threshold (180 nmol ca2'/mg HSR) (trace 2), a single addition of 5 p M ca2' resulted in
CICR.

Panel A and B both show that CTC faithfully tracked the luminal ~ a "

dependency of CICR as fint examined with CG2 (Figure 5). In a similar manner to
Figure 6, (Figure 17) Panel C, trace 1 demonstrated that at near-threshold loading (120
nrnol ca2'/mg HSR) of HSR membranes, a bolus addition of 20 FM ca2' elicited
expected CTC fluorescence decreases associated with CICR.

in trace 2, the bolus

addition of 20 FM ~ a "at low, endogenous, luminal caZ' loads resulted in a relatively
slow increase in CTC fluorescence to maximum fluorescence values which occurred in
the absence of observable fluorescence decreases1CICR. The similar expenment with
CG2 and NADH (Figure 6, Panel C) demonstrated that SERCAl activation was delayed
with large bolus additions of ca2' to HSR membranes under conditions of low luminal
~ a ' +load.

Thus RyRl activation is probably delayed under these conditions and

maximal increases in CTC fluorescence may not occur until RyRl inactivation. The
results from Figure 15, Panel B, indicated that MF2 fluorescence increases due to a large
bolus addition of ca2' began declining after

- 2.5 minutes.

This time point coincided

with the attainment of near-maximal CTC fluorescence observed in trace 2, Panel C.
Overall, cornpanson of Figure 17 and Figure 15 preliminarily suggested that two distinct
luminal ~ a compartments
"
were being reported by CTC and MF2 fluorescence.
The rates of fluorescence change between active and passive caZ' loading with

MF2 were compared in Figure 18, Panel A. For this analysis, maximum values obtained
with MF2 fluorescence ratio were normalized for each experimental loading protocol.

The increases in fluorescence were complete within 10 to 15 secs for hig.ATP-dependent

active loading of endogenous or 50 pM ca2' preloads. The rate of MF2 fluorescence
increase with passive loading of 50 p M ~ a "were >2 fold slower possibly indicating an
equilibration of caZ' between the accessible MF2 luminal ca2' compartment and the
cytosolic space to which the ~ a ' -was added. The site of cytosolic to luminal passive

~ a ' - rnovement was quite possibly the RyRl which was shown to be in an open state
during the incubation penod before Mg.ATP addition. Therefore, MF2 was assumed to
report on a free but shallow luminal caZ' compartment.

Rates of MF2 fluorescence

increases during active loading of endogenous and 50 p M ca2* were 1.53 and 0.54 s-',
respectively.

Rates for passive loading of 50 FM caZ- into the MF2-visible ~ a "

compartment were -5 fold slower with k equal to 0.16 5'

By contrast, no passive ~ a "loading/fluorescence increases were observed with
CTC. Furthemore, the rates of change of CTC fluorescence increases dunng initial,
active ~ a ' -sequestration were magnitudes slower than observed with MF2. In Panel B,
the normalized CTC fluorescence change for active loading of endogenous and 30 pM
~ a ' +are shown. The elapsed time for attainment of steady state CTC fluorescence during

initial ca2* sequestration by HSR membranes occurred over a penod of 1 minute and 5
minutes for low and high ca2' loads, respectively.

The calculated rates of CTC

fluorescence increases were 0.059 and 0.005 for active loading of endogenous and 30 pM
~ a ' - ,respectively. These reduced rates of fluorescence increase likely reflect the slow

CTC permeation rates that are coupled to active ca2' transport. Therefore, detection of
fast luminal c a 2 +changes during the initial ca2*sequestration are limited by fluorophore
incorporation into HSR membranes. On the other hand, rates of ca2' release from CTCvisible ca2' comparmients were in agreement with previous CG2 recorded values which

suggested that the dissociation of ~ a "fiom CTC is not limiting for the detection of fast
~ a release.
' ~

CTC is known to exhibit membrane-enhanced fluorescence changes due to the
association of the CTC moiety with the hydrophobic domains of biological membranes
(33, 34). The difficulties in assessing the distinctly different luminal responses of CTC
and MF2 during

ca2'

pulse loading experiments was that, if CTC-visible ~ a ' ~

fluorescence was reporting on near-membrane caZ', how could this ca2- be maintained
differentially separated from the bulk free luminal ~ a " ? In other words, what would
delimit a near-membrane CTC ressponses from the overall free luminal ca2* changes
possibly recognized by MF2 fluorescence responses? HSR preparations contain an
abundance of the luminal ~ a ' *binding protein, CSQ, which is hydrophobic in nature.
This led to the proposal that CTC fluorescence signals may be originating fiom an

interaction of the fluorophore with CSQ. To test this hypothesis, CTC fluorescence
responses in the presence of isolated CSQ were examined. Figure 19 demonstrates that
CTC incubated in TB responded to 1 (trace l ) , 5 (trace 21, or 10 (trace 3) rnM added caZ'
with increased fluorescence but that these responses were enhanced up to 2.5 times by

the subsequent addition of 75 pg/ml isolated CSQ. In trace 4, the addition of CSQ alone
to CTC containing buffers had IittIe effect upon CTC fluorescence.

However, the

addition of 1 mM ~ a "under these conditions increased CTC fluorescence 3.5 fold.
These findings strongly suggested that CTC fluorescence responses in ca2+ transport
expenments may arise fiom the interaction of CTC with CSQ. Given the documented
interactions of CSQ with membranous environments, a second possibility rnay be that
CTC is reporting on near-membrane, near-CSQ ca2' changes within the SR lumen.

Despite the different possibilties of the origin of the overall CTC fluorescence signals,
the data from Figure 19 clearly indicate that CTC may be reporting changes in the ca2binding States of the luminal ca2' binding protein, CSQ, during c a Z Apulse loading.

MF2 responded to passive influx of catc into HSR membranes suggested that this
~ a "indicator may be reporting on a shallow, fiee pool of luminal caZL. To fhther
examine this possibility, MF2-loaded HSR membranes (500 pg.ml-') were either pretreated with the ionophore, ionomycin, or given repeated additions of ionomycin during
active ~

a transport
' ~
(Figure 20). Ionomycin concentrations of 17.5 JJM were selected

since complete ca2' effiux h m luminal stores were observed using CG2 under these
conditions.

In Panel A, ionomycin addition prior to Mg.ATP-dependent ca2'

sequestration at low (endogenous) ~ a ' -loads (trace 1) produced no net increase in MF2
fluorescence. Upon Mg.ATP addition, activated SERCAl pumps resulted in increased
fluorescence not unlike control traces.
ionomycin subsequent to a 30 pM

Trace 2 demonstrated that the addition of

ca2+addition dunng HSR membrane pre-incubation

resulted in fùrther MF2 fluorescence increases although Mg-ATP addition and
stimulation of SERCA 1 activity did not effectively increase fluorescence beyond low

ca2+load conditions (trace 1). The resultant MF2 fluorescence increases were due to
SERCAI activation as the addition of a large bolus of Tg (20 PM) resulted in diminished
fluorescence signals to original fluorescence values.

Interestingly, Tg caused more

substantial loss of MF2 fluorescence in the low ca2' load condition (trace 1) cornpared to
the high ca2*load condition (trace 2).
Similar low (trace 1) and high (trace 2) ca2+pre-loads were utilized in Figure 20,
Panel B, where repeated additions of ionomycin were performed following Mg-ATP-

stimulated ~ a "sequestration. With low luminal ca2' loads, four additions of 17.5 CM
ionomycin resulted in relatively m a l [ decreases in MF2 fluorescence. At high luminal
~ a ' - loads (180 m o l ca2*/rng HSR), each addition of ionomycin caused more

substantial decreases in MF2 luminal signals but a persistent level of MF2 fluorescence
remained even after three ionomycin additions. As in Panel A, addition of 20 p M Tg
resulted in loss of luminal ~ a "fluorescence that was more complete for low ca2' loads
when compared to high

ca2&loads.

These results demonstrated that MF2 fluorescence

probably reported on a shallow, fkee luminal ca2' pool that was relatively ionomycin
insensitive. Under these conditions. rnaintained fluorescence enhancement of MF2 was
directly associated with activated SERCA 1 pumps. The relative insensitivity of MF2
luminal ~ a ' + signals to ionomycin treatment was in direct conttast to complete
fluorescence losses observed with luminal CTC (Figure 17) and the large fluorescence
increases seen with cytosolic CG2 (Figure 10) upon similar ionomycin treatment of HSR
membranes.
To further elucidate the role of SERCAl purnps upon luminal Ca'+ changes, Tg
was utilized in both CTC (Figure 2 1) and MF2 (Figure 22) loaded HSR membranes. The
increased sensitivity of SERCAl pumps to Tg treatrnent with increased luminal Ca''
loads as well as the increased sensitivity of HSR membranes to CICR with substoichiometric concentrations of Tg as observed with CG2 and NADH were fùrther
exarnined with the luminal ~ a "probes.

In Figure 21, Panel A, CTC loaded HSR

membranes were subjected to Tg pre-treatment at concentrations sirnilar to those
examined in Figure 1 1 .

Trace 1 in Panel A is a control ~ a "loading trace which

consistently showed that 500 pg.ml-' HSR membranes required a luminal ca2* load of

150 nmol ca2'/mg HSR before the subsequent addition of a 5 p M ~ a "pulse resulted in

CICR. Upon ca2' re-accumulation following CICR, as indicated by the attainment of
maximal CTC fluorescence, HSR membranes were treated with a single bolus of 1 p M
Tg. Under these conditions of high luminal ca2' load, Tg addition resulted in a biphasic

reduction in CTC fluorescence. A rapid phase of luminal ca2*depletion was followed by
a slower, monotonic decrease in CTC fluorescence.

lonomycin addition caused a

cornplete loss of luminal CTC fluorescence signals.
By companson, trace 2 demonstrated the effects of 0.5 p M Tg pre-treatment upon
Mg.ATP-dependent ca2* pulse loading of HSR membranes. Similar to the 0.67 p M
condition in Figure 11, 0.5 FM Tg would be expected to decrease the rate of ~ a ' ~
sequestration while concomitantly activating SERCA 1 catalytic activity as recorded with

CG2 and NADH fluorescence. CTC fluorescence changes showed that 0.5 pM Tg
slightly decreased the steady state, resting fluorescence following Mg.ATP addition.
Furthemore, the initial two-5 p M ~ a "pulses resulted in decreased rates of fluorescence
incrcase when compared to control and appeared to sufficiently load the membranes as
the third-5 p M ca2- pulses gave fluorescence decreases expected at CICR. The CTC

fluorescence increases following CICR were also greatly reduced especially after the
fourth-5 FM ca2' addition. Therefore, the luminal ca2' requirement for CICR was
reduced to between 60 and 90 nmol ca2'/mg HSR. Since decreases in CTC fluorescence
associated with CICR are a consequence of RyR 1 activation, trace 2 demonstrated that
decreasing the rate of ~ a "removal fiom the cytosol with sub-stoichiornetric Tg
concentrations resulted in increased sensitivity of the

ca2' release channel to activation

by sub-threshold luminal ca2' loads and/or cytosolic trigger pulses of ca2'. When HSR

membranes were pre-treated with 0.75 or 1 p M Tg, CTC fluorescence increases were
markedly slower and of reduced magnitude (Panel A, trace 3 and 4). With >2 jiM Tg, al1
~a"-dependent CTC fluorescence increases were abolished. Additions of 5 p M ~ a "
were made to traces 3,4, and 5 in a similar manner to that shown for trace 2. Under these
conditions, ca2' did not alter the fluorescence pattern of luminal CTC signals.

In Panel B, Tg additions following Mg-ATP-dependent initial endogenous ~ a ' +
sequestration were examined. In CG2 experiments, treatment of HSR membranes in low
~ a ' *load conditions with 0.75 p M Tg resulted in elevated cytosolic steady state cal*
levels and decreased ~ a ' +load requirements of CICR (Figure 10). Trace 1 in Panel B
demonstrated that 0.75 pM Tg caused a reduction in CTC luminal fluorescence that was
delayed -98 seconds fiom the point of addition. The delay between the point of Tg
addition and CTC fluorescence decreases was reduced with increased luminal caZLloads
(data not shown). With luminal ca2' loads of 60 and 120 nmol ca2-/mg HSR, Tg-ICR
was delayed 32 and 7 seconds, respectively.

In Panel B, the observed CICR-like

fluorescence decrease was transiently followed by a persistent, monotonie CTC
fluorescence increase to values beyond steady state. This fluorescence increase occurred
in the absence of added ca2' which suggested that under these conditions ~ a "was

recruited into the CTC-visible ca2' pool. When 10 pM Tg was added (trace 2) to HSR
membranes undergoing active ca2* transport, CTC fluorescence was seen to transiently
increase and subsequently decrease sharply to fluorescence levels close to those observed
following ionomycin treatment in trace 1. This Tg concentration resulted in immediate
increases in cytosolic ca2' transients as recorded with CG2.

Using identical protocols, Tg pre-treatment and Tg addition following ~ a "
sequestration were examined with MF2-loaded HSR membranes in Figure 22. In Panel
A, vesicles (500 pg.ml") were pre-treated with 0.5 FM Tg and caZ' sequestration was

subsequently initiated with the addition of Mg.ATP. In a similar manner to CTC, the
~ a "load requirement of CICR was reduced from that of controls with large MF2
fluorescence increases occumng with the fourth-5 p M ca2' addition. It can also be seen

from Panel A that each successive MF2 ca2' transient was increased over those observed
with control pulse ioading (see Figure 15, Panel A). The effects were more prominent
when Tg pre-treatment was increased to 1 p M and large MF2 increases were seen
following only two-5 p M ca2' pulses. These findings were in cornpanson different from
1 FM Tg pre-treatments with CTC-loaded HSR membranes where fluorescence increases

were neariy abolished. Thus, reducing the rate at which ca2' is sequestered to the lumen

of HSR membranes potentiated increases in caZLsignals in the MF2-visible ~ a ' *pool
while greatly inhibited ~ a ' *influx into the CTC-visible luminal ~ a ' -pool.
Figure 22, Panel C, demonstrates the effects of Tg addition following
sequestration of endogenous ~ a ? In this Figure, the cytosolic caZ' transient recorded
with CG2 (trace la) is directly overlaid with the luminal ~ a "transient as recorded with

MF2 (trace 1b). Under these low ca2' load conditions, addition of 2 pM Tg resulted in

-

cal- release from HSR membranes following a delay of 1 minute (trace la). This delay
between Tg addition and ~ a "release was similar to results obtained with CTC. The
MF2 luminal caZ' transient mirrored these cytosolic ca2' changes. The addition of Tg
resulted in a similar delay before MF2 fluorescence signals increased from about 12 FM
to 20 FM, concomitantly with those of CG2. Steady state CG2 fluorescence peaked and

remained at -1 -5 p M while MF2 fluorescence monotonically decreased following
attainrnent of maximal fluorescence. Addition of ionomycin increased cytosolic ca2- to
2.5 pM while decreasing luminal Ca" to approximately the same value.

The addition of 10 p M Tg to endogenously-loaded HSR membranes (Figure 22,
Panel C, trace 2), which is expected to result in a more rapid ca2' release as seen with
CG2, caused a transient increase to 4 pM luminal ca2' followed by decreases in MF2-

visible ~ a "to levels close to minimum fluorescence observed with ionomycin addition.
The similarly delayed responses of CTC, CG2, and MF2 fluorescence signals to Tg

treatment at low Ca" loads indicated that the three ~ a ' *indicators were differentially
recording the same event. As CG2 fluorescence increased along with MF2 to maximal
levels, CTC fluorescence transiently decreased.

Following attainment of maximal

fluorescence, MF2 exhibited a slow loss of fluorescence while CTC signals were slowly
increasing, and CG2 fluorescence remained at peak values. This provided evidence that
MF2 and CTC may undergo ~ a "exchange from one luminal caZ4pool to the other.

Under these conditions, when the RyR 1 had been activated, CTC fluorescence decreased
whi le MF2 fluorescence increased. Subsequent attainment of perhaps a partial1y

inactivated RyRl state resulted in slow CTC fluorescence increases with a comparably
slow MF2 fluorescence decrease.
The profound influence of Tg upon ca2' loading into the CTC and MF2 luminal

pooIs further indicated the importance of rates of SERCAl turnover upon RyRl channel
activation and ca2' release. This dynamic and apparently coordinated nature of SERCAl
caZ*sequestration and RyRI-mediated ca2' release in isolated HSR membranes led to

further examination of RyRl channel activation and inhibition in lew of luminal ca2+

transients.

Experiments manipulating States of the RyRl were performed using

ryanodine as both activator and inhibitor of ca2' release channel function. In Figure 23,
Panel A, HSR membranes were pre-treated with increasing ryanodine concentrations and
active ~ a "transport was initiated by Mg-ATP addition. In this panel, trace 1 represents
control ca2* loading while trace 2 and 3 were 10 p M and 500 pM ryanodine pretreatrnents, respectively.

As s h o w with the CG2 experiments in Figure 4, a pre-

treatment with either 5 or 50 pM ryanodine resulted in slowed cytosolic ~ a "removal
and either bnef activation (5 PM)or near-maximal activation (50 PM) of SERCAl

catalysis.

These results were indicative of RyRl activation during initial ~ a "

sequestration. Under these conditions, both 10 and 500 pM ryanodine pre-treatment
resulted in increased CTC fluorescence during initial sequestration of low load,
endogenous caZ-. Given that endogenous ca2' changed little fiom experiment to
experiment. ryanodine appeared to potentiate the movement of ~ a "into the CTC-visible
luminal Ca'- pool.

Cytosolic MF2 ~ a "loading traces demonstrated that 10 pM

ryanodine pre-treatment reduced the luminal ca2+load required for CICR from 150 nmol
~ a ' * / r nHSR
~ to 90 nmol ca2&/mgHSR (data not shown). On the other hand, 500 pM
ryanodine pretreatment decreased the rate of removal of cytosolic ca2' (as recorded with
cytosolic MF2), inhibited CICR, and markedly slowed the removal of each 5 pM caZ+
loading pulse. In Panel A, ~ a "loading of the 10 p M ryanodine pre-treatment condition

(see top caZ+arrows) showed further increases in CTC fluorescence with each ca2addition, but, aside from a very small fluorescence decrease at the fifih-5 p M ca2- pulse.
CICR was never realized. This inhibition of CTC-visible CICR was more evident with
the 500 p M ryanodine condition where demarcation of fluorescence increases fiom each

~ a "addition was lost following the second caZ' pulse. Interestingly, maximum CTC
fluorescence following ca2- pulse additions was similar in al1 three cases.

Thus it

appeared that cyanodine-induced activation of RyRl's during initial ca2' sequestration
facilitated the influx of caZt into the CTC luminal ca2' pool. This result was in contrast
to CTC fluorescence losses observed with RyRl activation during control ca2- loading
procedures. Ctearly, the subsequent ryanodine-induced RyRl inactivation abolished al1
~a"-dependent CTC fluorescence decreases associated with CICR.
Similar to procedures employed in Figure 8 with CG2, ryanodine additions (500

PM)were made to HSR membranes under conditions of high (30 p M exogenous, trace 1)
and low (endogenous, trace 2) luminal ca2' loads. Like the results s h o w in Figure 8,

ryanodine addition at low luminal ~ a "loads had only subtle effects upon CTC
fluorescence. A small CTC fluorescence decrease was followed by a rnonotonic and
sustained CTC fluorescence increase. The apparent ca2' rnovement into the CTC-visible

caZ' pool was similar in magninide to fluorescence increases observed with ryanodine
pre-treatment in Panel A. At high caZ*loads ryanodine resulted in rapid and maximal
~ a "release as seen by CTC fluorescence decreases. ~ a "re-sequestration into the CTC-

visible ca2&pool following ca2' release did not attain maximal CTC fluorescence levels
as observed prior to ryanodine addition. Differing fiom the ryanodine pre-treatment
results, under conditions where luminal ca2' loading is high and ca2* release channels
are most sensitive to activation, ryanodine-induced activation resulted in expected CTC

fluorescence decreases.
By comparison, ryanodine pre-treatment of MF2-loaded HSR membranes also
resulted in increased MF2 fluorescence signals (Figure 24, Panel A and B). Ryanodine

pre-treatment (10 PM) in Panel A resulted in similar decreases in the luminal ca2'
requirement for luminal MF2-visible CICR as previously mentioned for CTC and CG2
data. Large MF2 fluorescence increases were observed following luminal ca2' loads of
60 nmol ca2&/mgHSR while control ~ a "loading experiments required luminal ca2+

loads of 150 nmol ca2'/mg HSR (see Figure 15, Panel A).

The time course (-3.5

minutes) for the rise in MF2 fluorescence and retum to decreased fluorescence levels at

CtCR was similar for both control and I O pM ryanodine pre-treatment conditions. But
the two differed in the transient fluorescence decreases associated with completion of
~ a ' - release. In control experiments, sustained increases in MF2 fluorescence were
followed by a rapid then slow phase of MF2 fluorescence decrease.

In Panel A,

ryanodine pre-treatment appeared to diminish the sustained phase of fluorescence
increase, and ca2- loss from the MF2-visible luminal pool went through a reversed slow
then fast pro fi le of MF2 fluorescence decrease. When ryanodine pre-treatments were
increased to 500 pM, the magnitude of initial fast increases in MF2 fluorescence upon
Mg.ATP addition were unchanged but the rate of subsequent fluorescence decreases was

greatly diminished. Under these conditions each successive 5 pM caZ' pulse resulted in
large MF2 fluorescence increases while the resulting subsequent rates of fluorescence
decreases due to ca2' loss fiom the MF2-visible luminal caZ' pool were increased at
each ca2- addition.
Ryanodine effects upon MF2 fluorescence were fUrther examined under
conditions of high luminal ~ a "loads (180 nmol ca2'/mg HSR) where RyRl channels
were sensitized to activation. In Figure 24, Panel C, ryanodine addition following ca2'
sequestration resulted in a multiphasic loss of MF2 fluorescence. Comparable to Figure

9, ryanodine treatment should result in RyRl activation followed by channel inactivation

as recorded with CG2. The multiphasic MF2 fluorescence decrease seen in Panel C may
represent both RyRl activation and inactivation. However, MF2 fluorescence would be
expected to increase during ~ a "release channel activation as observed during control
~ a "loading protocols. At these ca2- loads, ryanodine-induced activation of the RyRl

appeared to result in maximal ca2- release both from the CTC-visible and MF2-visible
luminal ~ a pools.
' ~ When ca2' was the trigger for CICR, RyRl activation may be brief
or conformationally different from ryanodine-induced activations. Thus during CICR,
SERCAl activity would maintain MF2-visible caL- in elevated levels. The observed
transition tiom the first MF2 fluorescence decrease to the second decrease occurred over
a time course of >6 minutes while ryanodine-induced ca2' release and subsequent RyRl
inhibition was complete in -3 minutes. The second MF2 fluorescence decrease may
therefore indicate increased affinity of ca2' binding by CSQ during RyR 1 inactivation.
The order of addition of ionomycin and Tg following RyRl inactivation/MF2
fluorescence decreases resulted in differential changes to the luminal MF2 fluorescence
signal (Panel C). In trace 1, 20 pM Tg resulted in a small MF2 fluorescence increase that
was diminished by the subsequent addition of ionomycin. Given that Tg-induced ~ a ' -

release was inhibited by ryanodine-induced RyRl inactivation (see Figure 14) this result
was not unexpected. But in trace 2, the initial addition of ionomycin resulted in large
fluorescence increases which were abolished by the subsequent addition o f 20 pM Tg.
The sensitivity o f the CTC-visible c a Z Apool to ionomycin, together with inhibited RyRl
channels, appeared to facilitate ca2' movement to the MF2 luminal ca2' pool in a
SERCA 1-dependent manner.

FIGURE 1. Characterization of S R membranes isolated for ca2' transport assays.
Rabbit skeletal muscle SR membranes were isolated then hctionated by sucrose density
centrifugation as described in 'Experimental procedures' yielding ISR and HSR
fractions. In Panel A, 100 pg HSR (lanes 1 and 3) and ISR (lanes 2 and 4) membranes
were resolved by staining 3-13 % SDS-PAGE gradient gels with either Coomassie-R250
(Ianes 1 and 2) or Stains-al1 (ianes 3 and 4). Location of the RyRl (565 kDa), SERCAl
(100 kDa) and CSQ (43 kDa) are indicated. Panel B shows immunoreactive staining for
RyRl (lane 1) or triadin (lane 2) in HSR membranes.

Panel C similarly shows the

immunoreactive staining for the presence of SERCAl (lane 1) or SERCA2 (lane 2) in
HSR membranes.

mapification.

Panel D is an electron micrograph of HSR vesicles at 60000x

The arrows indicate regions where 'feet' structures appear aligned in

neighboring vesicles. The inset box isolates one of these regions where vesicles are
connected with one another.

FIGURE 2. Calibration of NADEi and Calcium Green-2 responses for conversion to
NADH and ca2+concentrations. Emission scans (400 to 480 nm) were performed on

increasing NADH concentrations, from O to 400 p M in 25 p M steps, in vansport buffer.
NADH fluorescence maximums (Em 45 1 nm) were plotted against NADH concentration
and was well-described by a second order polynomial. The plot is shown in Panel A. In

Panel B, Calcium Green-2 (0.8 PM) was calibrated in transport buffer in the presence
(open symbols) and absence (closed çymbols) of HSR membranes (250 Iig.ml-'). Free
~ a ' -concentrations (O to 1 mM) were controlled with the combined additions of ca2*and
2 mM EGTA.

Fluorescence maximums and minimums were obtained and used to

acquire the Hill Plot shown.

FIGURE 3. SERCAl catalytic activity as determined from NADH fluorescence
traces. HSR membranes (100 pg.ml-') were pre-incubated in transport butrer with 17.5

units/ml PK and LDH, 400 pM NADH and 250 FM EGTA:C~~'. The cytosolic ca2concentrations were adjusted to values of 10, 100,200, 300,400, 500, and 750 n M to 1 or
5 pM with EGTA. ~ a ' - transpodSERCA1 pumping was initiated by the combined

addition of 10 rnM PEP/lrnM MgATP as with most experiments. Replicates (n=3) of
each ~ a ' - condition were perfortned in the presence of ryanodine (50 PM, closed
triangles), in t h e presence of ionomycin (17.5 FM, open squares), or in the absence of

either compound (closed squares). Free ca2' concentrations were converted to log values
(abscissa) while NADH fluorescence traces were converted to NADH consumed by the
SERCAI

pump

(nmols)

per

mg

HSR

protein

per

minute

(ordinate).

FIGURE 4. SERCAl catalytic responses to ca2+and ryanodine pre-treatments.
HSR membranes (500 pg.ml-l; Panel A and B)(25O

pg.ml-' Panel C and D) were

incubated for >5 minutes in transport buffer containing 17.5 unitdm1 PK and LDH,and

400 pM NADH, as well as increasing exogenous ca2+ concentrations (0,15, 17.5 PM;
Panel A and B) or concentrations of ryanodine (0,5, 50 p-M; Panel C and D). In al1
cases, ~ a "transport was initiated with 10 m M PEP/l mM MgATP at time O and the
Calcium Green-2 (Panels A and C) and NADH (Panels B and D) fluorescence responses
were recorded. Al1 curves were converted to ca2' or NADH concentration as described

(see 'Results').

F I G U W . c a 2 +pulse loading ,~ a ~ + - i n d u cca2'
e d release and verification of RyRl

channel activation as revealed with Calcium Green-2 and Mag-Fura 2 fluorescence
responses. HSR membranes were incubated for > 5 minutes in transport buffer (pH 7.0,
25°C) containing 17.5 units/ml PK and LDH,and 400 p M NADH, before stimu!ation of
MgATP-dependent ca2' sequestration (curved arrow).

In Panel A and B, HSR

membranes (500 pg.ml-') were subsequently loaded with repeated pulses (small black
arrows) of 5 pM caZ' while continuously monitored with either 0.8 pM Calcium Green-2
(Panel A) or Mag-Fura 2 (Panel B). In Panel C, 250 pg.ml-' HSR membranes were
incrernentally pulse loaded with two additions of 5 p M ~ a ' +(small black arrows) and

CICR was evoked on the third addition.

During the large cytosolic ca2' transient

recorded with Calcium Green-2, 250 pM ryanodine was added timely during different
points (trace 1, 2 or 3) of the ~ a "re-sequestration phase of CICR. The final ~ a "
addition is referable to trace 3.
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FIGURE 6. The relationship behveen luminal

ca2+load and activation of RyRl

channels/SERCAl pumps at varying cytosotic ca2+concentrations. HSR membranes
(500 pg.rnl-l) were incubated in transport buffer (pH 7.0, 25°C) containing 17.5 unitslml

PK and LDH, and 400 pM NADH pnor to initiation of ca2+transport with the combined
addition of lOmM PEPA rnM MgATP at the zero tirnepoint. Subsequent ~ a "additions
(small arrows) were made with a repeater pipette as either 2.5 pM (Panel A), 5 pM
(Panel B), or 10 pM (Panel C) ~ a "pulses. Consumption of NADH for each loading

condition are the grey traces in each panel. Luminal caZ- load and cytosolic ca2* fgr
each RyRl open event inferred by SERCA l burst activation were calculated and ploned

for the cornplete series of increasing ca2' pulse loading curves (Panel D, see also

'Results').

FIGURE 7. The relationship between rate of presentation o f ca2' pulses and ca2+
indueed c a 2 +release in HSR membranes. HSR vesicles (1000 pg.rnl-i) were incubated
in transport buffer (pH 7.0, 25°C) containing 17.5 unitdm1 CPK p i o r to the stimulation

of SERCA 1-mediated c a Z +sequestration by the combined addition of 10 mM CPll rnM
MgATP (time = O).

In Panel A, HSR vesicles were pulse loaded with relatively rapid

consecutive 5 p M ca2' additions and CICR'was realized following the fourteenth Ca2*
pulse. In Panel B, consecutive 5 pM Ca" pulse additions were presented at a much
slower rate (section A, -1 pulse every 48 secs), followed by an increased rate of
frequency (section B, -1 pulse every 16 secs). The rates of caZ' sequestration following
the first (closed squares) and thirteenth (open squares) ca2'additions fiom Panel A were
calculated by a one phase exponential decay and are shown in Panel C.

FIGURE 8. Threshold luminal

ci2'loading sensitized the

RyRl and SERCAI.

HSR membranes (500 pg.ml-') were treated with either 500 pM ryanodine (Panel A and
B) or 500 nM thapsigargin (Panel C and D) following initiation of MgATP-dependent

ca2*transport. Panels A and C represent h g treatrnents under low Ca" load conditions
(O exogenous ca2-). Panels B and D were drug treatments under high Ca" loads o f 25
FM added exogenous luminal cali.

FIGURE 9. Ryanodine activation of RyR1-mediated ~ a release
"
was accompanied
by apparent reversal of the SERCAl pump. HSR membranes (250 pg.ml-l) were
incubated in transport buffer (pH 7.0, 25°C) containing 17.5 unitshl PK and LDH,and
400 pM NADH. Following initiation of ~ a "transport by the cornbined addition of 10

mM PEPA mM MgATP (Panel A), membranes were incrementally pulse loaded with six

additions of 2.5 p M c a 2 +(small black arrows). Membranes were subsequently treated
with 250 FM ryanodine (large biack arrow) and Calcium Green-2 and NADH responses

were rnonitored. A final 2.5 pM ca2' pulse is shown not to stimulate further ~ a "

release. In Panel B, the point of ryanodine addition has been expanded fiom Panel A.
Both Calcium Green-2 and NADH fluorescence have been converted to

ca2' (hatched

trace) and NADH (solid trace) concentrations, respectively (see 'Expenmental
Procedures').
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FIGURE 10. Thapsigargin treatment of HSR membranes at various points during
active ca2+ transport. HSR membranes (500 pg.ml-') were incubated in m s p o n
buffer (pH 7.0, 25°C) containing 17.5 unitdm1 PK and LDH, and 400 pM NADH and
~ a ' -transport was subsequently initiated by the combined addition of 10 mM PEP/l

mM

MgATP (curved arrow). In Panel A, thapsigargin (750 nM, large black arrowhead)

treatment was performed immediately following initial ~ a ' - sequestration.

At

approximately 1200 seconds, three pulses of 5 pM caZ' were added (small black arrows)
followed by a single addition of 17.5 pM ionomycin (large black arrow). In Panel B,
three pulses of 5 p M Ca2&(small black arrows) preceded treatment with 750 nM
thapsigargin (large black arrowhead). Panel C shows the addition of four-5 p M Ca''
pulses (smail black arrows) prior to thapsigargin treatment (large black arrowhead).
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FIGüRE 11.

Thapsigargin pretreatment of HSR membranes at low and high

exogenous ca2'.

HSR membranes (500 pg.ml-') were incubated in transport buffer

containing 17.5 unitdm1 PK, LDH, 400 p M NADH and increasing concentrations of
thapsigargin (O

- 5pM

as designated) under conditions of low (O exogenous; Panel A)

and high (17.5 pM exogenous; Panel C) ~ a "pre-loads.

The corresponding NADH

consumption traces are shown in Panels B and D, respectively. Stimulation of SERCAlmediated ca2- transport occurred with the combined addition of 10 mM PEP/l rnM
MgATP (curved arrow).

Conversion of NADH fluorescence values to NADH

concentration were performed as described (see 'Results').

FIGURE 1f. Cyclopiazonic acid pretreatment and inhibition of SERCAl pumps in
HSR membranes undergoing active ca2' transport. In al1 Panels, HSR membranes
were incubated in transport buffer (pH 7.0, 2S°C) containing 17.5 unitdm1 PK and LDH,
and 400 p M NADH and

caZ' transport was subsequently initiated by the combined

addition of 10 rnM PEP/I mM MgATP (curved arrow). In Panel A, HSR vesicles (250
Cig.ml-l)were additionally incubated with 0, 5, 10 or 100 p M cyclopiazonic acid and the
corresponding NADH fluorescence traces are shown in Panel B. Direct comparison of
thapsigargin- and cyclopiazonic acid-induced ca2* efflux in low ca2- load HSR
membranes (500 pg.ml-') is shown in Panel C. Addition of either 20 pM thapsigargin
(large arrowhead; trace 1) o r cyclopiazonic acid (large arrowhead; trace 2) preceded
ionomycin treatment (large black arrow). In Panel D, the efficacy of cyclopiazonic acid
treatrnent (large arrowheads) at low (O exogenous) and high (25 p M exogenous) ca2'
pre-loads was exarnined with 500 pg.ml-' HSR membranes.
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FIGURE 13. Thapsigargin and cyclopiazonic acid inhibition of SERCAl in BSR

membranes treated 4 t h ionomycin. HSR membranes (250 pg.ml-') were incubated in
transport buffer (pH 7.0, 25°C) containing 17.5 units/ml PK and LDH, and 400 PM
NADH. In Panel A, NADH consumption traces in the absence (-iono) and presence

(+iono) of ionomycin were compared following initiation of MgATP-dependent
SERCAl activation (curved arrow).

In the presence of ionomycin, membranes were

pretreated with 0, 5, 10 or 100 p M cyclopiazonic acid (Panel B) or with O, 1, or 5 p M
thapsigargin (Pane1 B) and NADH consumption was recorded following the addition of
10 rnM PEP/l rnM MgATP (curved arrow).

NADH fluorescence was converted to

NADH concentration as described (see 'Results ').
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FIGURE 14. Ryanodine-mediated inhibition of thapsigargin- and cyclopiazonic
acid-induced ca2+emux from HSR membranes. HSR membranes (500 Irg.ml-l) were
incubated in transport buffer (pH 7.0, 25OC) containing 17.5 unitdm1 CPK.

~ a "

transport was initiated with 10 rnM CP/l mM MgATP and the vesicles were
incrernentally loaded to threshold with 5 pM additions of ca2'. Ryanodine (O, 1, 10, 100,
or 500 FM as labeled at right of traces) was subsequently added to initially activate, then

inhibit the RyR1. During RyRI -inactivation, membranes were treated with either 10 FM
thapsigargin (Panel A) or 100 p M cyclopiazonic acid (Panel B) to evoke ~ a "eflYwc.
Only the sections of the original Calcium Green-2 traces pertaining to thapsigargin and
cyclopiazonic acid additions are shown. Ionomycin addition ( 17.5 pM) is indicated by
the large arrow (Panel B).

Calcium Green-2 fluorescence was converted to ~ a ' *

concentration as indicated in 'Results'.
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FIGURE 15.

Mag-Fura 2 (AM) fluorescence signals were ca2+-dependent and

luminal in origin. HSR membranes (500 pgrnl-') previously loaded with cell-permeant
Mag-Fura 2 (see 'Experimental Procedures') were initially incubated in transport buffer

(pH 7.0, 2S°C) containing 17.5 unitslml CPK.

In Panel A, MgATP-dependent ca2-

uptake (curved arrow) was initiated at low (O exogenous; trace 1) and high (30 FM
exogenous; trace 2) caZ*loads. Trace I shows the incremental pulse loading with six-5

p M ~ a ' - additions (srnall black amows) while a single 5 p M ~ a "pulse was added in
trace 2. Panel B compares the addition of a single bolus of 35 p M ca2* (small black
arrow) following initial ~ a "sequestration with both cytosolic Calcium Green-2 (trace 1 )

and luminal Mag-Fura 2 (trace 2). In Panel C, membranes were treated with 10 FM
thapsigargin pnor to stimulation of caZ' transport (curved arrow). Following steady state
fluorescence, six-5 pM

ca2' pulses were added (small black

pM ionomycin (large black arrow).

arrows) followed by 17.5
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FIGURE 16.

Calibration of the luminal Mag-Fura 2 fluorescence signal and

conversion to luminal ca2+ concentration. In Panel A, Mag-Fura 2-loaded HSR

membranes (500 Iig.rnl") were incubated in transport buffer (pH 7.0, 25OC) containing
17.5 unitshl CPK, 10 mM CP, 17.5 FM ionomycin, 10 FM thapsigargin and 1 mM

TrisATP. ~ a ' -concentrations ranging fiom O to 1250 pM were added and the Mag-Fura

2 responses recorded. The values obtained were fit to a single site binding hyperbola
curve to obtain a kD for Mag-Fura 2 of 33 PM. The Mag-Fura 2 fluorescence ratio

values fiom FIGURE 15, Panel A (trace 1) were then converted to ~ a ' -concentration as
outlined in 'Results' and the converted trace is showm in Panel B. The curved arrow
represents 10 mM CPII mM MgATP addition and the small bIack arrows are additions of
5 FM ca2-.
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'

FIGURE I I .

Chlortetracycline fluorescence faitbfully tracks the luminal ca2+

dependence of cal+-induced ca2+release in HSR membranes. For al1 Panels. HSR
membranes (500 pg.rnl-') were incubated in transport buffer (pH 7.0, 2S°C) containing
17.5 units/ml CPK and 40 pM chlortetracycline as described in 'Experimental

Procedures'. ca2' transport was initiated with the combined addition of 10 m M CP/l
rnM MgATP (curved arrow). In Panel A, membranes under low ca2* load (O exogenous)

were incrementally loaded with additions of 5 p M ~ a "(small arrows). Trace 2 differs
from trace 1 in that 5 pM ca2' additions were made at the nadir of chlortetracycline
fluorescence decreases and a final addition of 17.5 pM ionomycin (large black arrow)
was made. In Panel B, exogenous caZ' loads of 20 pM (trace 1) or 30 p M (trace 2)
preceded MgATP-dependent ca2- sequestration. The small black arrows represent 5 pM

ca2- additions. Panel C compares the conditions in which a 20 pM exogenous caZ'
preload is followed by a single bolus of 20 p M ~ a "(trace 1) with a low ~ a ' *load (O
exogenous) in which a single addition of 20 pM ca2' was made (trace 2). The large
black arrows represent final ionomycin additions (17.5 PM).
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FIGURE 18. Cornparison of initial c a 2 + uptakes as realized by Mag-Fura 2 and

chIortetracycline luminal fluorescence. In Panel A, initial fluorescence increases with
Mag-Fura 2 upon addition of 50 p M ~ a "(passive loading; closed squares) or stimulation
of active ~ a ' -sequestration by the addition of MgATP (active loading endogenous caZ-;
open diamonds)(active loading exogenous 50 pM ca2'; open squares) were compared.

Maximum Mag-Fura 2 fluorescence ratio increases were normalized to 1.0 for
comparative purposes. In Panel B, initial chlortetracycline fluorescence increases for
MgATP-dependent active caZ'sequestration are compared for low (O exogenous; trace 1)
and high (20 HM exogenous; trace 2) ~ a "loads. Again, maximum chlortetracycline

fluorescence was normalized to 1. Al1 traces were fùrther analyzed by cwve fit to one
phase exponential association for rate determination (see 'Results').
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m.Chlortetracycline fluorescence was enhanced by

the presence of

isolated calsequestrin. Chlortetracycline was incubated for 5 minutes in transport buffer
(pH 7.0, 25°C) and baseline fluorescence was established. Subsequent addition of 1 mM
(trace 1). 5 rnM (trace 2), or 10 rnM (trace 3) ca2', marked by the small downward
arrow, preceded the addition of 75 pg.ml-' calsequestrin (large downward arrow). Trace
4 differs in that 75 Cig.ml-'calsequestrin (large upward arrow) addition was made p60r to

the addition of 1 rnM ~ a ' - (small upward arrow). Calsequestrin was isolated as per
'Experimental Procedures'.

FIGIJRE 2Q. Mag-Fura 2 luminal ca2+ fluorescence sigoals were unresponsive to
ionomycin treatment but responsive to thapsigargin treatment in HSR membranes
undergoing active

ca2+transport.

Mag-Fura 2-loaded HSR membranes (500 pg.ml-')

were incubated in transport bufler (pH 7.0, 25°C) containing 17.5 units/ml CPK. In both
panels, caZr sequestration was stimulated by the addition of 10 mM CPII mM MgATP
(curved arrow). in Panel A, membranes were further incubated with 17.5 pM ionomycin
(large arrow) (trace 1) or 17.5 p M ionomycin (large arrow) and 30 pM exogenous ~ a "
(trace 2) prior to MgATP addition.

Final additions of 20 p M thapsigargin were made

(large arrowhead). In Panel B, membranes were again axarnined at low (O exogenous:
trace 1) or high (30 pM exogenous; trace 2) ca2- loads. Subsequent to MgATP addition,
a train of either three (trace 2) or four (trace 1) additions of 17.5 FM ionomycin (large

arrows) were made. The large arrowhead represents the final thapsigargin addition (20

CLMI.
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FIGURE 21. Chlortetracycline fluorescence was sensitive to thapsigargin treatment

in HSR membranes. In both panels, HSR membranes (500 pg.ml-') were incubated in
transport buffer (pH 7.0, 25°C) containing 40 pM chlortetracycline and 17.5 unitdm1
CPK. In Panel A, vesicles were additionally incubated with either O (trace l), 0.5 pM
(trace 2). 0.75 pM (trace 3), 1 p M (trace 4), or 2 to 10 p M (trace 5) thapsigargin prior to
addition of 10 mM CP/l mM MgATP (cuwed arrow) and stimulation of ~ a ' -transport.
Sequential pulse loading with 5 p M caZ' additions is shown (small arrows; trace 1 and
2). The caZ- additions in trace 2 represent

ca2'additions made to traces 3, 4 and 5. In

trace 1, 1 FM thapsigargin treatment (large arrowhead) preceded the addition of 17.5 pM
ionomycin (large arrow, see also trace 2 and 5). In Panel B, membranes under low (O
exogenous) ca2- loads were treated with either 1 pM (large arrowhead: trace 1) or 10 pM
(large arrowhead; trace 2) thapsigargin subsequent to stimulation of initial ca2' uptake
(curved arrow). Final additions of 17.5 FM ionomycin (large arrows) are shown.

lime (secs)

FIGURE 22.

Mag-Fura 2 luminal fluorescence was sensitive to thapsigargin

treatrnent in HSR membranes. Mag-Fura 2-loaded HSR membranes (500 pg.ml")

were incubated in transport buffer (pH 7.0, 25°C) containing 17.5 unitdm1 CPK.
Membranes in Panels A and B were additionally incubated with either 0.5 p M or 1 p M
thapsigargin, respectively. Following the addition of 10 mM CP/1 mM MgATP (curved
arrow), the thapsigargin treated vesicles were incrementally loaded with four (Panel A)
or two (Panel B) pulses of 5 pM ca2' (small arrows) and finally treated with 17.5 p M

ionomycin (large arrows). In Panel C, HSR membranes were treated with 2 p M (trace
Ib) or 10 pM (trace 2) thapsigargin (large arrowhead) following stimulation of ~ a ' -

uptake (curved arrow). Also shown is the cytosolic ~ a response
"
(trace la) as recorded
with Calcium Green-2 under identical conditions to trace 1b. Final ionomycin additions

(1 7.5 PM) are indicated by the large arrows.

FIGURE 23. Chlortetracycline fluorescence was sensitive to ryanodine treatment in
HSR membranes. HSR membranes (500 pg.ml-') were incubated in transport buffer
(pH 7.0, 25°C) containing 40 pM chlortetracycline and 17.5 unitdm1 CPK. In Panel A,

membranes were additionally incubated with either O (trace l), 10 p M (trace 2), or 500
pM (trace

3) ryanodine p i o r to the initiation of ~ a "sequestration by the addition of 10

rniM CP/l rnM MgATP (curved arrow). Incremental loading of the membranes with
pulses of 5 FM ~ a "(small black arrows) was perfonned. The ca2- additions made to
trace 3 also represent additions made to trace 2. In Panel B, membranes were treated

with 500 pM ryanodine (black arrows) under condition of low (O exogenous; trace 2) and
high (30 MM exogenous; trace 1) MgATP-dependent caZ+loading. Final treatrnent with

17.5 p M ionomycin (large black arrows) is shown.
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FIGURE 24. Mag-Fura 2 luminal fluorescence was sensitive to ryanodine treatrnent
in HSR membranes. Mag-Fura 2-loaded HSR membranes (500 pg.ml-') were incubated

in transport buffer (pH 7.0, 2S°C) containing 17.5 unitdm1 CPK. In Panels A and B,
membranes were additionally incubated with either 10 pM or 500 p M ryanodine,
respectively. Following the addition of 10 mM CP/I mM MgATP (curved arrow) to
stimulate active caZctransport, membranes were sequentially loaded with four (Panel A)
or two (Panel B) 5 pM ca2' pulses. In both cases, 17.5 pM ionomycin (large arrow)

preceded 20 pM thapsigargin (large arrowhead) treatrnent. In Panel C, membranes were
loaded with 30 p M caZ&before treatment with 500 p M ryanodine (black arrows). In
trace 1, subsequent treatment with 20 pM thapsigargin (large arrowhead) preceded

treatment with 17.5 p M ionomycin (black arrow). In trace 2, treatment with 17.5 pM
ionomycin (black arrow) preceded treatment with 20 p M thapsigargin (black arrowhead).
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PItysiological Impiicutiions
Vesicle studies have been important for characterizing the protein components of
fast-twitch skeletal muscle SR as well as for examining SR cal' release and reuptake (40,
90, 176, 187, 270, 288). With the advent of isolation procedures for the RyRl channel,
rnany researchers began focusing upon characterization of the ~ a "release process
through single charme1 experiments (6, 1 12, 120, 126, 209). Although these data have

been important for better understanding the gating mechanisms of the ~ a ' - release
channel, one of the noted problems with single channel studies is that interacting
proteins, possibly important for modulating the ca2' release process (including FKBPIZ,
calsequestrin, triadin, and calmodulin) are notably absent fiom isolated RyRl
preparations (1 LI, 294). This in turn makes studies using isolated vesicles advantageous
since these preparations have been shown to include many, if not all, of the proteins
involved in SR ~ a "uptake and ca2' release in vivo (see Figure 1, 9 1).

The current study differs from many reported vesicle studies in that ca2- release
and sequestration by the isolated membranes has been monitored in real time, under

quasi-physiological conditions, and not through passive ca2' loading or 4 S ~ a "or ['HIryanodine binding which more or less provide end result data (79, 187,256). To rneet the
objectives of the current study, assays were developed that allowed synchronous
deteminations of cytosolic and luminal ca2' with fluorescence indicators like Calcium
Green-2, Mag-Fura 2, and chlortetracycline, accompanied by on and off cycles of the

SERCAl pump recorded with NADH oxidation in an enzyme reaction coupled to ATP
hydrolysis.

The most significant finding to corne out of these studies was that a IuminalIymediated, caz'-dependent, cross t a k appears to balance the events of ~ a "release with
~ a sequestration
"
in isolated HSR membranes. This observation would have likely been

unrecognizable were the assays not synchronous or not run in real time. However, HSR
vesicles are capable of both ca2* sequestration and ~ a "release, while, in vivo, the
primary site of caZAsequestration, the longitudinal SR , is spatially separated fkom the

sites of ca2+release, the junctional triad. Nevertheless, corbular regions of the SR have
been s h o w to contain both RyRl channels and SERCAl pumps that would presumably
activate and inactivate while sensing identical cytosolic, and perhaps luminal, ca2concentrations (133). In a similar manner to the specifk events that lead to RyRl
activation and inactivation at the triadic junction, it is hard to imagine that these corbular
pumps and channels, arranged in such close proximity, would operate in fbtile cycles in
response to increased cytosolic ~ a ? In this study, the well-balanced events of ~ a ' +
release and caZ+sequestration in HSR vesicles may be an experimental manifestation of
how corbular pumps and channels are regulated. The corbular SR therefore provides an
in vivo framework for the proposed luminal mediation of ca2' uptake and ca2&release in

the current study.

The cycles of the SERCAl pump

Importantly, observations with NADH and Calcium Green-2 identified that
SERCA 1 pumps in HSR membranes respond near-maximally under conditions where

RyRl leak States were imposed.

Maximal catalytic activities of the SERCAl pump,

under conditions of active ca2' transport, observed in this study were 4200 nmol/mg/min

for caZ' activation of the RyRl, 4400 nmoVmg/min with ryanodine-induced RyRl
opening, and 1 1895 nmoVmg/min in the presence of ionomycin. The units for SERCA 1
activity are in nmol NADH consumed per mg HSR membranes per minute where 1 nmol
ATP consumed by the pump during ~ a "transport would equate to 1 nmol NADH
oxidized in the coupled enzymatic pathway. These values differed fkom values obtained
under conditions where SERCAl catalytic activity was monitored in the presence of
EGTA-controlled concentrations of cytosolic caZi.

In Figure 3, maximal SERCAl

activities in the presence of EGTA and ryanodine or ionomycin were -3000
nmol/mg/min, 2 fold higher than in the absence of either compound. Under conditions
where cytosolic caZt was kept constant by the presence of EGTA, ryanodine-induced
activation of SERCAl pumps approached catalytic activity observed in the presence of
ionomycin.

These differences in these results rnay reflect stnctly cytosolic ca2-

regulation of the SERCAI, as no meaningful caLi gradient would be expected to form
between the lumen and cytosol of HSR membranes with EGTA present. Furthemore,
Ca-ATP complexes may be facilitated with EGTA-clamped cytosolic ~ a ' *and these
complexes have been shown to have an inhibiting effect upon SERCAl pumps (290).
However, during active ca2' transport experiments (in the absence of EGTA) , the
collapse of the luminal to cytosolic ca2' gradients and the loss of luminal ca2' control
upon the SERCAl may be one explanation for the observed increases in maximal

SERCAl catalytic values and the apparent uncoupling of the SERCAl with RyRl ca2leak States in the presence of ionomycin.
Increased luminal ca2' has been well documented as an inhibiting factor upon
SERCA 1 enzymes (54, 108, 114, 122). Only recentIy Saiki and Ikernoto (226) have

similarly suggested that SR ca2' release and ca2' sequestration were coordinated events.

In their results, increased ~ a "effluxes resulted in increased SERCAl ca2' uptake rates
that could not be described by increases in cytosolic ca2+alone. As they have suggested,
one could improperly assume that SERCAl pumps activate simply in response to
elevations in cytosolic ~ a " . In this report, the data in Figure 3 and Figure 6 clearly
demonstrated that increased cytosolic ca2' alone was insufficient for near-maximal
SERCAl activation. It becomes evident Iiom Figure 6, Panel B, that burst-like SERCAl
catalytic activations were well coordinated with RyRl charnel opening. The increases in
cytosolic ~ a "concentrations required for pump activation were distinctly 2-fold less in
Panel B when compared to Panel C. The delayed onset of SERCA 1 activation in Panel
C,

only upon attainment of maximal levels of cytosolic Cazi, indicated that RyRl

opening was similarly delayed. This would indicate that, initially, luminal caZ-was a
predorninant factor in back-inhibiting the SERCAl pump. The RyRl channel, in tum,
was less sensitive to activation by cytosolic ca2' at these low luminal Ca'- load
conditions, yet was activated upon the realization of increased cytosolic ~ a ' . Therefore
activation of the SERCAI pump was delayed until such time as the luminally-mediated
ca2+ inhibition was removed.

Although reaching similar conclusions, these results

differed from those of Saiki and Ikemoto (226) in that these assays were done in real time
with synchronous determinations of both cytosolic ~ a ' +and SERCAl activity. This
afforded unintempted measurement of ca2' load, ca2' release and SERCAl catalytic
activation which then could be directly coordinated.
Energetically, SERCA 1 ATP consumption becomes negligible in regard to HSR
vesicle ~ a sequestration
"
of presented ca2' pulses when in the absence of caZ' leak state

formations.

EquaIly non-taxing on ATP supplies is SERCAl maintenance of low

luminal ~ a "loads. Basal rates of SERCAl catalytic activity IO-fold less (-300 to 400
nmol/mg/min) were invariably observed under conditions where RyRl opening was
unobserved. Only in the face of luminal ca2' efflwes through activated RyRl channels
(or membrane disruption by ionomycin) was ATP consumption by SERCAl pumps
unrelenting.

Indeed, it appeared that some luminally-mediated ~ a "inhibition of

SERCAl activity remained under RyRl leak state formations as ionomycin resulted in
catalytic rates close to 3-fold higher. The cyclical dependency of SERCA 1 activation
upon RyRl opening, and SERCAl inactivation upon RyRl closure, suggests that the
most important mechanism by which the o d o f f activity of SERCA 1 pumps is controlled
is through the maintenance or collapse of Iuminal, outwardly directed, ca2- gradients.
The added problem with simpliming these results is that RyRl charnels, whose leak
States influence SERCAl activation, are similarly modulated by the same HSR
membrane ca2- gradients.

The dual e/fec of outwardiy-directed en2+gradients.
Similady to data showing that ca2' gradients modulate the ca2' release and c a Z +
sequestration events in HSR ca2+ transport, these results have shown that the rate at
which ~ a "gradients were formed and maintained are equally signiticant in RyRl and
' ~loading
SERCAI modulation. Figure 7 showed that initial ~ a "pulses, during ~ a pulse
experiments, were sequestered at a rate -25-fold faster than c a 2 + pulses as threshold
luminal cal' loading for CICR was approached. This 'pumping up' of HSR vesicles was
dependent upon the rate of presentation of ca2' pulses and was probably the result o f

SERCA 1 inhibition by luminal ca2'. With slowed ca2' pulse additions, luminal ca2' had

an obvious lack of inhibition upon SERCAl. Along with the concomitant absence of
~ a "release under these conditions, these results may indicate a time-dependent
reorganization of luminal ~ a "or perhaps ~ a "precipitation by increased luminal
phosphate concentrations (90). Nonetheless, this result fùrther demonstrated a luminaltymediated ~ a "modulation of both SERCAl-mediated ca2' sequestration and the advent
of RyRl -rnediated ~ a ' *release in HSR membranes.

The rate dependence of ca2'-uptake upon HSR membrane ~ a ' -release was
hrther examined using sub-stoichiometric and stoichiometnc concentrations of
thapsigargin and cyclopiazonic acid. At these sub-stoichiometric concentrations, both
SERCAl-specific inhibitors have been shown to decrease catalytic turnover and ~ a ' ~
loading by the SERCAl pump without formation of 'dead-end' complexes (137, 224).
Stoichiometric concentrations result in dead-end inhibition of SERCAl pumps and al1
~ a ' +sequestration becomes arrested. Initially, thapsigargin treatment (stoichiometric
concentrations) were found to procure rapid and maximal ~ a ' &release fiom HSR
membranes under conditions of steady state low (or high) luminal ~ a ' - loads during
active ~ a " transport.

Using ryanodine to inactivate the cal* release channel

(demonstrated in Figure 9), thapsigargin- and cyclopiazonic acid-induced ~ a ' *emuxes
were shown to be RyRl -mediated. These early findings have been subsequently verified
by the laboratory of Palade (54a). In their hands, SERCAl specific inhibitors were

shown to act like RyRl activators, not only sensitizing the ~ a "release channel to
activation by caffeine, but at higher concentrations resulting in RyRI-mediated caZ*
release that was effectively blocked by ruthenium red. ~ l t h o u g hthe data was not shown

here, experiments done for this report fürther showed thapsigargin caused increased
ryanodine binding to isolated HSR membranes, but not to isolated RyRl receptors,
confirming an indirect RyRl ca2' release mechanism.
The stimulation of the release of ca2+by treatment of HSR membranes with high
thapsigargin concentrations was an important demonstration that active SERCAl pumps
are necessary for maintenance of outwardly-directed ca2' gradients. In the presence of
active SERCAl pumps, luminal ca2' itself does not stimulate ~ a ' ' release (see Figure 6
and Figure 7).

Yet, the rapid ca2* emux from HSR membranes when pumps were

inhibited wi th stoichiometric concentrations of thapsigargin or cyclopiazonic acid
suggested that under these conditions luminal ~

a may
' ~indirectly promote ca2- release.

Alternatively, active SERCAl pumps rnay continually cycle small, specific ~ a "
effîwtes
from RyRl receptors during steady state ~ a "loads. Indeed, there are persistent basal
rates of SERCAl activity for maintenance of cytosolic Ca" concentrations of -50 nM
(see O conditions, Figure 11 and Figure 13).

Furthemore, as Meissner onginally

suggested, luminal to cytosolic ~ a "fluxes through the RyRl rnay modulate the Ca"
release channel (289). These ca2' f l u e s were thought to have preferential access to ca2+
inactivation sites located with-in the cytosolic portion of the channel. Thus the SERCAl
may be affiliated with actively regulating those fluxes by re-sequestering ~ a ' *in this
microenvironment, before it accumulates to higher concentrations, and thereby
effectively modulating closed, steady state, RyRI channels. A similar proposal, using
HSR vesicles as a model, by Marie and Silva (170a) has suggested that a significant

level of ATP consumption by SERCAl pumps occurred in resting muscle due to ca2cycling between small RyRl leak States and SERCAl pumps.

A novel finding in this study was that sub-stoichiornetric concentrations of
thapsigargin and cyclopiazonic acid, which were initially ineffective in collapsing the
luminal to cytosolic ~ a "gradient at low ca2' loads, became effective as ca2&loads
reached near-threshold (see Figure 8 and Figure 12, Panel D). These resuIts provided
evidence of a direct mechanism of modulation of SERCAl pumps by high luminal CaZ+
loading. Since thapsigargin is known to preferentially bind, and inhibit, the ca2' absent,
low affmity state of the SERCA 1 (284a), high luminal ca2' cm be assumed to promote

this conformation of the enzyme. This also correlates with the luminally ca2'-mediated
back-inhibited f o m of the SERCAI pump. However, the rapid nature of the Ca'- efflw
by sub-stoichiometric thapsigargin concentrations under these conditions further
confirms the importance of basal catalytic rates of the SERCA 1 pump for maintenance
of high outwardly directed Ca" gradients and inactivated RyRl channels.
From al1 indications, thapsigargin and cyclopiazonic acid treatment of HSR
' ~ process. Due
membranes under high luminal ~ a ' - loads results in a two-step ~ a effiux
to the complete inhibition of ca2&effiux by ryanodine inactivation of RyRl 's, it can be

assumed that thapsigargin treatment resulted in a slow RyRl ~ a ' &leak state that feeds
fonvard to a regenerative CICR. These results support the idea that thapsigargin- and
cyclopiazonic acid-induced collapse of outwardly directed ca2' gradients is initiated by
the inability to reuptake ca2' fiuxing through the RyR 1. However, sub-stoichiometric
concentrations of the SERCAl inhibitors invariably resulted in the resequestration of
released ~ a " . Rate calculations fkom Figure 10 showed that CICR in the presence of
thapsigargin resulted in ca2* reuptake rates that were 5-fold faster than ca2+ reuptake
following thapsigargin-induced ca2' emux. mapsigargin is thought to bind irreversibly

to the SERCAl (182).

If that is the case then these results indicate thapsigargin

inhibition results in a reduced number of SERCAI pumps actively resequestering the
released ca2+. An altemate possibility is that thapsigargin behaves like cyclopiazonic
acid, reversibly associating with the SERCAl pump, slowing the overall rates of ~

a

uptake.
CycIopiazonic acid is thought to act as a competitive inhibitor of ATP binding to
the SERCAI pump but also, like thapsigargin, to interact with the ~

a free
' form
~
of the

enzyme (232). The data in figures 11 and 12 indicate that the mechanism of inhibition of
SERCAI by cyclopiazonic acid is different from that of thapsigargin. At stoichiometric
concentrations both inhibiton effectively amested ca2+sequestration. On the other hand,
sub-stoichiometric concentrations of thapsigargin effectively decreased the rate at which
~ a "is sequestered to the lumen of HSR vesicles while similar concentrations of
cyclopiazonic acid appeared to require the attainment of steady state, low luminal ca2*
loads before inhibition of the pump and collapse of the ca2+ gradient. Whether the
variance of thapsigargin and cyclopiazonic acid pretreatments stem from the differential
actions of each compound upon different states of the SERCAl, or a differential
requirement of cyclopiazonic acid for luminal ca2' loading, both inhibitors effectively
increased the rate at which SERCAI pumps were responding with treatrnent.
Cyclopiazonic acid appeared to increase catalytic rates in a slow, nonlinear fashion,
seemingly in response to the delayed collapse of the luminal ca2' gradient. Visibly
absent from these traces were the burst-like transitions in SERCAI activity seen with
thapsigargin-induced delays in cytosolic ca2' removal and attainment of near-basal,
steady state, luminal ca2' gradients.

'

~

When thapsigargin pretreatments were employed in the presence of added ca2(Figure 11, Panel C and D) transitions from burst-like to near basal SERCAl catalytic
activity were not observed.

It appeared that, although the exogenous ~ a "had been

sequestered to the lumen of the membranes (normally reducing the rate of SERCAl
activity), a persistent c a 2 + leak had slightly altered the resting, steady state, cytosolic
~ a ' -levels (see 0.5 trace). This small ca2' le* resulted in sustained SERCAI activation

beyond the attainment of

- IO5 nmoVmg luminal ~

a ? Thus the demonstration that

luminal ~ a loading,
' ~ in the presence of thapsigargin, had littie effect upon near-maximal
SERCAl activation firther indicated that small RyRl Ieaks have large influences upon
rates of pump activity.
Together these results suggest that steady state, outwardly directed, ca2* gradients
are maintained both by (1) small ca2- fluxes through the inactivated RyRl and (2)
removal of these caZ' fluxes by basal rates of active SERCA 1 pumps. These results have
also indicated that these gradients not only sensitize the RyRl to activation, but readily
alter the conformation of the SERCAl to a low ~ a "af'fïnity state (sensitive to

thapsigargin and cyclopiazonic acid) which also appears necessary for ca2- release.
Indeed, the observations where exogenous RyRi modulators like ryanodine (see Figure

9) or ethanol resulted in apparent SERCAl reversai at near-threshold luminal ca2- loads
indicated a dual replation by luminal caZi upon these ca2' regulatory SR proteins.

Citoracteritation of two distinct luminai ~ a ' + ~ o o i s .

The employrnent of two luminal ca2* indicators, Mag-Fura 2 (AM) and

chlortetracycline, was important for defining how luminal ca2' may be regulating

SERCAI pumps and RyRl channels.

The luminal origin of these fluorescence

responses was verified by thapsigargin pretreatment and ionomycin treatment of MagFura 2-loaded and CTC-incubated HSR membranes undergoing active ca2- transport.
Lack of fluorescence increases with ~ a "additions in the presence of stoichiometnc
concentrations of thapsigargin indicated that Mag-Fura 2 (Figure 15, Panel C) and
chlortetracycline (Figure 2 1, Panel A) signals were indeed SERCA 1-mediated and thus

luminal.

The large fluorescence decreases in the two signals upon ionomycin addition

(the presence of thapsigargin was also necessary for Mag-Fura 2) was further evidence
that luminal ~ a ' lwas causing the fluorescence increases observed with Mag-Fura 2 and
ch Iortetracycline.
The luminal

caZ' loading

dependency of CICR in HSR membranes, initially

characterized with Calcium Green-2, were consistent with both Mag-Fura 2 and
chlortetracycline (compare Figure 5 with Figure 15, Panel A and Figure 17, Panel A).
Loads of - 150 nmol ca2'/rng HSR were required before CICR-like events occurred with
Calcium Green-2, Mag-Fura 2 or chlortetracycline. This value is consistent with other
reported values (90, 226). However, the observed fluorescence responses of Mag-Fura 2
and chlortetracycline to ca2" loading were vectorally different.
Upon fùrther examination of the Mag-Fura 2 fluorescence response, the
importance of several findings became apparent.
immediately to passive

caZ' loading

Firstly, Mag-Fura 2 responded

(Figure 15, Panel A).

This indicated that the

luminal fluorescence signal was shallow. RyRl channels have been s h o w to be in the
open state during membrane preincubations (90) making the large membrane spanning
pore of the RyRl a likely ca2' influx pathway. Secondly, the rates of passive, as well as

Mg.ATP-dependent, active fluorescence increases with Mag-Fura 2 indicated that the
signal was likely reporting on fiee luminal ~ a "(Figure 18). Thirdly, the shallowness of
the fluorescence signal was verified with the relative lack of responses to repeated
ionornycin treatments (Figure 20).

However, subsequent thapsigargin treatment

potentially resulted in loss of Mag-Fura 2 fluorescence.

The first and second

observations suggested that the Mag-Fura 2 ca2&pool may be localized to the lurninal
mouth of the RyR1. However, the sensitivity of fluorescence to thapsigargin and not
ionomycin along with the second observation indicated that the Mag-Fura 2 ~ a "pool
was equally likely to be in close association with SERCAl pumps.
The fourth observation, calibration of the Mag-Fura 2 fluorescence signal, then
indicated that the maximum capacity of this shallow and free pool of ~ a "during active
~ a "transport was -50 FM ftee caZ'. This value is about 20 to 200- fold lower than
other reported values that indicated fiee ca2&reached the low mM range (146).
However, given the binding capacity of luminal calsequestrin, reportedly able to bind
upward of 90 % of transported ca2' in HSR membranes (1 lS), the predicted values of
maximal free luminal ca2' may not be as high as previously thought.
Chlortetracycline fluorescence showed expected luminal increases with ca2'
pulse loading and decreases upon anainment of threshold ~ a "loading and CICR. The
data collected in Figure 19 demonstrated that CTC fluorescence was greatly enhanced in
the presence of both ca2+ and isolated calsequestrin.

This is supported by earlier

observations that a fluorescence enhancement by chlortetracycline occurred upon its'
interactions with biological membranes or strongly polar mediums (33). These results do
not mle out a mixed chlortetracycline signal fiom near-membrane regions of the vesicle

lumen, however, it is bard to understand how these fluorescence responses would differ
from the bulk free luminal responses reported by Mag-Fm 2. The distinctiveness of the
chlonetracycline signal does indeed rnirror the expected ~ a ' ' binding and Ca'- release
characteristics expected to occur with calsequestrin dunng active c a Z Atransport and ~ a ' ~
release. Furthertnore, calsequestrin reportedly intetacts directly with the RyRl or in an
interaction mediated through junctin and triadin (294). Other reports have indicated that
~ a "binding may regulate RyRl activation and ca2&release, or that RyRl activation may
regulate ~ a ' -binding to calsequestrin (90, 114). Therefore, chlortetracycline responses
may in fact be direct luminal observations of calsequestrin-RyR1 mediated ~ a ' *release.
The transitory nature of the Mag-Fura 2 signal during caZ' pulse loading may
indicate the rapid entry and removal of ca2&into and from the free lurninal ca2*pool
(Figure 15, Panel A). It follows that ~ a "would be sequestered by calsequestrin into the
chlortetracycline, bound luminal calc pool (Figure 17, Panel A). Basal rates of SERCAl
activity are accornpanied by minor fluorescence oscillations in Mag-Fura 2 and large
fluorescence steppes in chlortetracycline signals. Upon activation of both RyRl channels
and SERCAl catalysis, large increases in Mag-Fura 2 fluorescence accompany large
decreases in chlortetracycline fluorescence. Therefore collapse of the ca2' gradient at

CICR is attended by increased c a s into the free Ca" pool. The modulation of both the
RyRl and SERCAl by the attainment of high outwardly-directed ~ a "gradients would

then appear govemed strictly by ca2' binding states of calsequestrin.

Ti~upsigarginand ryanodine provide further insight into the regdatory nature of

luminal

ca2+
pools.

Calcium Green-2 and NADH traces had revealed that thapsigargin treatments
(sub-stoichiometric concentrations) resulted in collapse of outwardly directed caZ4
gradients by indirect activation of the RyRl. As discussed, these were accompanied by
activations of SERCAl.

Thapsigargin treatment, under these conditions, effectively

reduced the luminal ca2- load required for CICR as recorded with Calcium Green-2
(Figure IO), chlortetracycline (Figure SI), and Mag-Fura 2 (Figure 22).

Increased

magnitude of ~ a transients
' ~
in the free pool were accompanied by slowed and decreased
fluorescence increases for the obsewed chlortetracycline nadirs. Thus it appears that
activation of SERCAl pumps in response to RyRl le& States faciiitated the entry of ~ a ' into the free, Mag-Fun 2, cat' pool. The greatly reduced Mag-Fura 2 fluorescence
decreases following caZ' additions (especially at CICR), indicated that the exchange
from the free to bound luminal ca2' pools was in some way hampered by the slowing of
~ a removal
"
from the cytosol and therefore the collapse of caZ' gradient formation.

In terms of the sequence of events leading to CICR, it remained unciear as to
whether it was: the decreased removal of cytosolic ca2' which resulted in RyRl
activation; or the altered binding affinity of calsequestin which resulted in increased fiee
luminal ca2- and activation of the RyRl; or the facilitated rnovement of released ~ a ' ~
back into the free pool, which altered the normal HSR membrane luminal organization
of ~ a " . Thapsigargin treatments that resulted in the biphasic, delayed release of ca2*
frorn HSR membranes (Figures 8 and 10) caused complimentary delays in the decreases
in chlortetracycline fluorescence and increases in Mag-Fura 2 fluorescence. Even these
results could not clariQ an exact mechanism for luminal ca2' reshufiling. These results
did affirm that RyRl charnel opening and the accompanying SERCA 1 activation lead to

loss of caZ' fiom the bound lwninal cornpartment and entry into the free luminal
compartment.
Further clarification came with ryanodine treatment of HSR membranes.
Pretreatments that would facilitate the activation and subsequent inactivation of RyRl
chanriels resulted in increased luminal Mag-Fura 2 and chlortetracycline fluorescence
signals. Under these conditions, ca2' was immediately moved to the bound ~ a ' *pool,
with a distinct absence of ca2- release. ca2' movement from the free to bound ~ a ' *
compartment was more rapid with each successive ca2' pulse (Figure 24, Panel B).
Therefore, under ryanodine-induced inhibition of RyRl

channels, calsequestrin

continually serves as a ca2+ sink for the cytosolically added ~ a "pulses which were
initially but rapidly accumulated into the fiee caZ' pool.
Ryanodine-induced ~ a "release was accompanied by apparent SERCA 1 reversal
prior to activation (Figure 9).
resulted in loss of ~

Under high luminal ca2* loads, ryanodine treatment

a fiom
' ~both the free and bound luminal ~ a ' -pools.

These rapid

reductions in Mag-Fura 2 were only observed with ryanodine-induced caL' effluxes.
Indeed, losses of ~ a "from the fiee luminal ca2' pool appeared othenvise dependent
upon inactivated RyRl channels and the increased binding afinity of calsequestrin.
Therefore the rapid loss of ca2' from the SERCAl mediated free pool may represent the
"
and
efflux of caZTthrough the SERCAl pump. The conditions of high luminal ~ a load

stimulation of ca2' release by modulators of the RyRl other than ca2' itself supported
this possibility. One explanation for this phenomenon may be that ryanodine-induced
~ a " releases initially uncouple the othenvise coordinated events of caL' release and
sequestration.

The subsequent leveling of Mag-Fura 2 fluorescence followed by

complete fluorescence loss may indicate a readjusted SERCA 1-RyR 1-calsequestrin
coordination.

Coricluding Remarks

The evidence in this study for a luminally-mediated cross talk between SERCA 1
pumps and RyRl channels has been presented.

Clearly the events modulating ca2-

sequestration and CICR are complex and multifactorial.

However, the assay systems

developed in this report provide new insights into the possible luminal caZ+
compartmentalization and the communication between fiee and bound ca2+. The free
~ a ' -pool appears not to modulate SERCAl activity but increases in response to it. The
other factor that appeared to control this fiee ca2' pool was binding affmity states of
calsequestrin.

Decreasing the rate of ~ a gradient
' ~
formation demonstrated that the

filling of the calsequestrin-bound luminal pool was not a prerequisite to CICR. But
inhibited RyRl channels were shown to facilitate the movement of ca2- into this
compartment. Therefore it appears that states of the RyRl indeed govem the binding of

cal' to calsequestin. Under conditions of nonnally regulated gradient formation, the
filling of the bound ca2' pool was necessary for CICR.

Therefore it appears that

calsequestrin does indeed influence the sensitivity of the RyRl to activation.
ca2*gradient formation, in tum, is dependent upon active SERCAl pumps which
rapidly remove added ca2' pulses and possibly ca2' fluxes from the RyRl. Maintenance

of these ca2' gradients appears then to determine inactivated RyRl channels and binding
of ~ a to' calsequestrin.
~
The nature of luminal back-inhibition of the SERCAl pump
could not be fully resolved from this study. If anything, it appeared that the bound

luminal ~ a "pool would be the exerting influence upon both the RyRl and the SERCAI.
Whether this influence is govemed by calsequestnn reaching binding capacity, such that
removal of accumulated ~ a "fiom fkee to bound luminal compartments is decreased, or
some direct (or accessory protein mediated) interaction remains to be detennined.
Chlortetracycline as a luminal ca2' probe is limited to the formation of caZgradients across membranes in order for itself to p a s to the HSR luminal environment.
Therefore, one limitation of chlortetracycline would be unresolved luminal ~ a "changes
during the initial ca2' sequestration phase of

ca2' transport

Furthemore, the suggested origins of the luminal

by HSR membranes.

caZLprobes does not negate mixed

luminal fluorescence signals fiom compartmentalization of both Mag-Fura 2 and
chlortetracycline. Indeed, the exact ongin of the MF2 and CTC signals could not be fùlly
resolved in this study.

The possibility that chlortetracycline and Mag-Fura 2 are

reporting upon microenvironments within the HSR vesicle lumen is therefore a distinct
possibility. The adoption of different AM ester dyes, with a vanety of Kd's, into caL*
transport assay protocols may be an effective means of determining whether other

luminai signais are possible or to ver@ the current report. This, in turn, may identifY
even further sub-compartments within the SR lumen which could play a role in the

proposed cross-talk communication between RyR 1 charnels and SERCA 1 pumps in
HSR membranes.
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